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whether or not you concur with the committee’s actions on the proposals.  Reasons must 

accompany all negative and abstention ballots. 

 

Please do not vote negatively because of editorial errors.  However, please bring such 

errors to my attention for action. 

 

Please complete and return your ballot as soon as possible but no later than Monday, 

April 5, 2010.  As noted on the ballot form, please submit the ballot to Jeanne Moreau-

Correia, e-mail to jmoreaucorreia@nfpa.org  or fax to 617-984-7110.   

 

The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.   
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-1     Log #CP40

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Delete (See ...) throughout the code, except for the following 3 which are revised:
7.6.3 Sediment Traps. [See 9.6.7.] The installation of sediment traps shall be in accordance with section 9.6.7.
10.2.6* Refrigeration Coils. [See 10.3.8 and 10.3.9.] The installation of refrigeration coils shall be in accordance with
sections 10.3.8 and 10.3.9.
12.12 Vent Connectors for Category II, Category III, and Category IV Appliances. [See Section 12.5.] The vent
connectors for Category II, Category III, and Category IV appliances shall be in accordance with section 12.5.

The parenthetical references are deleted as they are not consistently applied throughout the code, and
contain errors. In 3 cases, the parenthetical text is relocated to the paragraph as they are needed.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-2     Log #16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce J. Swiecicki, National Propane Gas Association

New text to read as follows:

1.) Revise Paragraph 1.1.1.1(A) as follows:
Coverage of piping systems shall extend from the point of delivery to the appliance connections. For other

than undiluted liquefied petroleum gas (LP-Gas) systems, the point of delivery shall be considered to be the outlet of the
service meter assembly or the outlet of the service regulator or service shutoff valve where no meter is provided. For
undiluted liquefied petroleum gas systems, the point of delivery shall be considered to be the outlet of the final pressure
regulator, exclusive of line gas regulators, or the outlet of the service meter assembly if included, in the system.

2.) Add the following text to Annex A:
The final pressure regulator in an undiluted Liquefied Petroleum Gas system can include any one of the

following:
1. The second stage regulator or integral two-stage regulator
2. A 2-psi service regulator or integral 2 psi service regulator
3. A single stage regulator on existing older systems installed before June 30, 1997
4. The meter outlet on two-stage metered service serving LP-Gas pipeline systems

The proposed changes above will resolve issues related to the differences in terminology between the
natural gas and propane industries. Both “3.3.88.3 Line Gas Regulator” and “3.3.88.7 Service Regulator” use
terminology which is not common in the propane industry and as a result there can be confusion while trying to
determine the “point of delivery” as described for undiluted liquefied petroleum gas systems in 1.1.1.1 (A).

The change to 1.1.1.1 (A) will help clarify that for some systems under the jurisdiction of Title 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations Part 192, the point of delivery for propane systems is the outlet of the service meter assembly. For other
common propane systems, the text in Annex A will help clarify where the point of delivery is located.

New text to read as follows:
Revise the National Fuel Gas Code NFPA 54 as follows:
1.) Revise Paragraph 1.1.1.1(A) as follows:

Coverage of piping systems shall extend from the point of delivery to the appliance connections. For other
than undiluted liquefied petroleum gas (LP-Gas) systems, the point of delivery shall be considered to be the outlet of the
service meter assembly or the outlet of the service regulator or service shutoff valve where no meter is provided. For
undiluted liquefied petroleum gas systems, the point of delivery shall be considered to be the outlet of the final pressure
regulator, exclusive of line gas regulators in the system where no meter is installed. Where a meter is installed the point
of delivery shall be the outlet of the meter.

2.) Add the following text to Annex A:
The final pressure regulator in an undiluted Liquefied Petroleum Gas system can include any one of the

following:
1. The second stage regulator or integral two-stage regulator
2. A 2-psi service regulator or integral 2 psi service regulator
3. A single stage regulator, where single stage systems are permitted by NFPA 58.

Accepted with editorial revisions, and reference to NFPA 58Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code is
added for single stage systems.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-3     Log #63

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

Insert new text to read as follows:
This code shall not apply to the following items (reference standards for some of which appear in Annex M):

(21) the fuel train of an appliance, which is covered by another nationally recognized standard or code which already
contains requirements for the fuel train.

The intent of this proposal is to clarify the scope of the code, which is not intended to be used to
superceded requirements of a fuel train of an appliance, which already has an applicable, nationally recognized code or
standard.

The subject is covered in 1.1.1.2 (20).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-4     Log #CP38

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 1.1.1.2 (2) to read:
(2) Installation of farm appliances and equipment such as brooders, dehydrators, dryers, and irrigation equipment used
for agricultural purposes.

Consistent with Section 5.5.1 which uses “agricultural purposes” as follows:
5.5.1 Maximum Design Operating Pressure. (5) The piping serves appliances or equipment used for agricultural
purposes.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-5     Log #CP31

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise the standards in Chapter 2 as shown:
ANSI/ASME B1.20.1, Pipe Threads, General Purpose, Inch, 1983 (Reaffirmed 2001 2006).
ANSI/ASME B16.1, Gray Iron Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings: Classes 25, 125, and 250, 2005.
ANSI/ASME B16.20, Metallic Gaskets For Pipe Flanges: Ring-Joint, Spiral-Wound and Jacketed, 2007.
ANSI/ASME B36.10M, Welded and Seamless Wrought Steel Pipe, 2004 (Reaffirmed 2010)
ASTM A53, Standard Specification for Pipe, Steel, Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc Coated Welded and Seamless, 2007.
ASTM A106, Standard Specification for Seamless Carbon Steel Pipe for High-Temperature Service, 2006a 2008.
ASTM A254, Standard Specification for Copper-Brazed Steel Tubing, 1997 (Reaffirmed 2007).
ASTM B88, Standard Specification for Seamless Copper Water Tube, 2003 2009.
ASTM B210, Standard Specification for Aluminum and Aluminum-Alloy Drawn Seamless Tubes, 2004.
ASTM B241, Standard Specification for Aluminum and Aluminum-Alloy Seamless Pipe and Seamless Extruded Tube,
2002.
ASTM B280, Standard Specification for Seamless Copper Tube for Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Field Service,
2008.
ASTM D2513, Standard Specification for Thermoplastic Polyethylene (PE) Gas Pressure Pipe, Tubing, and Fittings,
2008a 2009a.
ASTM E136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750o C, 2004 2009b
ASTM F1973, Standard Specification for Factory Assembled Anodeless Risers and Transition Fittings in Polyethylene
(PE) and Polyamide 11 (PA11) and Polyamide 12 (PA12) Fuel Gas Distribution Systems, 2008
ASTM F2509, Standard Specification for Field-assembled Anodeless Riser Kits for Use on Outside Diameter Controlled
Polyethylene Gas Distribution Pipe and Tubing, 2006.
ANSI Z21.8, Installation of Domestic Gas Conversion Burners, 1994 (Reaffirmed 2000).
ANSI Z21.11.2, Gas-Fired Room Heaters - Volume II, Unvented Room Heaters, 2007.
ANSI Z21.24/CGA 6.10, Connectors for Gas Appliances, 2006.
ANSI Z21.41/CSA 6.9,Quick-Disconnect Devices for use with Gas Fuel Appliances, 2003.
ANSI Z21.69/CSA 6.16, Connectors for Movable Gas Appliances, 2002 (Reaffirmed 2007) 2009.
ANSI Z21.75/CSA 6.27, Connectors for Outdoor Gas Appliances and Manufactured Homes, 2007.
ANSI Z21.80/CSA 6.22, Line Pressure Regulators, 2003 (Reaffirmed 2008).
ANSI Z21.90, Gas Convenience Outlets and Optional Enclosures, 2001 (Reaffirmed 2005).
ANSI Z83.4/CSA 3.7, Non-Recirculating Direct Gas-Fired Industrial Air Heaters, 2003.
ANSI Z83.18, Recirculating Direct Gas-Fired Industrial Air Heaters, 2004.
ANSI LC 1/CSA 6.26, Fuel Gas Piping Systems Using Corrugated Stainless Steel Tubing (CSST), 2005.
ANSI LC 4, Press-Connect Copper and Copper Alloy Fittings for Use in Fuel Gas Distribution Systems, 2007.
MSS SP-6, Standard Finishes for Contact Faces of Pipe Flanges and Connecting-End Flanges of Valves and Fittings,
2007.
ANSI/MSS SP-58, Pipe Hangers and Supports — Materials, Design and Manufacture, 2002 2009.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-6     Log #27

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bob Eugene, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
2.3.5 UL Publications.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096, www.ul.com. ANSI/UL 651, Schedule
40 and 80 Rigid PVC Conduit and Fittings, 2005, Revised 20072008.

Update referenced standards to most recent revisions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-7     Log #CP50

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Add a new definition of code:
3.2.3* Code. A standard that is an extensive compilation of provisions covering broad subject matter or that is suitable
for adoption into law independently of other codes and standards.

A definition of code is added per the NFPA Manual of Style.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-8     Log #64

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

New text to read as follows:
All piping, valves, controls, and fittings from the outlet of the equipment manual shutoff valves of the

appliance to the burner of the appliance that regulator and control fuel to the burner.
The proposed definition is added so there is an unambiguous phrase that can be within the code when

it referrs to the part of the gas piping system that is downstream the equipment manual shutoff valve and that regulators
and control gas flow to a specific appliance. The verbiage is somewhat similar to what is in CSD-1.

The term is not used in the code and a definition is not needed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-9     Log #CP2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Capable of being reached quickly for operation, renewal, or inspections, without requiring

those to whom ready access is requisite to climb over or remove obstacles or to resort to portable ladders, and so forth.
[ 2008]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

Current definition is more relevant to fuel gas.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-10     Log #CP42

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise definition to read as follows:
3.3.6 Appliance. Any device that utilizes gas as a fuel or raw material to produce light, heat, power, refrigeration, or air
conditioning.

The definition is revised to be more widely applicable.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-11     Log #CP4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A low-pressure hot water boiler having a volume exceeding 120 gal (454 L), or a

heat input exceeding 200,000 Btu/hr (58.6 kW), or an operating temperature exceeding 200°F (93°C) that provides hot
water to be used outside the boiler. [ 2006]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is more concise,and should continue to
be used. The definition will be sent to the NFPA 31 committee as a proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-12     Log #CP5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A boiler for generating steam at gauge pressures not in excess of 15 psi (103 kPa) or

for furnishing water at a maximum temperature of 250°F (121°C) at a maximum gauge pressure of 160 psi (1103 kPa).
[ 2006]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-13     Log #CP6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Abbreviation for British thermal unit. The quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 pound of

water 1°F. ( , 2006)
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is more correct, and should continue to
be used. The definition will be sent to the NFPA 211 committee as a proposal.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-14     Log #CP7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A device or group of devices used for the introduction of fuel, air, oxygen, or oxygen-enriched air into a

furnace at the required velocities, turbulence, and concentration to maintain ignition and combustion of fuel. [ ,2007]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the use of the term "burner" in NFPA 54 is sufficiently different
from the use in NFPA 86, and recommends that a second preferred definition be established.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-15     Log #CP8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A structure containing one or more vertical or nearly vertical passageways for conveying flue gases

to the outside atmosphere.
[ 2006]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is more concise,and should continue to
be used. The definition will be sent to the NFPA 211 committee as a proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-16     Log #CP9

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A device used to dry wet laundry by means of heat derived from the combustion of fuel or from

electric heating elements. [ , 2006]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

Adopt a revised definition of clothes dryer as follows:
An appliance  used to dry wet laundry by means of heat.
The committee developed an alternate, simpler definition that should also be acceptable to the

NFPA 211 committee.  It will be sent to the NFPA 211, committee.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-17     Log #CP10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A chemical process of oxidation that occurs at a rate fast enough to produce heat and usually

light in the form of either a glow or flame. [ 2009]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

Revise definition to read as follows:
As used herein, the rapid oxidation of fuel gases accompanied by the production of heat, or heat

and light. Complete combustion of a fuel is possible only in the presence of an adequate supply of oxygen
The committee revised it's definition to be concise, and will send it to the NFPA 5000 committee

in a proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-18     Log #5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Glossary of Terms Technical Advisory Committee / Marcelo Hirschler,

Revise text to read as follows:
3.3.22* Combustion products. Constituents resulting from the combustion of a fuel with the oxygen of the air, including

the inert but excluding excess air.
A.3.3.22 In general, combustion products are the gases, volatilized liquids and solids, particulate matter, and ash

generated by combustion.

It is important to have consistent definitions of terms within NFPA.  The term combustion products at
present has 4 definitions, as follows:

Combustion products
Constituents resulting from the combustion of a fuel with the oxygen of the air, including the inert but excluding excess

air. (54)
The gases, volatilized liquids and solids, particulate matter, and ash generated by combustion. (99)
Constituents resulting from the combustion of a fuel with the oxygen of the air, including the inerts but excluding excess

air. (211)
Heat, gases, solid particulates, and liquid aerosols produced by burning. (921)
It is therefore recommended, in order to improve consistency within NFPA documents that a simple definition be used

and the most appropriate seems to be the one from NFPA 99.
The document responsible for this definition is NFPA 54 and the same recommendation will be made to that

committee.  The recommendation that primary responsibility be assigned to NFPA 921 is based on the fact that the
definition in NFPA 54 is too limiting for other NFPA documents.  The recommended generic definition is proposed to be
added as an annex note.

The committee was created by NFPA Standards Council to provide consistency in terminology throughout the NFPA
documents.

The committee beleives that the definition in NFPA 54 is appropriate, and retains it; and does
not believe that the annex text is needed.  The committee does not agree that the primary responsibility should be
transferred to  and do not transfer to NFPA 921 committee.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-19     Log #CP11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Draft produced by mechanical means. [ 2006]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is appropriate, and will send it to the
NFPA 31, and  NFPA 211 committees in proposals.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-20     Log #CP12

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Draft produced by the difference in the weight of a column of flue gases within a chimney or

vent system and a corresponding column of air of equal dimension outside the chimney or venting system. [ 2006]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the NFPA 54 definition is preferred, and will send proposal to
NFPA 31 to revise the definition in NFPA 31

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-21     Log #CP13

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
An intentionally constructed, low-impedance electrically conductive path

designed and intended to carry current under ground-fault conditions from the point of a ground fault on a wiring system
to the electrical supply source and that facilitates the operation of the overcurrent protective device or ground-fault
detectors on high-impedance grounded systems. [ 2008]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-22     Log #CP14

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A device that prevents the transmission of a flame through a flammable gas/air mixture by

quenching the flame on the surfaces of an array of small passages through which the flame must pass. [ 2008]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is more appropriate for the use of flame
arrester in NFPA 54.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-23     Log #CP15

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
That portion of an appliance designed for attachment of a chimney or vent connector or a draft

hood. [ 2006]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NPFA 54 is more complete and more approrurate.
A proposal will be sent to the NFPA 211 committee to revise the NFPA 211 definition.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-24     Log #CP16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A self-contained indirect-fired or electrically heated furnace designed to be suspended from

the floor of the space to be heated. A fuel-burning floor furnace is designed to take air for combustion from outside the
space being heated and is provided with means for observing the flame and lighting the appliance from such space.
[ 2006]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee notes that NFPA 54 covers gas floor furnaces and that NFPA 211 covers both
gas and electric floor furnaces.  The definitions in the respective standards are appropriate and should be retained.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-25     Log #CP17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Combustion products from fuel-burning appliances along with excess air. [ 2006].

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee notes that the definitions in NFPA 54 and NFPA 211 are very similar, but
believes that the nFPA 54 definition is more appropriate, and will send it in a proposals to the NFPA 211 committee.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-26     Log #CP18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Products of combustion from fuel-burning appliances along with excess air, plus any dilution air

in the venting system above a draft hood or draft regulator. [ 2006].
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee notes that the definitions in NFPA 54 and NFPA 211 are very similar, but
believes that the nFPA 54 definition is more appropriate, and will send it in a proposals to the NFPA 211 committee.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-27     Log #CP19

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A fuel-burning appliance for heating water to a temperature not more than 200°F (93°C).

[ 2006]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the NFPA 54 definition is preferable, as it does not contain a
requirements.  A proposal will be sent to the NFPA 211 committee to revise the definition in NFPA 211.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-28     Log #CP20

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
An occupancy used to provide medical or other treatment or care simultaneously to

four or more patients on an inpatient basis, where such patients are mostly incapable of self-preservation due to age,
physical or mental disability, or because of security measures not under the occupants’ control. [ 2009]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-29     Log #CP21

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
An occupancy used for lodging and boarding of four or more

residents, not related by blood or marriage to the owners or operators, for the purpose of providing personal care
services. [ 2009]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-30     Log #CP22

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A building, structure, or portion thereof used for the parking, storage, or both, of motor

vehicles. [ 2009]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-31     Log #CP23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A flame that is used to light the main burner. [ 2007]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is preferable, and will send a proposal to
the NFPA 86, committee to revise the definitono in NFPA 86.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-32     Log #CP24

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
The tubing or conduit of the system. The three general classes of piping are main lines, risers. and

branch (lateral) lines. [ 2005]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

Revise the definition of Piping to read:
Pipe or tubing.

The committee has revised the definition to be simpler, and believes that it is more appropriate
than the current definition or the definition in NFPA 99, which deals with other matters not germane to the definition.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-33     Log #CP25

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
The maximum operating pressure permitted by this code, as determined by the design

procedures applicable to the materials involved. The pressure used in the design of equipment, a container, or a
pressure vessel for the purpose of determining the minimum allowable thickness or physical characteristics of its parts.
[ , 2009]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 59A is not appropriate for NFPA 54, as the
term is used in NFPA 54 to apply to equipment design pressure, piping system design pressure, and appliance design
pressure.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-34     Log #CP26

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A flow of air or an inert medium at a rate that will effectively remove any gaseous or suspended

combustibles and replace them with the purging medium. [ 2007]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in FFPA 54 is relevant and appropriate for NFPA 54,
and requests second primary definition.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-35     Log #CP27

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A transition fitting for use with polyethylene or polyamide pipe or tubing that is

recommended by the manufacturer for field assembly and installation at the aboveground termination end of an
anodeless riser. [ 2008]

This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary
definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 54 is more appropriate considering the use
in NFPA 54 and NPFA 58, and will send a proposal to NFPA 58 to revise the NFPA 58 definition.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-36     Log #62

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
All piping, valves, and fittings from the outlet of the point of delivery from the supplier to the

outlets of the equipment manual shutoff valves of the appliance.

This proposal tries to clarify which kind of shutoff valves are being referred to.

The proposed changes are not needed and would complicate the definition.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-37     Log #CP35

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise the definition of piping system to read:
3.3.100.6 Piping System. All piping, valves, and fittings from the outlet of the point of delivery from the supplier to the
outlets of the equipment appliance shutoff valves.

Editorial change for consistency with the use of "appliance" throughout the code.

Revise the definition of piping system to read:
All pipe, tubing, valves, and fittings from the point of delivery to the outlets of the appliance

shutoff valves.

Revised for consistency with the usage in the code.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-38     Log #CP28

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
A valve inserted into a compressed gas cylinder, portable tank, or stationary tank that

is designed to positively shut off the flow of gas in the event that its predetermined flow is exceeded. [ 2009]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

The committee believes that the definition in NFPA 1 is not appropriate for NFPA 54, as it deals
with flow from gas cylinder, portable tank, or stationary tanks, which are not covered in NFPA 54. The committee will
send the NFPA 54 definition to NFPA 1 in a proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-39     Log #CP29

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Adopt the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms as follows:
Removal of combustion products as well as noxious or toxic fumes to the outside atmosphere. [

2006]
This definition is the preferred definition from the NFPA Glossary of Terms. Changing the secondary

definition to the preferred definition complies with the Glossary of Terms Project.

Revise the definition to read:
Venting. The conveyance of combustion products to the outdoors.

The committee has revised the definition for clarity, and will send it to the NFPA 211 committee
in a proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-40     Log #86

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

New text to read as follows:
Fusible Link Automatic Shutoff Valve. A device that automatically shuts off the flow of gas when exposed to a

temperature that is greater than the melting point of the fusible link within the device.
This proposed definition provides clarity for another proposal that adds a requirement for a fusible link

automatic shutoff valve

The definition is not needed with the rejection of proposal 54-66(Log #85).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-41     Log #CP66

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 4.1 to read as follows:
4.1 Qualified Agency. Installation, testing, purging and replacement of gas piping, appliances, or accessories, and repair
and servicing of equipment, shall be performed only by a qualified agency.

To clarify that only a qualified agency can conduct purging operations.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-42     Log #11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mindy Wang, Ampco Safety Tools

New text to read as follows:
(5)  Spark resistant tools shall be used when working on and around gas lines and equipment.

·  NFPA 54 can better mitigate the flammability hazards by specifying the use of spark resistant tools.
Without this specification, steel tools are likely to be used which can be an ignition source.

·  NFPA 30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids, Chapter 6, section 6.5.1 lists frictional heat or sparks as sources of
ignition of flammable vapors and precaution shall be taken to control ignition sources.

·  NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations 2008 Edition, Chapter 5 Basic Fire Science Table 5.76.1.1
Reported Burning and Sparking Temperature of Selected Ignition Sources under Mechanical Sparks lists a Steel tool
temperature at 2550°F. When working with flammable gases, liquids or vapors, a potential hazard arises because of the
possibility that sparks produced by steel or iron tools can become an ignition source.

·  FM Approvals LLC, formerly Factory Mutual Research Corporation, (FM) is an international organization recognized
by the U.S. government as a Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) for scientific research and product
certification. Product approval from a NRTL assures that products meet consensus-based standards of safety to provide
the assurance, required by OSHA, that these products are safe for use in the United States workplace. FM Approval
Standard 7910, Spark Resistant Tools is used as guidance to evaluate tools intended for use in environments where
there is a risk of ignition of flammable materials, dusts or vapors resulting from sparks created by iron and steel hand
tools. These tools prevent the ignition of flammable materials, dusts or vapors by mechanical sparks created by the use
of iron and steel hand tools slipping or striking a surface. These tools provide a solution in place of steel tools in
flammable environments.

·  Recognizing the potential for steel tools to be an ignition source in flammable environment, the Occupational Safety
& Health Administration (OSHA) provides guidance in booklet 3080 Hand and Power Tools, 2002 revised, “iron and
steel hand tools may produce sparks that can be an ignition source around flammable substances. Where this hazard
exists, spark-resistant tools should be used.”

·  LPG manufactures regularly require the use of “non-sparking” tools under Handling and Storage section in the
MSDS’s for their products. A few examples: Praxair, Air Liquide, BOC gases, Sinclair Oil, Imperial Oil Products,
International Industrial Gases , Gasco, Apache Corporation, Markwest Energy Partners, Stoody Industrial and Welding
Supply.

·  Natural gas companies such as Northwest Natural Company, Questar Pipeline Company, Northern Natural Gas
Company, and SourceGas, LLC regularly require the use of “non-sparking” tools under Disposal/Leak Procedure section
or Special Precautions section in the MSDS’s for their natural gas products. These companies clearly recognize the
need for spark resistant tools in working with and around flammable gas products.

·  A few documented incidents of steel tools as an ignition source in flammable environments:
·  OSHA inspection# 124384835, employee #1 and coworkers were draining fluids and sand from the sand catcher

tank on a natural gas well that had 3,000 psi head pressure. As the sand catcher tank emptied, gas rushed out the drain
line, raising the end of the unsecured line. A fitting failed, and the line blew apart. Metal striking metal then ignited an
explosion and fire in which Employee #1 was killed.

·  OSHA inspection# 300983459, employee #1, a valve installer, and employee #2, a valve installer assistant, were
installing an external valve assembly on a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) tanker trailer when there was a sudden release
of a liquefied petroleum gas. Gas ignited and the flash fire engulfed both employees, causing them to sustain serious
burns. Employee#1 was hospitalized. Employee#1 died later from complications. The investigation revealed that the
vapor ignited due to the presence of an ignition source, which may include a spark produced from ferrous-containing
hand tools, static caused by release of the compressed LPG vapors, and/or the presence of other ignition sources.
OSHA issued a violation of Section 5(a)(1) for exposing employees to the hazards of fire and deflagration due to release
and ignition of LPG or propane. As a minimum, control and prevention of sources of ignition, such as open flames,
sparks must be addressed.

·  OSHA inspection# 108916925, employee #1 was servicing a liquid propane gas cylinder for forklifts from his
propane truck. He apparently cross-threaded the hose line to the cylinder. When he opened the hose valve to begin
servicing, the resulting pressure surge caused a hose disconnection and a gas discharge to the atmosphere. When he
attempted to close the hose valve, the valve handle came off the valve stem and the employee could not close the
valve. The gas was ignited either by a metal-to-metal spark or (most probably) by the truck engine's exhaust. Employee
#1 was burned over 30 percent of his body in the fire/explosion.
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·  OSHA inspection# 102826625, employee #1 worked for a company that cleans paints, and replaces valves in LP

and MAPP gas cylinders. Before removing an old valve, Employee #1 would open the valve to let the residual gas leak
out on the loading dock. When there was a large quantity of cylinders, Employee #1 would invert the cylinder so the
residual gas could vent faster. Employee #1 had an accumulation of a gas and air mixture around his work area. The
vapors were ignited either by a spark from the metal screwdriver he was using to open a damaged valve or by an open
flame burner approximately 40 ft away. There was a fire and explosion. Employee #1 sustained 2nd- and 3rd-degree
burns on the lower half of his body.

·  OSHA inspection# 124728437, employee #1 and a coworker, both maintenance mechanics, were working in a 30
in. by 36 in. manhole at a Space Age Fuel gas station in Gresham, OR. Employee #1 was trying to change a fuel pump,
while the coworker watched from outside the manhole. Employee #1 was using an Allen wrench to loosen the bolts on
the fuel pump lead when he apparently created a spark that ignited the gas fumes in the manhole, causing an explosion.
Employee #1 suffered burns to his face, hands, arms, and legs. He was transported to hospital for treatment.

·  OSHA inspection# 2272953, two employees were assigned the job of tending a 100 gallon (water jacket) reactor
kettle of methyl methacrylate in the mixing room. Employee #1 used a metal wrench (visegrips) to pry open the cover of
a kettle. The wrench handle struck the angle iron support for the agitator motor, producing a spark. Employee #2 noticed
the spark, which was immediately followed by a massive “fire ball”. Both employees were engulfed in the fireball.
Employee #3 came to the area to assist the other employees. The investigation states that non-sparking tools were not
provided for the employees. All three employees received first and second degree burns on their face, arms and
abdomen. Employee #2 also received some third degree burns. All three employees were hospitalized.

·  OSHA inspection# 304994304, employer was cited for violating Section 5(a)(1) of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, often referred to as the General Duty Clause which requires employers to "furnish to each of his
employees employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are
likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees" for exposing employee to a fire/explosion hazard while
performing maintenance operations on LP gas tanks with ferrous tools. Among other methods, one feasible and
acceptable abatement method to correct this hazard is to implement the use of non- sparking tools when working on or
near LP Gas tanks, as recommended in Suburban Propane's material safety data sheet for propane.”

·  OSHA inspection# 305641094, employer was cited for violating Section 5(a)(1) of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970 violation for exposing employees to a fire and/or explosion hazard from the ignition of Propane gas
during the filling of cylinders for failure to use non-sparking tools to tap on the cylinder's filler valve to seat and close the
valve's check spring.

Without the specification for spark resistant tools, steel tools are likely to be used which can be a source of ignition.
The proposed text better controls the potential of ignition source from steel tools.

The requirement is overly broad and not enforceable. The committee notes that the incidents
cited did not specify the cause of the ignition of fuel gas or if using non-sparking tools would have prevented the
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incident.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-43     Log #20

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

Revise text to read as follows:

The volume of gas to be provided (in cubic feet per hour) shall be determined directly from the manufacturers’
input ratings of the appliances served and/or excess flow valve(s) installed. A piping system containing one or more
appliance-type EFV shall be sized based on the rated trip flow of the largest EFV and the input rating of the other
connected appliance(s).  Where the appliance input rating is not indicated, the gas supplier, appliance manufacturer, or
a qualified agency shall be contacted, or the rating from Table 5.4.2.1 shall be used for estimating the volume of gas to
be supplied.

The introduction of one or more EFV into any gas piping system is not clearly covered by the current
language for sizing of the piping system. Low pressure piping systems without EFV are typically sized based on
standard sizing tables with a total piping system pressure drop of 0.5-inch WC (or larger). However, the introduction of
certain EFV could increase the total system pressure drop by over 0.5-inch WC for each EFV. Most EFV manufacturers
recommend multiple EFV per piping system with one located at the meter and one at each connected appliance. In
addition, there may be an extra pressure drop associated with a flexible connector raising the potential total system
head loss to over 2-inch WC. If the system pressure downstream of the gas meter is only 6-inch WC (during winter
peak), operational problems with the connected appliances could occur when they are needed to function.

Cutting Edge Solutions has recently completed an engineering assessment of EFV and their impact on pipe system
sizing. Recommendations from that study include the need to upsize the piping to accommodate the extra flow required
to trip these devices. If the piping is not upsized, then the increase in gas volume (needed to trip the EFV) delivered into
the piping system would create even greater frictional losses within the piping system, and further exacerbate the
pressure drop problem. The pending ANSI Z21.93 Standard does not place a maximum limit on the allowable pressure
drop across EFV. Therefore, to safely accommodate the flow necessary to trip the installed EFV (and to address its
associated constant pressure drop) the pipe sizing should be upsized based on the EFV trip flow rather than sized
based solely on the demand of the connected appliances

The proposal is not relevant to the subject of the paragraph, which is maximum gas demand.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-44     Log #29

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
The volume volumetric flow rate of gas to be provided (in cubic feet per hour) shall be determined directly from

calculated using the manufacturers’ input ratings of the appliances served. Where the input rating is not indicated, the
gas supplier, appliance manufacturer, or a qualified agency shall be contacted, or the rating from Table 5.4.2.1 shall be
used for estimating the volumevolumetric flow rate of gas to be supplied.

“Cubic feet per hour” is not a volume but a volumetric flow rate. Further, the flow rate cannot be “determined directly
from” the input rating since the manufacturers’ input rating is expressed in BTU/hr and must be divided by the energy
content of the gas supplied (BTU/cf) to determine the required volumetric flow rate (in cubic feet per hour.)

To use consistent terms regarding volumetric flow rates.

Revise text to read as follows:
The volume volumetric flow rate of gas to be provided (in cubic feet per hour) shall be determined directly from

calculated using the manufacturers’ input ratings of the appliances served, adjusted for altitude. Where the input rating
is not indicated, the gas supplier, appliance manufacturer, or a qualified agency shall be contacted, or the rating from
Table 5.4.2.1 shall be used for estimating the volumevolumetric flow rate of gas to be supplied.

The proposal is accepted and altitude adjustment is added to make code users aware of this
factor.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-45     Log #29a

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

The person or agency planning an installation of appliances and equipment does the following:
(1)  Verifies the adequacy of the gas supply, volumevolumetric flow rate, pressure, and meter location
(2)  Determines suitability of gas for the process
(3)  Notifies gas suppliers of significant changes in requirements

Pipe, fittings, and valves should conform to applicable American National Standards as indicated in Section 5.6.
Piping, bushings, and material in fittings should not be selected nor used until the following factors have been
considered:

(1)  Correct size to handle required volume volumetric flow rate (consideration of pressure drop in controls and
manifolds is particularly important in low pressure systems)

“Cubic feet per hour” is not a volume but a volumetric flow rate. Further, the flow rate cannot be “determined directly
from” the input rating since the manufacturers’ input rating is expressed in BTU/hr and must be divided by the energy
content of the gas supplied (BTU/cf) to determine the required volumetric flow rate (in cubic feet per hour.)

To use consistent terms regarding volumetric flow rates.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-46     Log #29b

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

(5)  To use Figure C.6(a) (low pressure applications), calculate the piping length from the inlet to the critical appliance.
Increase this length by 50 percent to allow for fittings. Divide the allowable pressure drop by the equivalent length (in
hundreds of feet) to determine the allowable pressure drop per hundred ft. Select the pipe size from Figure C.6(a) for
the required volume of flowvolumetric flow rate.

(6)  To use Figure C.7(b) (high pressure applications) calculate the equivalent length as in item (5). Calculate the
for Figure C.7(b) by dividing the difference between the squares of the absolute values of inlet and outlet

pressures by the equivalent length (in hundreds of feet). Select the pipe size from Figure C.7(b) for the gas
volumevolumetric flow rate required.

“Cubic feet per hour” is not a volume but a volumetric flow rate. Further, the flow rate cannot be “determined directly
from” the input rating since the manufacturers’ input rating is expressed in BTU/hr and must be divided by the energy
content of the gas supplied (BTU/cf) to determine the required volumetric flow rate (in cubic feet per hour.)

To use consistent terms regarding volumetric flow rates.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-47     Log #30

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
The maximum design operating pressure for piping systems located

inside buildings shall not exceed 5 psi (34 kPa) unless one or more of the following conditions are met:
(1)*  The piping system is welded
(2)  The piping is located in a ventilated chase or otherwise enclosed for protection against accidental gas

accumulation [see 7.4]
The proposed change would direct the user to the section dealing with piping in vertical chases and

would complete a cross reference (7.4 references 5.5.1).

The need for a reference statement is not justified.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-48     Log #31

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Plastic pipe, tubing, and fittings used to connect regulator vents to remote vent

terminations shall be PVC conforming to ANSI/UL 651, PVC vent
piping shall not be installed indoors.

PVC tubing should be deleted since it is not covered by the referenced standard.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-49     Log #32

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Thread (joint) joint compounds (pipe dope) shall be resistant to the action of

liquefied petroleum gas or to any other chemical constituents of the gases to be conducted through the piping.
A.5.6.7.4  Commonly used joint compounds include pipe dope and Teflon® . Where Teflon® tape is used, wrap the

piping threads in a manner that prevents pieces of Teflon® from entering the piping system.
The revisions:

5.6.7.4:  The revision uses the defined term in 3.3.103 Thread Joint Compounds.
New A.5.6.74:  The new annex A note relocates the term “pipe dope” since this is informational and adds Teflon® tape.

These two types of thread joint compounds are the most commonly used. The note also includes guidance on the use of
Teflon® tape that is currently not provided in the code or annex.

1. Accept the revision to 5.6.7.4.
2. Add a new A.5.6.7.4 to read:
A.5.6.7.4  Joint sealing compounds are used in tapered pipe thread joints to provide lubrication to the joint as it is
tightened so that less tightening torque is “used up” to overcome friction and also to provide a seal of the small leak
paths which would otherwise remain in a metal-to-metal threaded joint.
Commonly used joint sealing compounds include pipe dope and polytetraflouroethylene tape, also known as PTFE or
Teflon® tape.  Some pipe dopes also contain PTFE.  Joint sealing compounds should be applied so that no sealing
compound finds its way into the interior of a completed joint.
Pipe dope application should be made only to the male pipe thread of the joint and should coat all of the threads
commencing one thread back from the end of the threaded pipe.
PTFE tape application should be made by wrapping the tape tightly around the male thread in a clockwise direction
when viewed from the end of the pipe to which the tape is being applied.  Tape application should wrap all of the threads
commencing one thread back from the end of the threaded pipe.

The proposed code revision is accepted, and revised annex text better explains how to properly
use joint sealing tape.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-50     Log #45

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
(d) Fittings in sizes 4 in. and larger shall not be used. indoors unless approved by the AHJ.
(e) Delete item in its entirety.

In accordance with the NFPA code style manual, section 2.2.3.1, text should state criteria in a manner
to minimize judgment required of the code user. The phrase “unless approved by the AHJ”  requires user judgment
without providing any guidance whatsoever. This guarantees non-uniform enforcement of the code.
Item (d) implies that 4 inch fittings are unsafe indoors but safe outdoors. If they are unsafe indoors, then they are also
unsafe outdoors, since there is no logic in tolerating the potential for leakage just because the fitting happens to be
outdoors. If item (d) is revised as this proposal suggests, item (e) has no purpose.  If you condense items (d) and (e)
down to their essence, what you have is simply the rule that allows 4 inch fittings outdoors and allows 6 inch fittings
nowhere. Since 5 inch fittings are likely non-existent, this text is not  saying a whole lot.

The committee does not agree that a problem exists,and that the current text is adequate.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-51     Log #47

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
(1) Metal or metal-jacketed asbestos (plain or corrugated).
(2) Asbestos.

We are long since past allowing workers to handle anything with asbestos in it other than in existing
installations.  The stricken text would allow new installation of asbestos gaskets.

Revise text to read as follows:
(1) Metal or metal-jacketed asbestos (plain or corrugated).
(2) Asbestos Composition.

The deletion of asbestos gaskets is accepted, and the use of composition gaskets is added.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-52     Log #33

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Meters shall be protected against overpressure, back pressure, and vacuum, where such

conditions are anticipated. [See 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11.]
The proposed change will direct the user to reference the specific sections dealing with overpressure,

back pressure, and vacuum. The phrase “where such conditions are anticipated” is subject to interpretation.

Accept the deletion of text.
The parenthetical reference is not needed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-53     Log #34

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
A line gas pressure regulator or gas appliance pressure regulator, as applicable, shall be

installed where the gas supply pressure is higher than that at which the branch supply line or appliances are designed to
operate or vary beyond design pressure limits.

Line gas pressure regulators shall be listed in accordance with ANSI Z21.80/CSA 6.22,

The gas pressure regulator shall be accessible for servicing.
.  Line gas pressure regulators shall comply with the following:

For venting of gas appliance pressure regulators, see 9.1.19.

Revisions would clarify the code by the consistent use of defined terms “line gas regulator” as defined
in 3.3.88.3; and “appliance regulator” as defined in 3.3.88.1.

The committee believes that the current text is well understood and does not cause confusion.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-54     Log #34a

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

Where the gas supply pressure is higher than that at which the
appliance is designed to operate or varies beyond the design pressure limits of the appliance, a gas appliance pressure
regulator shall be installed.

Venting of gas appliance pressure regulators shall comply
with the following requirements:

(1)  Appliance pressure regulators requiring access to the atmosphere for successful operation shall be equipped with
vent piping leading outdoors or, if the regulator vent is an integral part of the appliance, into the combustion chamber
adjacent to a continuous pilot, unless constructed or equipped with a vent-limiting means to limit the escape of gas from
the vent opening in the event of diaphragm failure.

(2) Vent-limiting means shall be employed on listed appliance pressure regulators only.
(6)  A vent line(s) from an appliance pressure regulator and a bleed line(s) from a diaphragm-type valve shall not be

connected to a common manifold terminating in a combustion chamber. Vent lines shall not terminate in
positive-pressure-type combustion chambers.

Bleed lines shall comply with the following requirements:
(5)  A bleed line(s) from a diaphragm type valve and a vent line(s) from an appliance pressure regulator shall not be

connected to a common manifold terminating in a combustion chamber. Bleed lines shall not terminate in
positive-pressure-type combustion chambers.

Revisions would clarify the code by the consistent use of defined terms “line gas regulator” as defined
in 3.3.88.3; and “appliance regulator” as defined in 3.3.88.1.

The committee believes that the current text is well understood and does not cause confusion.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-55     Log #34b

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

Where an appliance pressure regulator is not supplied with an illuminating
appliance and the service line is not equipped with a service pressure regulator, an appliance pressure regulator shall
be installed in the line serving one or more illuminating appliances.

Revisions would clarify the code by the consistent use of defined terms “line gas regulator” as defined
in 3.3.88.3; and “appliance regulator” as defined in 3.3.88.1.

The committee believes that the current text is well understood and does not cause confusion.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-56     Log #61

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
A line gas pressure regulator or gas equipment pressure regulator, as applicable, shall be

installed where the gas supply pressure is higher than that at which the branch supply line or the appliances and its fuel
train are designed to operate or vary beyond design pressure limits.

"Pressure regulator" is defined as well as many other different types of regulators. However, "gas
equipment pressure regulator" is not defined, and this is the only paragraph it's used in. Therefore, I recommend
deleting it.

Since the part of the gas piping system covered by the phrase a "branch supply line" is not defined in the NFPA 54,
and I suggest, in combination with a definition for "fuel train", the following proposed wording to clarify that the
paragraph is referring only to the section of piping system that is located downstream of the equipent manual shutoff
valve of the appliance.

I believe that the proposed wording also clarifies that the intent of the paragraph is that a line pressure regulator would
not be required if the fuel train can handle the supply pressure.

The committee believes that the current text is well understood, and further revisions are not
needed. The term "fuel train" is used in NFPA 85 for boilers, and the coverage in NFPA 85 is sufficient.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-57     Log #CP34

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
5.8.1 Where Required. A line gas pressure regulator or gas equipment pressure regulator, as applicable, shall be
installed where the gas supply pressure is higher than that at which the branch supply line or appliances are designed to
operate or vary beyond design pressure limits.

The revision recognizes that appliance regulators are outside the scope of the code. The requirement
deals with protection of appliances, and design of branch piping is covered in Chapter 5.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-58     Log #60

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
(b) Materials for vent piping shall be in accordance with Section 5.6.

A safety diaphragm is a vent limiting device installed under the casing of a regulator, and its use and
acceptance as a vent limiting device for a regulator started about 20 years ago in the US and Canada. The technology
comes from Europe, where it has been in use for over 30 years, and they are employed on fuel fired equipment installed
worldwide.
The use of a safety diaphragm is currently permitted as a vent limiting device in the Canadian Natural Gas and Propane
Installation Code CSA B149.1-2010. The proposed wording here is similar to the B 149.1 wording.

A safety diaphragm is a thick, heavy duty rubber material that has been evaluated and designed to withstand the
affects related to exposure to heat, ozone, and natural and LP gases, and it acts as a bladder to limit the escape of gas
to the ambient if the atmospheric diaphragm ruptures. Because a safety diaphragm formes perfectly to the upper casing
of a regulator when pressure is applied to safety diaphragm, the burst pressure of the the safety diaphragm is that of the
metal housing.

Safety diaphragms can provide improved operation and safety to a given installation. For example,
1. A safety diaphragm is tamperproof. Because during the certification process the regulator is tested with the safety

diaphragm installed under the casing, they are factory installed on every regulator, regardless of market or application,
and its use eliminates the risk of the installer inadvertently or incorrectly installing or applying the vent limiter.

2. A safety diaphragm is typically designed to limit the escape to gas to about 5-10 times less than what the standard
allows, without sacrificing regulator performance. This is beneficial to installations having more than one gas-fired
appliance at a given installation, where the failure of the upstream overpressure protection device can damage several
regulators at the same time. .

3. A safety diaphragm allows for better lockup over a larger range of applications, therefore, there is a reduced risk of
having the outlet pressure too high under no flow conditions.

4. A safety diaphragm allows for fast regulator response to inlet and outlet pressure fluctuations.
5. The safety diaphragm can be applied to high pressure rated regulators, which can deliver gas to more than on

appliance, without sacrificing safety or performance the regulator.
6. A safety diaphragm is far less susceptible to clogging from insects, dust and other debris than an externally mounted

vent limiter.
7. The safety diaphragm does not limit the mounting position of the regulator. Thus, the regulator can be installed on

vertical and horizontal pipe runs.

The committee believes that this technology should be dealt with by the regulator standard as it
is not an installation issue.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-59     Log #CP56

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
5.9.1.2  The pressure regulating, limiting, and relieving devices shall be properly maintained, inspection procedures shall
be devised or suitable instrumentation installed to detect failures or malfunctions of such devices, and replacements or
repairs shall be promptly made.

Meaningless modifiers are deleted.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-60     Log #46

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Add new text to read as follows:
5.9.1.4  System Pressure Over 2 psi.  Where the gas supply pressure in piping systems located indoors exceeds 2 psi

and line pressure regulators are installed to reduce the supply pressure to 14 inches w.c. or less, such regulators shall
be provided with overpressure protection devices. Such OPD’s shall limit the pressure downstream of the line pressure
regulator to 2 psi in the event of failure of the line pressure regulator. OPD’s required by this section shall be integral
with the line pressure regulator or shall be part of a listed factory-built regulator and OPD assembly.

The proposed text is patterned after what is in Z21.80 regarding OPD’s. The committee attempted to
put this requirement in the code in the previous cycle but it was lost because the text proposed back then was
susceptible to multiple interpretations. This time, the text is tighter and tracks technically with Z21.80. This requirement
is too important to let it lie buried in a regulator standard that the code user would not  have access to.

Add a new 5.2.8.1 to read:
5.8.2.1  Where the gas supply pressure in piping systems located indoors exceeds 2 psi and line pressure regulators
are installed to reduce the supply pressure to 14 inches w.c. or less, the following shall apply:
(1)  Regulators shall be provided with factory installed overpressure protection devices.
(2)  Overpressure protection devices shall limit the pressure downstream of the line pressure regulator to 2 psi in the
event of failure of the line pressure regulator.

The concept of the proposal is accepted, and relocated to the regulator section which is more
appropriate as the problem can exist with specific devices.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-61     Log #CP41

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Revise 5.9.6 to read:
Precautions shall be taken to prevent unauthorized operation of any shutoff valve that

will make a pressure relieving valve or pressure limiting device inoperative. The following are acceptable methods for
complying with this provision:
(1)  Lock the valve in the open position. Instruct authorized personnel in the importance of leaving the shutoff valve open
and of being present while the shutoff valve is closed so that it can be locked in the open position before leaving the
premises.
(2)  Install duplicate relief valves, each having adequate capacity to protect the system, and arrange the isolating valves
or three-way valve so that only one safety device can be rendered inoperative at a time.
2. Revise 9.1.3 to read:
9.1.3 Type of Gas(es). It shall be determined whether the appliance has been designed for use with the gas to which it
will be connected. The appliance shall be connected to the fuel gas for which it was designed. No attempt shall be
made to convert the appliance from the gas specified on the rating plate for use with a different gas without consulting
the installation instruction, the serving gas supplier, or the appliance manufacturer for complete instructions.  .
3. Revise 9.1.13 to read:

Where it is necessary to locate locating appliances close to a passageway
traveled by vehicles or machinery is necessary, guardrails or bumper plates shall be installed to protect the equipment
from damage.
4. Revise 10.3.2.8 to read:

Listed central heating furnaces shall have the clearance from supply ducts to combustible materials within 3 ft
(0.9 m) of the furnace plenum be not less than that specified from the furnace plenum. No clearance is necessary
beyond this distance.
5. Revise 10.3.2.9 to read:

Unlisted central heating furnaces with temperature limit controls that cannot be set higher than 250°F (121°C)
shall have the clearance from supply ducts to combustible materials within 6 ft (1.8 m) of the furnace plenum be not less
than 6 in. (150 mm). No clearance is necessary beyond this distance.
6. Revise 10.10.6.4 to read:

Where a duct furnace is installed downstream of an evaporative cooler or air washer, the heat exchanger
shall be constructed of corrosion-resistant materials. Stainless steel, ceramic-coated steel, and an aluminum-coated
steel in which the bond between the steel and the aluminum is an iron–aluminum alloy are considered to be corrosion
resistant. Air washers operating with chilled water that deliver air below the dew point of the ambient air at the duct
furnace shall be are considered as refrigeration systems.
7. Revise 11.1.1.2 to read:

Input rate can shall be determined by either one of the following:
(1)  Checking burner input by using a gas meter
(2)  Checking burner input by using orifice pressure drop and orifice size
8. Revise 11.6 to read:

Draft hood equipped appliances shall be checked to verify that there is no
draft hood spillage after 5 minutes of main burner operation. operated for several minutes and checked to see that the
combustion products are going up the chimney or gas vent properly, by passing a lighted match or taper around the
edge of the relief opening of the draft hood. Where the chimney or gas vent is drawing properly, the match flame is
drawn into the draft hood. Where not drawing properly, the combustion products tend to extinguish this flame. Where the
combustion products are escaping from the relief opening of the draft hood, the appliance shall not be operated until
proper adjustments or repairs are made to provide adequate draft through the chimney or gas vent.

Editorial changes for clarity, and 11.6 is revised as the current annex text directs the user to Annex H
for a test method. The test method in the code is not neeed.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-62     Log #36

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
A protective device shall be installed between the meter and the appliance or

equipment if the operation of the appliance or equipment is such (i.e., gas compressors) that it could produce a vacuum
or a dangerous reduction in gas pressure at the meter. Such protective devices include, but are not limited to,
mechanical, diaphragm-operated, or electrically operated low-pressure shutoff valves.

The proposed changes will make the cited example technically correct since “gas compressors” are
not appliances as defined by the code; and clarify the devices referred to.

Revise text to read as follows:
A protective device shall be installed between the meter and the appliance or

equipment if the operation of the appliance or equipment is such (i.e., gas compressors) that it could produce a vacuum
or a dangerous reduction in gas pressure at the meter. Such protective devices include, but are not limited to,
mechanical, diaphragm-operated, or electrically operated low-pressure shutoff valves.
Add a new A.5.11 to read:
A.5.11  Appliances which can produce a vacuum or dangerous reduction in pressure include, but are not limited to gas
compressors.

The proposal is accepted and reference to gas compressors is deleted as it is not needed. The
deleted parenthetical text is relocated to the annex.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-63     Log #21

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

Revise text in current Section 5.13 as follows:
Where automatic excess flow gas shutoff devices (valves) are installed, they shall be

listed for the application and shall be sized and installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions
and the following requirements:

(a)  EFV with bypass shall only be installed outdoors downstream of the point of delivery or indoors within the same
space occupied by the appliance it serves.

(b)  EFV with bypass flow greater than 2.5-SCFH and located indoors shall not be installed within a confined space
smaller than 200-ft3.

(c)  Piping systems containing one or more appliance-type EFV shall be sized based on the rated trip flow of the
largest EFV and the input rating of the other connected appliance(s).

The approval of EFV coverage by the Technical Committee did not include listing of excess flow
valves to any specific performance standard as a requirement.  The current standard in use (CSA 3-92) is a bench
standard and is widely regarded as inadequate for use as a nationally recognized standard.  A pending ANSI standard
(Z21.93) is under appeal to ANSI and the Z21.83 Technical Committee, and has not been approved as of the date of
this proposal.  The primary technical issues with the pending standard are the allowable bypass flow, unspecified
maximum pressure drop, the low temperature rating and certain installation practices.  This code proposal addresses
these issues through restrictive installation and sizing requirements that are currently not addressed within the pending
ANSI standard.  If the standard is altered as part of its final approval or if later modified, then some of these
requirements could be eliminated in future editions of the Code.

A technical assessment report on excess flow valves (including computer simulation of bypass flow) has been
completed by Cutting Edge Solutions and has been published by AGA.  Portions of this report were previously submitted
to the Technical Committee for its consideration.  The full report is currently available to the public on the AGA web site
at the following address:

http://www.aga.org/Kc/resourcesbydiscipline/OperationsEngineering/codesandstds/factfheetsandreports/
A more recent study by Cutting Edge Solutions (under review by AGA) has identified the lack of a maximum limit on

allowable pressure drop in the ANSI Standard as a potentially serious operating condition that could affect the safe
operation of the piping system and/or connected appliances, and one which requires Code modifications as specified in
this proposal.

No data is presented to demonstrate that a problem exists. The committee believes that the
subject should be covered in the manufacturers' installation instructions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-64     Log #58

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Mulligan, BrassCraft

Revise text to read as follows:
5.13 Excess Flow Valve (s) Where automatic excess flow valves are installed, they shall be listed for the application

and comply with the ANSI Z21.93•CSA 6.30 Standard and shall be sized and installed in accordance with the
manufactures’ instructions.

To ensure the excess flow valve is listed to an accredited standard

The proposed standard is not published.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-65     Log #CP57

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 5.14 to read as follows:
Piping systems shall be designed to have sufficient flexibility to prevent failure from thermal expansion

or contraction from causing excessive stresses in the piping material, excessive bending or loads at joints, or
undesirable forces or moments at points of connections to appliances and equipment and at anchorage or guide points.
Formal calculations or model tests shall be required only where reasonable doubt exists as to the adequate flexibility of
the system.
5.14.1.1  Flexibility shall be provided by the use of bends, loops, offsets, or couplings of the slip type. Provision shall be
made to absorb thermal changes by the use of expansion joints of the bellows type or by the use of “ball” or “swivel”
joints. Expansion joints of the slip type shall not be used inside buildings or for thermal expansion. Where expansion
joints are used, anchors or ties of sufficient strength and rigidity shall be installed to provide for end forces due to fluid
pressure and other causes.
5.14.1.2  Pipe alignment guides shall be used with expansion joints according to the recommended practice of the joint
manufacturer.

The text is clarified, and sub-paragraphs 1 and 2 are deleted as they are not mandatory.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-66     Log #85

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin J. Carlisle, Karl Dungs Inc.

New text to read as follows:

5.15.1 For the gas piping system inside of a building, a fusible link automatic shutoff valve shall be installed within 2 ft
of the upstream side of a gas meter. a gas pressure regulator. or an overpressure protection device.

5.15.2 For each appliance, a fusible link automatic shutoff valve shall be installed within 2 feet of the equipment
manual shutoff valve and upstream all other components of the fuel train.

Exhaust venting, components il the gas piping and fuel train components are not always suitably
designed to prevent gas from excessively leaking into the ambient when they are subjected to a fire. Thus, the intent of
this proposal is to add a requirement that will help minimize the amount of gas coming from a component in the gas
piping system or from a component in the fuel train in the case that they are subjected to a fire.

No data is provided to demonstrate that building fires are aggravated by the release of gas from
heat damaged piping system components.  The proposal would apply to all gas appliances, including water heaters and
gas grills which do not appear to have the problem addressed by the proposal.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-67     Log #CP64

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Add new table 6.2 (c) and 6.2 (d) and renumber following tables to read:

****Insert  Table 6-2 (c) Here****

****Insert  Table 6-2 (d) Here****

The new tables are added to provide the same design conditions as are allowed for CSST.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-68     Log #CP63

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Add a new intended use to Table 6.2 (n):
INTENDED USE:  Initial supply pressure of 8.0 in. W. C. or greater.
2. Add a new intended use to Table 6.2 (o):
INTENDED USE:  Initial supply pressure of 11.0 in. W. C. or greater.

The statement advises the user of the limitations of these tables.
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Table 6.2(c) Schedule 40 Metallic Pipe 

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2 psi 

Pressure Drop 3.0 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

  

INTENDED USE: Initial supply pressure of 8.0 in. w.c. or greater  

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 2

1
/2 3 4 

Actual ID: 0.622 0.824 1.049 1.380 1.610 2.067 2.469 3.068 4.026 

Length (ft) Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour 

10 454 949 1,787 3,669 5,497 10,588 16,875 29,832 43,678 

20 312 652 1,228 2,522 3,778 7,277 11,598 20,503 30,020 

30 250 524 986 2,025 3,034 5,844 9,314 16,465 24,107 

40 214 448 844 1,733 2,597 5,001 7,971 14,092 20,632 

50 190 397 748 1,536 2,302 4,433 7,065 12,489 18,286 

60 172 360 678 1,392 2,085 4,016 6,401 11,316 16,569 

70 158 331 624 1,280 1,919 3,695 5,889 10,411 15,243 

80 147 308 580 1,191 1,785 3,437 5,479 9,685 14,181 

90 138 289 544 1,118 1,675 3,225 5,140 9,087 13,305 

100 131 273 514 1,056 1,582 3,046 4,856 8,584 12,568 

125 116 242 456 936 1,402 2,700 4,303 7,608 11,139 

150 105 219 413 848 1,270 2,446 3,899 6,893 10,093 

175 96 202 380 780 1,169 2,251 3,587 6,342 9,285 

200 90 188 353 726 1,087 2,094 3,337 5,900 8,638 

250 80 166 313 643 964 1,856 2,958 5,229 7,656 

300 72 151 284 583 873 1,681 2,680 4,738 6,937 

350 66 139 261 536 803 1,547 2,465 4,359 6,382 

400 62 129 243 499 747 1,439 2,294 4,055 5,937 

450 58 121 228 468 701 1,350 2,152 3,804 5,570 

500 55 114 215 442 662 1,275 2,033 3,594 5,262 

550 52 109 204 420 629 1,211 1,931 3,413 4,997 

600 50 104 195 400 600 1,156 1,842 3,256 4,767 

650 47 99 187 384 575 1,107 1,764 3,118 4,565 

700 46 95 179 368 552 1,063 1,695 2,996 4,386 

750 44 92 173 355 532 1,024 1,632 2,886 4,225 

800 42 89 167 343 514 989 1,576 2,787 4,080 

850 41 86 162 332 497 957 1,526 2,697 3,949 

900 40 83 157 322 482 928 1,479 2,615 3,828 

950 39 81 152 312 468 901 1,436 2,539 3,718 

1000 38 79 148 304 455 877 1,397 2,470 3,616 

1100 36 75 141 289 432 833 1,327 2,346 3,435 

1200 34 71 134 275 412 794 1,266 2,238 3,277 

1300 33 68 128 264 395 761 1,212 2,143 3,138 

1400 31 65 123 253 379 731 1,165 2,059 3,014 

1500 30 63 119 244 366 704 1,122 1,983 2,904 

1600 29 61 115 236 353 680 1,083 1,915 2,804 

1700 28 59 111 228 342 658 1,048 1,854 2,714 

1800 27 57 108 221 331 638 1,017 1,797 2,631 
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1900 27 56 105 215 322 619 987 1,745 2,555 

2000 26 54 102 209 313 602 960 1,698 2,485 
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Table 6.2(d) Schedule 40 Metallic Pipe 

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2 psi 

Pressure Drop 6.0 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

  

INTENDED USE: Initial supply pressure of 11.0 in. w.c. or greater  

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 2

1
/2 3 4 

Actual ID: 0.622 0.824 1.049 1.380 1.610 2.067 2.469 3.068 4.026 

Length (ft) Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour 

10 660 1,380 2,600 5,338 7,999 15,405 24,553 43,405 63,551 

20 454 949 1,787 3,669 5,497 10,588 16,875 29,832 43,678 

30 364 762 1,435 2,946 4,415 8,502 13,551 23,956 35,075 

40 312 652 1,228 2,522 3,778 7,277 11,598 20,503 30,020 

50 276 578 1,089 2,235 3,349 6,449 10,279 18,172 26,606 

60 250 524 986 2,025 3,034 5,844 9,314 16,465 24,107 

70 230 482 907 1,863 2,791 5,376 8,568 15,147 22,178 

80 214 448 844 1,733 2,597 5,001 7,971 14,092 20,632 

90 201 420 792 1,626 2,437 4,693 7,479 13,222 19,359 

100 190 397 748 1,536 2,302 4,433 7,065 12,489 18,286 

125 168 352 663 1,361 2,040 3,928 6,261 11,069 16,207 

150 153 319 601 1,234 1,848 3,559 5,673 10,029 14,684 

175 140 293 553 1,135 1,700 3,275 5,219 9,227 13,509 

200 131 273 514 1,056 1,582 3,046 4,856 8,584 12,568 

250 116 242 456 936 1,402 2,700 4,303 7,608 11,139 

300 105 219 413 848 1,270 2,446 3,899 6,893 10,093 

350 96 202 380 780 1,169 2,251 3,587 6,342 9,285 

400 90 188 353 726 1,087 2,094 3,337 5,900 8,638 

450 84 176 332 681 1,020 1,965 3,131 5,535 8,105 

500 80 166 313 643 964 1,856 2,958 5,229 7,656 

550 76 158 297 611 915 1,762 2,809 4,966 7,271 

600 72 151 284 583 873 1,681 2,680 4,738 6,937 

650 69 144 272 558 836 1,610 2,566 4,537 6,643 

700 66 139 261 536 803 1,547 2,465 4,359 6,382 

750 64 134 252 516 774 1,490 2,375 4,199 6,148 

800 62 129 243 499 747 1,439 2,294 4,055 5,937 

850 60 125 235 483 723 1,393 2,220 3,924 5,745 

900 58 121 228 468 01 1,350 2,152 3,804 5,570 

950 56 118 221 454 681 1,311 2,090 3,695 5,410 

1000 55 114 215 442 662 1,275 2,033 3,594 5,262 

1100 52 109 204 420 629 1,211 1,931 3,413 4,997 

1200 50 104 195 400 600 1,156 1,842 3,256 4,767 

1300 47 99 187 384 575 1,107 1,764 3,118 4,565 

1400 46 95 179 368 552 1,063 1,695 2,996 4,386 

1500 44 92 173 355 532 1,024 1,632 2,886 4,225 

1600 42 89 167 343 514 989 1,576 2,787 4,080 

1700 41 86 162 332 497 957 1,526 2,697 3,949 

1800 40 83 157 322 482 928 1,479 2,615 3,828 
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1900 39 81 152 312 468 901 1,436 2,539 3,718 

2000 38 79 148 304 455 877 1,397 2,470 3,616 

 



Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-69     Log #35

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

***Insert Table 6.2(r) here***

***Insert Table 6.2(s) here***

***Insert Table 6.2(t) here***

***Insert Table 6.2(u) here***

***Insert Table 6.2(v) here***

***Insert Table 6.3(k) here***

***Insert Table 6.3(l) here***

***Insert Table 6.3(m) here***
Expand the PE pipe sizing tables to include 3” and 4” pipe sizes. PE is a popular choice for buried

piping and manufacturers do provide pipe sizes up to 12” IPS. The PE tables’ designations for the SDR are being
revised to drop the extra digits which are not commonly used in manufacturer’s pipe sizing charts.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-70     Log #44

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
7.1.2.1 Cover Requirements. Underground piping systems shall be installed with a minimum of 12 in. (300 mm) of

cover.
(A) The minimum cover shall be increased to 18 in. (460 mm) if external damage to the pipe or tubing from external

forces is likely to result.
(B) Where a minimum of 12 in. (300 mm) of cover cannot be provided, the pipe shall be installed in conduit or bridged

(shielded).
Where susceptible to disturbance or damage from soil excavation or cultivation, underground gas piping shall be

buried not less than 18 in. deep. Where not susceptible to disturbance or soil excavation or cultivation, gas piping shall
be buried not less than 12 in. deep.  Where gas piping is encased in rigid steel electrical conduit or Schedule 80 PVC
electrical conduit or is installed under concrete cover not less than 12 in. wide and 2 in. thick, the burial depth shall be
not less than 6 in.

The current text is poorly worded and lists A and B parts that contradict the main paragraph. How
would one interpret “external forces likely to result” ?? There is no definition or guidance provided for “bridged
(shielded)”. The proposed text describes the actual intent to protect against shovels and tillers and provides a viable
option where rock is encountered and deeper burial is not possible. The  provision for concrete cover is similar to what is
allowed in the NEC.

No data is provided to justify the proposed burial depth.
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Table 6.2(r)  Polyethylene Plastic Pipe 

  

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2 psi 

Pressure Drop 0.3 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

   

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 3 4 

Designation: SDR 9.33 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 10.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11 SDR 11 

Actual ID: 0.660 0.860 1.077 1.328 1.554 1.943 2.864 3.682 

Length (ft) Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour 

10 153 305 551 955 1,440 2,590 7,170 13,900 

20 105 210 379 656 991 1,780 4,920 9,520 

30 84 169 304 527 796 1,430 3,950 7,640 

40 72 144 260 451 681 1,220 3,380 6,540 

50 64 128 231 400 604 1,080 3,000 5,800 

60 58 116 209 362 547 983 2,720 5,250 

70 53 107 192 333 503 904 2,500 4,830 

80 50 99 179 310 468 841 2,330 4,500 

90 46 93 168 291 439 789 2,180 4,220 

100 44 88 159 275 415 745 2,060 3,990 

125 39 78 141 243 368 661 1,830 3,530 

150 35 71 127 221 333 598 1,660 3,200 

175 32 65 117 203 306 551 1,520 2,940 

200 30 60 109 189 285 512 1,420 2,740 

250 27 54 97 167 253 454 1,260 2,430 

300 24 48 88 152 229 411 1,140 2,200 

350 22 45 81 139 211 378 1,050 2,020 

400 21 42 75 130 196 352 974 1,880 

450 19 39 70 122 184 330 914 1,770 
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500 18 37 66 115 174 312 863 1,670 

Note: All table entries have been rounded to 3 significant digits. 
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Table 6.2(s)  Polyethylene Plastic Pipe 

  

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2 psi 

Pressure Drop 0.5 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

   

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 3 4 

Designation: SDR 9.33 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 10.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11 SDR 11 

Actual ID: 0.660 0.860 1.077 1.328 1.554 1.943 2.864 3.682 

Length (ft) Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour 

10 201 403 726 1,260 1,900 3,410 9,450  18,260  

20 138 277 499 865 1,310 2,350 6,490  12,550  

30 111 222 401 695 1,050 1,880 5,210  10,080  

40 95 190 343 594 898 1,610 4,460  8,630  

50 84 169 304 527 796 1,430 3,950  7,640  

60 76 153 276 477 721 1,300 3,580  6,930  

70 70 140 254 439 663 1,190 3,300  6,370  

80 65 131 236 409 617 1,110 3,070  5,930  

90 61 123 221 383 579 1,040 2,880  5,560  

100 58 116 209 362 547 983 2,720  5,250  

125 51 103 185 321 485 871 2,410  4,660  

150 46 93 168 291 439 789 2,180  4,220  

175 43 86 154 268 404 726 2,010  3,880  

200 40 80 144 249 376 675 1,870  3,610  

250 35 71 127 221 333 598 1,660  3,200  

300 32 64 115 200 302 542 1,500  2,900  

350 29 59 106 184 278 499 1,380  2,670  

400 27 55 99 171 258 464 1,280  2,480  
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450 26 51 93 160 242 435 1,200  2,330  

500 24 48 88 152 229 411 1,140  2,200  

Note: All table entries have been rounded to 3 significant digits. 
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Table 6.2(t)  Polyethylene Plastic Pipe 

  

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure 2.0 psi 

Pressure Drop 1.0 psi 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

   

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 3 4 

Designation: SDR 9.33 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 10.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11 SDR 11 

Actual ID: 0.660 0.860 1.077 1.328 1.554 1.943 2.864 3.682 

Length (ft) Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour 

10 1,860 3,720 6,710 11,600 17,600 31,600 87,300 169,000  

20 1,280 2,560 4,610 7,990 12,100 21,700 60,000 116,000 

30 1,030 2,050 3,710 6,420 9,690 17,400 48,200 93,200 

40 878 1,760 3,170 5,490 8,300 14,900 41,200 79,700 

50 778 1,560 2,810 4,870 7,350 13,200 36,600 70,700 

60 705 1,410 2,550 4,410 6,660 12,000 33,100 64,000 

70 649 1,300 2,340 4,060 6,130 11,000 30,500 58,900 

80 603 1,210 2,180 3,780 5,700 10,200 28,300 54,800 

90 566 1,130 2,050 3,540 5,350 9,610 26,600 51,400 

100 535 1,070 1,930 3,350 5,050 9,080 25,100 48,600 

125 474 949 1,710 2,970 4,480 8,050 22,300 43,000 

150 429 860 1,550 2,690 4,060 7,290 20,200 39,000 

175 395 791 1,430 2,470 3,730 6,710 18600 35,900 

200 368 736 1,330 2,300 3,470 6,240 17,300 33,400 

250 326 652 1,180 2,040 3,080 5,530 15,300 29,600 

300 295 591 1,070 1,850 2,790 5,010 13,900 26,800 

350 272 544 981 1,700 2,570 4,610 12,800 24,700 

400 253 506 913 1,580 2,390 4,290 11,900 22,900 

450 237 475 856 1,480 2,240 4,020 11,100 21,500 
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500 224 448 809 1,400 2,120 3,800 10,500 20,300 

550 213 426 768 1,330 2,010 3,610 9,990 19,300 

600 203 406 733 1,270 1,920 3,440 9,530 18,400 

650 194 389 702 1,220 1,840 3,300 9,130 17,600 

700 187 374 674 1,170 1,760 3,170 8,770 16,900 

750 180 360 649 1,130 1,700 3,050 8,450 16,300 

800 174 348 627 1,090 1,640 2,950 8,160 15,800 

850 168 336 607 1,050 1,590 2,850 7,890 15,300 

900 163 326 588 1,020 1,540 2,770 7,650 14,800 

950 158 317 572 990 1,500 2,690 7,430 14,400 

1,000 154 308 556 963 1,450 2,610 7,230 14,000 

1,100 146 293 528 915 1,380 2,480 6,870 13,300 

1,200 139 279 504 873 1,320 2,370 6,550 12,700 

1,300 134 267 482 836 1,260 2,270 6,270 12,100 

1,400 128 257 463 803 1,210 2,180 6,030 11,600 

1,500 124 247 446 773 1,170 2,100 5,810 11,200 

1,600 119 239 431 747 1,130 2,030 5,610 10,800 

1,700 115 231 417 723 1,090 1,960 5,430 10,500 

1,800 112 224 404 701 1,060 1,900 5,260 10,200 

1,900 109 218 393 680 1,030 1,850 5,110 9,900 

2,000 106 212 382 662 1,000 1,800 4,970 9,600 

Note: All table entries have been rounded to 3 significant digits. 
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Table 6.2(u)  Polyethylene Plastic Tubing 

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2.0 psi 

Pressure Drop 0.3 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

  

 
Plastic Tubing Size (CTS) 

(in.) 

Nominal 

OD: 
1
/2 1 

Designation: SDR 7.00 SDR 11.00 

Actual ID: 0.445 0.927 

Length 

(ft) 

Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas 

per Hour 

          Remainder of table unchanged.  
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Table 6.2(v)  Polyethylene Plastic Tubing 

Gas Natural 

Inlet pressure Less than 2.0 psi 

Pressure Drop 0.5 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 0.60 

  

 
Plastic Tubing Size (CTS) 

(in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 1 

Designation: SDR 7.00 SDR 11.00 

Actual ID: 0.445 0.927 

Length 

(ft) 

Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas 

per Hour 

     Remainder of table unchanged.  
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Table 6.3(k)  Polyethylene Plastic Pipe 

  

Gas Undiluted Propane 

Inlet pressure 11.0 in. w.c. 

Pressure Drop 0.5 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 1.50 

   

INTENDED USE: Sizing Between Integral 2-Stage Regulator at Tank or Second Stage (Low Pressure Regulator) and the 

Building 

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 3 4 

Designation: SDR 9.33 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 10.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11 SDR 11 

Actual ID: 
0.660 0.860 1.077 1.328 1.554 1.943 2.864 3.682 

Length (ft) Capacity in Thousands of Btu per Hour 

10 340 680 1,230 2,130 3,210 5,770 16,000 30,900 

20 233 468 844 1,460 2,210 3,970 11,000 21,200 

30 187 375 677 1,170 1,770 3,180 8,810 17,000 

40 160 321 580 1,000 1,520 2,730 7,540 14,600 

50 142 285 514 890 1,340 2,420 6,680 12,900 

60 129 258 466 807 1,220 2,190 6,050 11,700 

70 119 237 428 742 1,120 2,010 5,570 10,800 

80 110 221 398 690 1,040 1,870 5,180 10,000 

90 103 207 374 648 978 1,760 4,860 9,400 

100 98 196 353 612 924 1,660 4,590 8,900 

125 87 173 313 542 819 1,470 4,070 7,900 

150 78 157 284 491 742 1,330 3,690 7,130 

175 72 145 261 452 683 1,230 3,390 6,560 

200 67 135 243 420 635 1,140 3,160 6,100 

250 60 119 215 373 563 1,010 2,800 5,410 

300 54 108 195 338 510 916 2,530 4,900 

350 50 99 179 311 469 843 2,330 4,510 
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400 46 92 167 289 436 784 2,170 4,190 

450 43 87 157 271 409 736 2,040 3,930 

500 41 82 148 256 387 695 1,920 3,720 

Note: All table entries have been rounded to 3 significant digits. 
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Table 6.3(l)  Polyethylene Plastic Pipe 

  

Gas Undiluted Propane 

Inlet pressure 2.0 psi 

Pressure Drop 1.0 psi 

Specific Gravity 1.50 

   

INTENDED USE: Sizing Between 2 psig Service Regulator and the Line Pressure Regulator 

 Pipe Size (in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 

3
/4 1 1

1
/4 1

1
/2 2 3 4 

Designation: SDR 9.33 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 10.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11.00 SDR 11 SDR 11 

Actual ID: 0.660 0.860 1.077 1.328 1.554 1.943 2.864 3.682 

Length (ft) Capacity in Thousands of Btu per Hour 

10 3,130 6,260 11,300 19,600 29,500 53,100 147,000 284,000 

20 2,150 4,300 7,760 13,400 20,300 36,500 101,000 195,000 

30 1,730 3,450 6,230 10,800 16,300 29,300 81,100 157,000 

40 1,480 2,960 5,330 9,240 14,000 25,100 69,400 134,100 

50 1,310 2,620 4,730 8,190 12,400 22,200 61,500 119,000 

60 1,190 2,370 4,280 7,420 11,200 20,100 55,700 108,000 

70 1,090 2,180 3,940 6,830 10,300 18,500 51,300 99,100 

80 1,010 2,030 3,670 6,350 9,590 17,200 47,700 92,200 

90 952 1,910 3,440 5,960 9,000 16,200 44,700 86,500 

100 899 1,800 3,250 5,630 8,500 15,300 42,300 81,700 

125 797 1,600 2,880 4,990 7,530 13,500 37,500 72,400 

150 722 1,450 2,610 4,520 6,830 12,300 33,900 65,600 

175 664 1,330 2,400 4,160 6,280 11,300 31,200 60,300 

200 618 1,240 2,230 3,870 5,840 10,500 29,000 56,100 

250 548 1,100 1,980 3,430 5,180 9,300 25,700 49,800 

300 496 994 1,790 3,110 4,690 8,430 23,300 45,100 

350 457 914 1,650 2,860 4,320 7,760 21,500 41,500 

400 425 851 1,530 2,660 4,020 7,220 12,000 38,600 
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450 399 798 1,440 2,500 3,770 6,770 18,700 36,200 

500 377 754 1,360 2,360 3,560 6,390 17,700 34,200 

550 358 716 1,290 2,240 3,380 6,070 16,800 32,500 

600 341 683 1,230 2,140 3,220 5,790 16,000 31,000 

650 327 654 1,180 2,040 3,090 5,550 15,400 29,700 

700 314 628 1,130 1,960 2,970 5,330 14,700 28,500 

750 302 605 1,090 1,890 2,860 5,140 14,200 27,500 

800 292 585 1,050 1,830 2,760 4,960 13,700 26,500 

850 283 566 1,020 1,770 2,670 4,800 13,300 25,700 

900 274 549 990 1,710 2,590 4,650 12,900 24,900 

950 266 533 961 1,670 2,520 4,520 12,500 24,200 

1,000 259 518 935 1,620 2,450 4,400 12,200 23,500 

1,100 246 492 888 1,540 2,320 4,170 11,500 22,300 

1,200 234 470 847 1,470 2,220 3,980 11,000 21,300 

1,300 225 450 811 1,410 2,120 3,810 10,600 20,400 

1,400 216 432 779 1,350 2,040 3,660 10,100 19,600 

1,500 208 416 751 1,300 1,960 3,530 9,760 18,900 

1,600 201 402 725 1,260 1,900 3,410 9,430 18,200 

1,700 194 389 702 1,220 1,840 3,300 9,130 17,600 

1,800 188 377 680 1,180 1,780 3,200 8,850 17,100 

1,900 183 366 661 1,140 1,730 3,110 8,590 16,600 

2,000 178 356 643 1,110 1,680 3,020 8,360 16,200 

Note: All table entries have been rounded to 3 significant digits. 
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Table 6.3(m)  Polyethylene Plastic Tubing 

Gas Undiluted Propane 

Inlet pressure 11.0 in. w.c. 

Pressure Drop 0.5 in. w.c. 

Specific Gravity 1.50 

  

INTENDED USE: Sizing Between 

Integral 2-Stage Regulator at Tank or 

Second Stage (Low Pressure Regulator) 

and the Building 

 

Plastic Tubing Size (CTS) 

(in.) 

Nominal OD: 
1
/2 1 

Designation: SDR 7.00 SDR 11.00 

Actual ID: 0.445 0.927 

Length 

(ft) 

Capacity in 

Thousands of Btu per Hour 
           Remainder of Table Unchanged 

 



Report on Proposals  –  June 2011 NFPA 54
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-71     Log #51

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
Underground piping, where installed through the outer foundation or basement

wall of a building, shall be encased in a protective sleeve or protected by an approved device or method. The space
between the gas piping and the building or sleeve and between the sleeve and the wall shall be sealed to prevent entry
of gas and water.

The current text calls for sealing only between the pipe and the sleeve and says nothing about the
annular space between the sleeve and the wall.  An effective sealing involves two annular spaces where a sleeve is
involved and the first sentence requires a sleeve in all cases except where a mechanical sealing device is used.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-72     Log #43

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
Where the installation of gas piping underground beneath buildings is

unavoidable, the piping shall be encased in an approved conduit designed to withstand the superimposed loads and
installed in accordance with 7.1.6.1 or 7.1.6.2.
Exception:  This section shall not apply to listed and labeled factory –built assemblies consisting of tubing and an
integral secondary containment conduit where such assemblies are capable of withstanding the superimposed loads
and are installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.

The current text has been interpreted to disallow factory-built tubing/conduit assemblies because the
text speaks only of field installed conduit. Any factory-built assembly would have to demonstrate equivalence to a field
installed conduit capable of withstanding the floor loads.

Refer to committee action and statement on proposal 54-73 (Log # CP33).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-73     Log #CP33

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise to 7.1.6 read:
7.1.6 Piping Underground Beneath Buildings. Where gas piping is installed underground beneath buildings, the piping
shall be either:
(1) Encased in an approved conduit designed to withstand the imposed loads and installed in accordance with 7.1.6.1 or
7.1.6.2, or
(2) A piping/encasement system listed for installation beneath buildings.
7.1.6.1, 7.1.6.2, Unchanged

The paragraph is revised to incorporate proposal 54-72 (Log # 43), and to revise the requirement to be
a positive statement.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-74     Log #37

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

Plastic pipe piping shall be installed outdoors, underground only.

It appears that this section is intended to allow use of both plastic pipe and plastic tubing for the
applications indicated. The proposed changes will eliminate any misinterpretation of the intent of the section.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-75     Log #2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

James Shepherd, Alliant Energy - Wisconsin Power & Light Co.
Revise text to read as follows:

Piping installed aboveground shall be securely supported and located where it will be protected from physical damage
(also see 7.1.4). Where passing through an exterior wall, the piping shall also be protected from corrosion by coating or
wrapping with an inert material approved for such applications and sealed around its circumference at the point of the
exterior penetration to prevent the entry of water or insects. Where piping is encased in a protective pipe sleeve, the
annular space between the gas piping and the sleeve shall also be sealed at the exterior wall to prevent the entry of
water, insects or rodents.

The verbiage in 7.2.1 fails to specify sealing around piping that is not encased in a protective sleeve.
The 2006 National Fuel Gas Code Handbook provides a statement about this requirement often being overlooked. In
fact, the existing verbiage of 7.2.1 does not state the requirement by reason of the specificity to pipe encased in a
protective sleeve. The very statement of the "requirement" often being overlooked is evidence of the need for more clear
verbiage within the code itself. Additionally, without stating to seal the annular space between the pipe and sleeve on
the exterior assumes the installer will do so. Sealing it on the inside would comply with the existing verbiage but would
still expose the pipe within the sleeve to a potentially corrosive environment. Experience has often shown the dangers of
assuming someone will correctly interpret verbiage that is not completely specific.

Revise text to read as follows:
Piping installed aboveground shall be securely supported and located where it will be protected from physical damage
(also see 7.1.4). Where passing through an exterior wall, the piping shall also be protected from corrosion by coating or
wrapping with an inert material approved for such applications. The piping shall be sealed around its circumference at
the point of the exterior penetration to prevent the entry of water, insects, and rodents . Where piping is encased in a
protective pipe sleeve, the annular spaces between the gas piping and the sleeve and between the sleeve and the wall
opening shall be sealed at the exterior wall to prevent the entry of water, insects or rodents.

The proposal is accepted with editorial revisions for clarity.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-76     Log #82

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Burbridge, Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc.

New text to read as follows:
Piping installed aboveground shall be securely supported and located where it will be protected from physical

damage (also see 7.1.4). Where passing through an exterior wall, other than a wooded wall, the piping shall also be
protected against corrosion by coating or wrapping with an inert material approved for such applications. Where piping is
encased in a protective pipe sleeve, the annular space between the gas piping and the sleeve shall be sealed at the wall
to prevent the entry of water, insects, or rodents.

Wooded walls are noncorrosive and do not require protection from corrosion

Corrosion can occur in piping passing through wood walls.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-77     Log #26

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Timothy J. Myers, Exponent, Inc.

Insert the following text between the current 7.2.1 and 7.2.2:
7.2.2* In areas where heavy snowfall is anticipated, piping and other

equipment installed in the piping system shall be protected from the forces anticipated as a result of accumulated or
falling snow and ice.

A.7.2.2 Gas leaks have resulted from snow or ice accumulations on gas systems, and snow or ice shedding from roofs
onto gas systems.  In these incidents, external fires have occurred and in some cases gas has migrated into or under
buildings, resulting in interior fires or explosions.

Selection of appropriate methods of protection should be based upon the installation and anticipated snow and or ice
loading.  Methods of protection used in some areas include:

1)   Minimizing the extent of above-ground piping.
2)   Locating above-ground piping, regulators, and meters above anticipated snow accumulation levels.
3)   Locating above-ground piping, regulators and meters on the gable end of buildings, rather than under eaves, to

prevent damage from snow or ice shedding off of roofs.
4)   Protecting above-ground piping, regulators, and meters with extended roof overhangs or dedicated covers.
5)   Adding additional support to above-ground piping, regulators, and meters to withstand anticipated snow or ice

loading.
Similar language to the proposed section 7.2.2 was added to NFPA 58 with a TIA in August 1993 in

response to a number of incidents involving damage to fuel systems by snow and ice. These types of incidents continue
to occur, and in some cases the damaged piping falls under the scope of NFPA 54. The hazard has never been
specifically addressed in NFPA 54, even though the same hazard exists for exterior above-ground natural gas and
LP-gas piping that is within the scope of NFPA 54 as described in Section 1.1.1.1(A) (i.e. exterior natural gas piping
downstream of the outlet of the service meter assembly or the outlet of the service regulator or service shutoff valve
where no meter is provided and exterior undiluted propane piping downstream of the final pressure regulator, exclusive
of line gas regulators, in the system.) Some LP-gas installations contain significant lengths of pipe or tubing downstream
from the second stage regulator before entering the structure, which are within the scope of NFPA 54. Currently only
general guidance in 7.2.1 is provided, stating that “Piping installed aboveground shall be securely supported and located
where it is protected from physical damage

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The proposal is not specific and the committee notes that the NFPA 58, Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Code, committee has not been able to quantify heavy snowfall.  The depth of each snowfall can be determined
from meteorological data, however data on snow accumulation is not available.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-78     Log #CP59

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Delete 7.2.3.
The three sections already referenced in the paragraph cover the issue in 7.2.3.  The paragraph is not

needed

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-79     Log #22

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

Revise text to read as follows:
Gas piping inside any building shall not be installed in or through a clothes chute,

chimney or gas vent, dumbwaiter, elevator shaft, or air duct, other than combustion air ducts. CSST shall not be
installed within the same space as a metallic gas vent contained within a chase or other enclosure.

Lightning damage data from at least one CSST manufacturer supports the claim that lightning strikes
to the ungrounded metallic gas vent is a common occurrence, and is associated with far more cases of CSST damage
than any other lightning-related cause. CSST bonding alone may not be sufficient or effective for this type of lightning
strike event. Therefore, it is recommended that CSST not be installed in close proximity to metallic gas vents to prevent
the potential for arcing between these two systems. To insure sufficient physical separation, CSST runs should not be
installed within the enclosed space surrounding the gas vent within an architectural enclosure, chase or chimney.

The proposal would be difficult to enforce, and the substantiation does not demonstrate a need
for the proposed text.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-80     Log #39

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
.  Piping shall be supported with metal pipe hooks, metal pipe straps, metal bands, metal

brackets, or metal hangers, or building structural components suitable for the size of piping, of adequate strength and
quality, and located at intervals so as to prevent or damp out excessive vibration. Piping shall be anchored to prevent
undue strains on connected appliances and equipment and shall not be supported by other piping. Pipe hangers and
supports shall conform to the requirements of ANSI/MSS SP-58,

The code is overly restrictive on the type of material that can be used to support gas piping. The
committee originally added in “metal” referring to a need to provide adequate support piping during fires. However, the
code in section 7.2.6.1 does not address fire, referring to “suitable for the size of the piping” and be of “adequate
strength and quality”.

The committee believes that the change should not be made, as metal pipe hangers are
needed for the integrity of the piping system.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-81     Log #88

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John England, England Enterprises Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:

***Insert 54_L88_Tbl7.2.6.2_R here***

Reorganize the table.

The committee believes that the current format is adequate and that a change is not needed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-82     Log #23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

New text to read as follows:
CSST shall not use any other metallic system as a means of support including

heating/cooling ductwork, appliance enclosures, structural steel, water piping and electrical wires/cables.
CSST systems are vulnerable to damage from arcing due to lightning strikes. While direct bonding

reduces the potential for damage to the tubing, other steps can be instituted to further reduce the potential for damage.
Maintaining some degree of physical separation from other metallic systems that can be energized (by the same strike)
will be beneficial.

The proposal would be difficult to enforce, and the substantiation does not demonstrate a need
for the proposed text.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-83     Log #38

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Where piping containing gas is to be removed, the line shall be first disconnected

from all sources of gas and then thoroughly purged with air, water, or inert gas before any cutting or welding is done.

The term used in the text of this section is “piping” which by definition includes both pipe and tubing.
“Pipe” excludes tubing. It appears that this section is intended to apply to both pipe and tubing. The proposed change
will eliminate any misinterpretation of the intent of the section.
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Table 7.2.6.2 Support of Piping 

Steel Pipe, Nominal Size of 

Pipe (in.) 

Spacing of Supports 

(ft) 

Nominal Size of Tubing 

Smooth-wall (Inch O.D.) 

Spacing of Supports 

(ft) 
1
/2 6 

1
/2 4 

3
/4 or 1 8 

5
/8 or 

3
/4 6 

1 
1
/4 or larger (horizontal) 10 

7
/8 or 1 (horizontal) 8 

1 
1
/4 or larger (vertical) every floor level 1 or larger (vertical) every floor level 

Nominal Size (inches) Spacing 

Steel Pipe 
1
/2” 6’ oc 

3
/4” or 1” 8’ oc 

1” 
1
/4” or larger (horizontal) 10’ oc 

1” 
1
/4” or larger (vertical) Every floor level 

Tubing (smooth wall) (OD) 
1
/2” 4’ oc 

5
/8” or

 3
/4” 6’ oc 

7
/8” or larger (horizontal) 8’ oc 

1” or larger (vertical) Every floor level 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-84     Log #40

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Where gas piping is to be concealed, unions, tubing fittings, right and left couplings, bushings,

swing joints, and compression couplings made by combinations of fittings shall not be used. Connections shall be of the
following type:

(1)  Pipe fittings such as elbows, tees, and couplings
(2)  Joining tubing by brazing
(3)  Fittings listed for use in concealed spaces that have been demonstrated to sustain, without leakage, any forces

due to temperature expansion or contraction, vibration, or fatigue based on their geographic location, application, or
operation.

(4) Where necessary to insert fittings in gas pipe that has been installed in a concealed location, the pipe shall be
reconnected by welding, flanges, or the use of a ground joint union with the nut center-punched to prevent loosening by
vibration.

There is a conflict regarding the use of tubing fittings on concealed piping in buildings. 7.3.2
specifically disallows “tubing fittings,” and states in (2) that connections for joining tubing shall be done by brazing. It
refers the user to 5.6.8.2 “Tubing Joints.” However, 5.6.8.2 states that “tubing joints shall be made with approved tubing
fittings…” The proposed change will resolve this conflict.

7.3.2 Fittings in concealed locations. Fittings installed in concealed locations shall be limited to the following
types:
(1) Threaded elbows, tees and couplings
(2) Brazed fittings
(3) Welded fittings
(4) Fittings listed to ANSI LC-1 or ANSI LC-4

The concept of the proposal is accepted and the requirement is restructured for clarity.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-85     Log #69

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bob Adler, City of San Jose

Revise text to read as follows:
7.3.2(4) Where necessary to insert fittings in gas pipe that has been installed in a concealed location, the pipe shall be

reconnected by welding, flanges, or the use of a ground joint union with the nut center punched Right/Left
Nipple/Coupling to prevent loosening by vibration.

Please note that the item (3) which precedes item (4) in Section 7.3.2 states that fittings that are listed
for use in concealed spaces and demonstrated to sustain without leakage, any forces due to temperature expansion or
contraction, vibration, or fatigue based on their geographic location, application, or operation. The fact is none of the
fittings are specifically listed for concealed spaces, but that would mean all the fittings used in gas pipe construction -
not just a right/left nipple/coupling would need that particular listing - but certainly all these fittings have been
demonstrated for years to be adequate to prevent leakage. The fact of the matter is that for years the interpretation by
IAPMO Interpretations Committee has been that unions are not adequate to prevent against loosening by vibration.
Further, it is not a good idea to punch any fitting. There is not a standard for the punching and most likely any fitting
manufacturer would not like their products to be altered in such a manner.

Refer to committee action and statement on proposal 54-84 (Log #40).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-86     Log #49

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Delete the following text:
When a branch outlet is placed on a main supply line before it is known what size pipe

will be connected to it, the outlet shall be of the same size as the line that supplies it.

This text was intended to prevent an installer from making the mistake of installing a tee with a branch
opening that is too small.  Saving labor and preventing design mistakes is not what this code intends to regulate. For
example, if a 2 in. steel pipe main line is run through a building and tees are placed in the line at points where branch
piping will connect, this section says that you have to use tees with full size 2 in. branch openings because you may not
know at this time what size the branch piping will be.  If you don’t know what the loads are, why are you installing the
piping now?? This is nothing more than covering someone’s butt because they are installing piping by guesswork.

The committee believes that this is a reasonable piping system design requirement.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-87     Log #14

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Art Weirauch, Omegaflex, Inc.

New text to read as follows:
Exception: The equipment grounding conductor of the circuit likely to energize the piping shall be permitted to serve as

the bonding means for CSST products that have been tested by an accredited laboratory and shown to be resistant to
damage from transient electrical arcing.

Exception would recognize technology which has been proven to be effective in field installation.

While the committee encourages listing of CSST to minimize damage from lightning, the lack of
a standard to list the pipe makes this proposal premature. The current standard for CSST, ANSI LC-1 does not provide
testing criteria to address potential lightning damage.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-88     Log #13

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Art Weirauch, Omegaflex, Inc.

New text to read as follows:
CSST gas piping systems, other than CSST products that have been tested by an accredited laboratory

and shown to be resistant to damage from transient electrical arcing shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding
electrode system at the point where the gas service enters the building. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6
AWG wire or equivalent.

Proposed amendment would add an exception that would allow the use of CSST material that has
been tested and shown to be resistant to damage from lightning energy to be bonded in the traditional bonding of gas
piping method as described in Section 7.13.1. This Exception would recognize technology which has been proven to be
effective in field installations.

While the committee encourages listing of CSST to minimize damage from lightning, the lack of
a standard to list the pipe makes this proposal premature. The current standard for CSST, ANSI LC-1 does not provide
testing criteria to address potential lightning damage.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-89     Log #24

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

Revise text to read as follows:
CSST gas piping systems shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system at the

point where the gas service enters the building by connection to metallic pipe or fitting between the point of delivery and
the first downstream CSST fitting. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper wire or equivalent.

The current language is unnecessarily restrictive and limits the permissible location of the bonding
clamp. Often existing low pressure steel pipe or copper tubing systems are modified using a segment of CSST to add
and/or relocate appliances within the structure. Many newly installed low pressure CSST gas piping systems include a
short run of steel or copper pipe from the meter discharge or second stage regulator to a more convenient and
accessible area within the structure before transitioning to CSST. The bonding of CSST will be just as effective with the
bonding clamp located between the point of delivery and the first CSST fitting within the piping system as locating the
bonding clamp at the discharge of the gas meter or second stage regulator. Furthermore, by permitting the bonding
clamp to be placed anywhere along this length of piping can result in a shorter length of bonding conductor or allow the
bonding conductor to be installed within the structure for better protection. In addition, by locating the bonding clamp
indoors, it will not be subject to the deteriorating effects of the outdoor environment and/or exposed to vandalism.

Revise text to read as follows:
CSST gas piping systems shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system. at the

point where the gas service enters the building The bonding jumper shall connect to a metallic pipe or fitting between
the point of delivery and the first downstream CSST fitting. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper
wire or equivalent.

Accepted with editorial revisions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-90     Log #25

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

New text to read as follows:
CSST gas piping systems shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system at the

point where the gas service enters the building. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper wire or
equivalent. Existing steel pipe or copper tubing gas piping systems which are modified by adding one or more segments
of CSST of any length shall be bonded in accordance with this section.

The requirement to directly bond CSST has been determined to be a necessary part of the installation
and safe operation of this technology for all new installations. If the homeowner adds and/or relocates any gas
appliances using any length of CSST, then the entire piping system must comply with Section 7.13.2. The upgrading of
the electrical bonding is considered to be incidental to installation of the CSST run, is considered a voluntary act (other
piping materials could be used without the requirement for bonding), and the extra cost to install the bonding is incurred
with the full knowledge and consent of the homeowner.

New text to read as follows:
CSST gas piping systems shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system at the

point where the gas service enters the building. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper wire or
equivalent. Gas piping systems that contain one or more segments of CSST shall be bonded in accordance with this
section.

The proposal is accepted with editorial revisions for clarity.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-91     Log #50

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
7.13.2 CSST. CSST gas piping systems shall be bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system at the

point where the gas service enters the building. The bonding jumper shall not be smaller than 6 AWG copper wire or
equivalent. Where the gas service point of delivery is more than 25 feet from the electrical service, a supplemental
grounding electrode shall be connected to the required bonding jumper and such electrode shall be within 6 feet of the
gas service. The supplemental grounding electrode shall comply with NFPA 70.

Section 250.54 of the NEC recognizes the use of auxiliary electrodes. The intent is to supplement the
effectiveness of the required bonding jumper by providing an additional path to ground near the gas service. The
problem with the current code text is that the electrical service and the gas service could be far apart and the
effectiveness of the bonding jumper decreases as the length of the jumper increases. Where long jumpers are
necessary, an additional electrode will lower the impedance of the path to Earth. The numbers proposed are arbitrary
but are based on common sense, as is the entire concept of bonding. There is no exact science behind any of this, but it
is the best solution we can offer to safeguard CSST systems at this time.

The proposal is arbitrary and the substantiation does not demonstrate that the change would be
effective.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-92     Log #CP60

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 7.13.3 by relocating the second sentence to Annex A:
7.13.3 Prohibited Use. Gas piping shall not be used as a grounding conductor or electrode.
A.7.13.3 This does not preclude the bonding of metallic piping to a grounding system.

The second sentence is not a requirement and is relocated to Annex A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-93     Log #CP61

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 8.1.1.1 and 8.1.1.2 to read:
8.1.1.1 Prior to acceptance and initial operation, all piping installations shall be visually inspected and pressure tested to
determine that the materials, design, fabrication, and installation practices comply with the requirements of this code.
8.1.1.2  Inspection shall consist of visual examination, during or after manufacture, fabrication, assembly, or pressure
tests as appropriate. Supplementary types of nondestructive inspection techniques, such as magnetic-particle,
radiographic, and ultrasonic, shall not be required unless specifically listed herein or in the engineering design.

Revised to remove non-mandatory language.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-94     Log #CP62

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Add a new 8.1.1.7 to read:
8.1.1.7 Prior to testing, the interior of the pipe shall be cleared of all foreign material.
2. Revise 8.1.3.6 to read:
8.1.3.6 All testing of piping systems shall be performed in a manner that protects done with due regard for the safety of
employees and the public during the test. Bulkheads, anchorage, and bracing suitably designed to resist test pressures
shall be installed if necessary. Prior to testing, the interior of the pipe shall be cleared of all foreign material.

Paragraph 8.1.3.6 is revised editorially, and the second sentence is relocated to a new 8.1.1.7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-95     Log #CP36

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 8.2.4 to read:
Appliances and equipment shall not be placed in operation

until after the piping system has been tested checked in accordance with 8.2.3, connections to the appliance are
checked for leakage, and purged in accordance with 8.3.5.

The 2009 edition revised the definition of leak check since section 8.2.3. only applied to the piping
system.  The 2006 definition was “3.3.62 Leak Check An operation performed on a complete gas piping system, the
connections, appliances and equipment to verify that the system does not leak.”  Many code officials were using the
definition to ensure that the appliance and equipment connections to the piping system were leak checked.  Without the
proposed revision, the code does not contain any requirement for these checks.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-96     Log #15

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jackie Nowell, United Food and Commercial Workers Int’l Union

Revise text to read as follows:

When gas piping is to be opened for an addition, a modification, or service, the section
to be worked on shall be turned off from the gas supply at the nearest convenient point and the line pressure vented to
the outdoors or to ventilated areas of sufficient size to prevent accumulation of flammable mixtures. The remaining gas
in this section of pipe shall be displaced with an inert gas as required by Table 8.3.1. All discharges of purged gases
shall comply with Section 8.3.3.

When piping full of air is placed in operation, the air in the piping shall be displaced with
fuel gas, except where such piping is required by Table 8.3.2 to be purged with an inert gas prior to introduction of fuel
gas. The air can be safely displaced with fuel gas, provided that a moderately rapid and continuous flow of fuel gas is
introduced at one end of the line and air is vented out at the other end. The fuel gas flow shall be continued without
interruption until the vented gas is free of air. The point of discharge shall not be left unattended during purging. After
purging, the vent shall then be closed. Where required by Table 8.3.2, the air in the piping shall first be displaced with an
inert gas, and the inert gas shall then be displaced with fuel gas. All discharges of purged gas shall comply with Section
8.3.3.

The open end of piping systems being purged shall be directly vented to a safe
location outdoors, away from personnel and ignition sources. The point of discharge shall not be left unattended during
purging.

If venting outdoors is not possible, the building and all affected spaces shall be
evacuated of all personnel not involved in purging operations. All ignition sources shall be identified and controlled or
eliminated. Ventilation shall be adequate to maintain the gas concentration below 10% of the lower explosive limit (LEL)
at all times, as measured by a combustible gas detector. Combustible gas detector(s) shall be used to monitor the gas
concentration at appropriate locations near the point of discharge and the work area; personnel involved in purging shall
not rely on odor alone to detect releases of fuel gases. not discharge into confined spaces or areas where there are
sources of ignition unless precautions are taken to perform this operation in a safe manner by ventilation of the space,
control of purging rate, and elimination of all hazardous conditions.

In September 2009, the U.S. Chemical Safety Board determined that the June 2009 explosion at the
ConAgra Foods Slim Jim plant in Garner, North Carolina, was caused by purging a natural gas line indoors into a
building full of workers. Three people died in the explosion and building collapse, and 71 were injured. Following the
explosion the North Carolina Building Code Council amended the state's fuel gas code to prohibit venting purged gases
indoors. The requested changes will conform the National Fuel Gas Code to what North Carolina has adopted and to
the safe practices the CSB has recommended.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Refer to statement on proposal 54-97 (Log # CP32).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-97     Log #CP32

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Purging shall be in accordance with 8.3.1 through 8.3.6.

The purging of piping systems shall be in accordance with 8.3.2 through 8.3.6 where the piping system meets
either of the following:
(1) The designed operating gas pressure is greater than 2 psig.
(2) The piping being purged contains pipe sizes greater than 2 inch.

Where piping systems not covered under section 8.3.1.1 are purged with fuel gas the discharge point, whether
indoor or outdoor, shall be attended and monitored with a combustible gas indicator and purging stopped when fuel gas
is indicated at the discharge point.

When existing gas piping meeting section 8.3.1 is to be opened for an addition, or
modification, or service, the section to be worked on shall be isolated from the gas supply and the line pressure vented
in accordance with 8.3.4. When gas piping meeting the criteria of Table 8.3.2 is removed from service the residual fuel
gas in the piping shall be displaced with an inert gas.

****Insert Current Table 8.3.1 Here****

When gas piping meeting the criteria of Table 8.3.2 containing air is placed in operation the
air in the piping shall first be displaced with an inert gas. The inert gas shall then be displaced with fuel gas in
accordance with Section 8.3.4.

The open end of piping systems being pressure vented or purged shall
discharge directly to an outdoor location complying with all of the following requirements:
(1) The point of discharge shall be controlled with a shutoff valve.
(2) Discharge point shall be at least 10 ft from sources of ignition, located a minimum of 10 ft from building openings and
a minimum 25 ft from mechanical air intake openings.
(3) During discharge, the open discharge point shall be continuously attended and monitored with a combustible gas
indicator.
(4) Purging operations introducing fuel gas shall be stopped when 90% fuel gas by volume is detected within the pipe at
the point of discharge.
(5) All persons not involved in the purging operations shall be evacuated from the area within 25 ft of the point of
discharge.

After the piping system has been placed in operation, all
appliances and equipment shall be purged and then placed in operation.

The combustible gas indicator used during purging operations shall be calibrated in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and recommended schedule. The combustible gas indicator shall
numerically display a lower explosive limit scale from 0% to 100%, in a maximum 2% resolution, or gas volume
equivalent, for safety monitoring, and 5% to 100% volume in a maximum 1% resolution for pipe purge operations.  All
combustible gas indicators shall be listed.

The process of purging a gas pipe of fuel gas and replacing the fuel gas with air or charging a gas pipeline that is
full of air with fuel gas require that a significant amount of combustible mixture not be developed within the pipeline or
released within a confined space.  Natural gas and propane suppliers add a distinctive odor to their gas to aid in its
detection.  Odorant fade, olfactory fatigue, or an individual’s inability to smell the odorant can reduce safety and lead to
an inadequate warning of a combustible gas/air atmosphere. When a new or existing gas system is brought into service
the sense of smell should not be relied upon to detect the presence of gas in the line. A calibrated combustible gas
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indicator should be used by trained workers whenever there is a potential for a combustible gas/air atmosphere.  When
a new system is brought into service and unodorized gas is detected, contact the gas supplier to ensure that the
supplier is properly odorizing the gas and/or what action is required to correct the absence of odorant.

The purging of small piping systems that contain air can be safely conducted with fuel gas, where a
moderately rapid and continuous flow of fuel gas is introduced at one end of the line and air is vented out at the other
end.

It is recommended during the purge process to monitor oxygen levels when inert gas is used prior to the purging
with combustible gas. Follow instrument manufacturer’s instructions when performing purge operations.

This recommendation has been prepared for the National Fuel Gas Code committee by the piping task
group to recommend revisions to purging requirement.
The purging requirements  for purging indoors and outdoors are recommended to be revised to provide increased safety
procedures including gas detection, monitoring, and the location of discharge points. Annex A material is added to
inform the user to the possibility of odorant detection issues in new and modified piping systems.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-98     Log #56

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
When gas piping is to be opened for an addition, or modification, or service, the section

to be worked on shall be turned off from the gas supply at the nearest convenient point and the line pressure vented to
the outdoors as required by Section 8.3.3. to ventilated areas of sufficient size to prevent accumulation of flammable
mixtures. The remaining gas in this section of pipe shall be displaced with an inert gas as required by Table 8.3.1.

The open end of piping systems being purged shall not discharge into confined
spaces or areas where there are sources of ignition unless precautions are taken to perform this operation in a safe
manner by ventilation of the space, control of purging rate, and elimination of all hazardous conditions. The discharge
from piping being purged shall be conveyed to the outdoors or into indoor spaces that are ventilated with outdoor air at a
rate sufficient to prevent any fuel gas and air mixture from reaching 25 percent of the lower flammability limit.  Prior to
any purging operation that discharges to a ventilated indoor space, calculations shall be submitted to the AHJ
demonstrating that the ventilation will prevent a fuel and air mixture from reaching 25 percent of the LFL.

This revision is an attempt to strengthen the purging precautions in the code to help prevent purging
accidents. Because of failure to take the proper precautions, ignorance of the code provisions, odor fade in new piping
systems or other reasons, recent purging accidents have caused death, injury and property losses. As revised, the code
would require purge gases to discharge to the outdoors in all cases, except where engineering calculations show that
discharge to ventilated indoor spaces is safe.  The 25 percent  of LFL limit provides a safety factor that is commonly
used in all codes.

Refer to committee action and statement on proposal 54-97 (Log #CP32).
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2½ > 50 

3 > 30 

4 > 15 

6 > 10 

8 or larger Any length 

For SI units, 1 ft = 0.305 m. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-99     Log #70

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bryan Baesel, CEC Combustion Safety

Revise text to read as follows:
The open end of piping systems being purged or vented shall be routed to the

outdoors or to ventilated areas of sufficient size to prevent accumulation of flammable mixtures.  If discharged indoors
the vent shall not discharge into confined spaces or areas where there are sources of ignition unless precautions are
taken to perform this operation in a safe manner by ventilation of the space, control of purging rate, and elimination of all
hazardous conditions.

The intent of the proposed text is to capture the hazards associated with releasing flammable gases
inside buildings.  The text mirrors the wording in section 8.3.1 but clarifies that the hazard exists when venting or
bleeding within a building as well as during purging.

Refer to committee action and statement on proposal 54-97 (Log #CP32).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-100     Log #71

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bryan Baesel, CEC Combustion Safety

Add new text to read as follows:
8.3.5 Provisions for Purging
Piping systems shall be designed to allow for purging to occur.  This shall include provisions for purge inlet and outlet

connections.
A.8.3.5
Purge inlet and outlet points should be available to allow for purging to safely occur.  Their location should allow for

them to be routed to a location outside the building.  In addition, consideration should be given for equipment installed in
the interior of the building where a convenient outlet point may not be available.  This could mean a roof penetration for
a double block and vent configuration using manual valves.

There is no clear requirement for purge inlet and outlet points.  These are critical to allow for safe
piping system repairs and additions.

The committee believes that the revisions made in 54-97 (Log # CP32) provide for procedures
for safe purging, and that  specific purging points are not needed. The committee also notes that the proposed
components are not prohibited by the code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-101     Log #91

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim G. Dunn, Sr., Dunn Laboratories, Inc.

Add new text as follows:
Propane Appliances in Below Grade Installations:
In the case of propane in below grade locations, such as basements, pits or crawlspaces, listed residential flammable

gas detectors, set to alarm in the presence of propane vapors, shall be installed in close proximity to the appliance(s),
and mounted per the detector manufacturer instructions.

With propane being heavier than air, leaks in remote areas may go undetected by the occupants.  The
benefit will be that persons inside the structure, though away from the leak site, will become aware of the escape of
fugitive gas by the alarming detector. While some may raise concerns over the reliability of such gas detectors, as
supplemental detection devices, it should be pointed out that in specific and foreseeable circumstances, the propane
odorant itself may not be an effective warning agent – please refer to A.4.2.1 in NFPA 58. Over the past 10 years, many
appliance manufacturers have recommended the use of approved flammable gas detectors for below grade installations
in their installation and care-and use manuals.

No data is provided to support a higher incident rate for propane systems below grade
compared to above grade.  The committee notes that the code contains provisions to prevent gas leakage, and believes
that these are sufficient. The U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission issued a letter stating that there is not an
increased likelihood of ignition of leaking fuel gas in a below grade propane installation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-102     Log #8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan Paul, Lebanon Fire Dept.

New text to read as follows:
(Proposed new paragraph 9.1.2.1: All bedrooms that have gas utilization equipment installed shall have carbon

monoxide detectors installed in accordance with Chapter 5 of NFPA 720, Recommended Practice for the Installation of
Household Carbon Monoxide Warning Equipment.

Reduction in number of carbon monoxide poisoning incidents in homes.

No data is provided to support the proposal.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-103     Log #57

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Delete text as follows:
9.1.8.1 Structural members of a building shall not pass through appliances having an operating temperature in excess

of 500°F (260°C).
9.1.8.2 Structural members passing through appliances having an operating temperature of 500°F (260°C) or less shall

be of noncombustible material. Building columns, girders, beams, or trusses shall not be installed within appliances,
unless insulation and ventilation are provided to avoid all deterioration in strength and linear expansion of the building
structure in either a vertical or horizontal direction.

Where is this happening?  Even in heavy industry, one can not imagine any appliance (see definition)
having a structural beam or column run through it. This text appears to be a leftover from some ancient provision.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-104     Log #10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert S. Boiko, R. Boiko Corporation

Add new text to read as follows:
Installation in Residential Garages.  Appliances in residential garages and in adjacent spaces that open to the

garage and are not part of the living space of the dwelling unit shall be installed so that all burners and burner ignition
devices are located not less than 18 in. (460 mm) above the floor unless listed as flammable vapor ignition resistant by a
recognized listing agency and certified as safe to use near or around flammable liquids and vapors by the original
equipment manufacturer.

(Page 7) "The FVlR System is designed to reduce the risk of flammable vapor-related fires." "....This
will not prevent a possible fire/explosion if the igniter is depressed and flammable vapors have accumulated in the
combustion chamber with the pilot light off. Manual dated 0108 Manual Part # 186487.001. (Page 4) Warning Fire or
Explosion
Hazard – Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable vapors and liquids in the vicinity of this or any other
appliance." NFPA is aware that there is a high degree of certainty that gasoline in containers, mowers, snow and other
blowers is stored in most garages and that garages can get very hot, increasing the amount of vapor. A recent internet
check of news stories using keywords "water heaters" gasoline garage brought over 350 news stories some relating to
leaking gas tanks that ignited from cars or motorcycles, and other incidents even in 2009 where people were severely
burned and disfigured or killed. More can be found in my previous years submissions on this subject. The referenced
manual above covers several large selling brands and is written by probably the largest water heater manufacturer in
the world. They do not endorse installing FVIR Water Heaters near Gasoline. One has to ponder how the contributory
negligence would be apportioned in a mega million dollar suit should an end user notice that what the Code said was
OK when the manufacturer(s) soundly and clearly stated these units must not be used around flammable liquids and
vapors. Manual attached with e-mail.

No data is presented to demonstrate that the current code is deficient.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-105     Log #73

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
Combustion air intake openings located on the exterior of the building shall have the lowest side of the

combustion air intake openings located at least 12 in. (300 mm) plus the local maximum single-storm snowfall reported
by NOAA (e.g., http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/climaps/snow2713.pdf) vertically from the adjoining finished ground level.

ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54 National Fuel Gas Code, including proposed ROC revisions, includes no
provisions for preventing vents and combustion air intakes from being covered by snow. I removed “drifting snow” from
my comment and added specific criteria for determining maximum recorded U.S. single-event snow falls reported by
NOAA to be used to locate the lowest side of the combustion air intake openings. This proposal is enforceable. Such a
requirement may have prevented the January 24, 2005 incident in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The committee agrees that accumulating snow can affect appliance combustion air openings,
however to rely on single snowfall data does not address snow accumulation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-106     Log #65

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert E. Stack, CSA Standards

Revise text to read as follows:
Appliances and equipment shall be connected to the building piping in

compliance with 9.6.4 through 9.6.6 by one of the following:
(1)  Rigid Metallic pipe and fittings; pipe joint compound complying with ANSI LC7, Pipe Joint Sealing Compounds and

Materials, shall be used when connecting appliances and equipment with rigid metallic piping and fittings.  The pipe joint
compound shall be used in accordance with the pipe joint compound manufacturers instructions.

(Remainder of present text, unchanged.)
When used, pipe joint compounds should comply with ANSI standards, similar to the requirements for

connectors complying with ANSI Z21.24/CSA 6.10, ANSI Z21.75/CSA6.27 or ANSI Z21.69/CSA 6.22.

No substantiation is provided to demonstrate that the use of unlisted joint compounds causes
problems.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-107     Log #9

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian Diel, M. B. Sturgis, Inc.

Revise text as follows:
2) Outdoor. Outdoor gas hose connectors are permitted to connect portable outdoor appliances.
b) This connection shall be made only in the outdoor area where the appliance is to be used. Connected in accordance

with the connector manufacturers' installation instructions using a listed appliance hose connector listed to ANSI Z21.54
Gas Hose Connectors for Portable Outdoor Gas-Fired Appliances.

A. All other applications for fixed fuel piping systems mandate for safety concerns what standard shall
be used for that specific application. This is due to specified testing performed in each of these standards that are
specific to the intended use. You will see in section B. what these tests are that make ANSI Z21.54 the safest outdoor
hose connector standard. Section B will also give you an understanding of the safety concerns of using other outdoor
connector standards for portable appliances connected to a fixed fuel piping system.

B. The reason why ANSI Z21.54 should be installed in NFPA as the standard of choice for outdoor portable
appliances.

1. Scope Comparison: Listed in this section are the scopes of UL 569, UL 21 and ANSI Z21.54. Highlighted are the
intended uses of these products.

a.  UL 569
Scope
1.1  These requirements cover pigtails and flexible hose connectors used in the assembly of fuel –supply systems

other than those outlined in 1.2(b) and (c), intended for liquefied petroleum gas (LP-Gas). Low or high pressure flexible
hose connectors are also suitable for low pressure (1.0 psig (6.9 kPa) or less) natural gas service. LP-Gas systems use
either Department of Transportation (DOT) cylinders or ASME tanks and are intended to be installed in accordance with
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code NFPA/ANSI 58. Low pressure flexible hose connectors used in natural gas systems are
intended to be installed in accordance with the Natural Fuel Gas Code, NFPA 54 / ANSI Z223.1. Pigtails and flexible
hose connectors are used to make connection between parts of equipment or between service piping.

1.2  This Standard does not apply to:
a.)  Gas appliance connectors for handling fuel gases at 5 PSIG (34.5 kPa) or less which are investigated under the

Standard for Metal Connectors for Gas Appliance, Anis Z.21.24.
b.)  Flexible Hose connector A for engine fuel applications which are investigated under the outline of Investigation,

Subject 1785 LP-Gas Fuel Hose and Hose Assemblies for Vehicle Engines.
c.)  Flexible hose connectors for use in confined areas.
d.)  Hose connectors which are investigated under the Standard for Gas Hose Connectors for Portable Outdoor

Gas-Fired Appliances, ANSI Z21.54
4.1 Flexible Connector – Length not to exceed 60” (1.5 mm)
How can this standard be used when it specifically states:
1.  Not for use with Portable Outdoor Gas Fired Appliances / ANSI Z21.54. If this product was made to be used in this

application it would reference ANSI Z21.41 or 90 as the proper mating part for this application.
2.  Not for  use over 60”
The UL 569 standard is not for residential fixed fuel piping systems for portable or moveable appliances. The standard

specifies in the place of a UL 569 connector an ANSI Z21.24 style product shall be used for indoor use and an ANSI
Z21.54 style product shall be used for outdoor use.

b.  UL 21
Scope:
1.1 These requirements cover hoses in sizes up to and including internal diameter of 4 in. (102 mm) for conducting

liquefied petroleum gas intended to be installed in closed systems in compliance with the Standard of the National Fire
Protection Association for the Storage and Handling of Liquefied Petroleum Gases, NFPA 58. The hose is made for a
maximum working pressure of 350 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) (2400 kPa). Hoses in sizes larger than 2 in
(50.8) is not intended for use on reels.

1.2  Hoses covered by the standard are intended for use at temperatures within the range of minus 40 c (min. 40 F) to
plus 60 c (140 F), or minus 54C (minus 65F) or plus 60c

1.3 This standard does not apply to
a.)  Coupling nor their method of attachment;
b.)  Gas appliance connectors for handling fuel gases at 5 psig (34.5) or less, nor to metallic hose intended for use in
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oil transportation and distribution piping systems; or

c.)  Hose intended for use in automotive applications for hose intended for use in confined areas. Hose for use in
automotive applications is investigated under the Outline of Investigation for LP-Gas Fuel Hose and Hose Assemblies
for Vehicles Eng.

How can this standard be considered a viable alternative to ANSI Z21.54 when:
1.)  It states in the scope in this standard that this product is for use with the Standard of the National Fire Protection

Association for the Storage and Handling of Liquefied Petroleum Gases, NFPA 58. NFPA 54 is the only installation
code allowed for this application. How is this standard applicable for use in this application?

2.)  This standard does not check for couplings nor their method of attachment. How is the certification agency going to
check for minimum performance requirements on end fittings when there are none?

3.)  It also states in section 1.2 in UL 21 that this standard does not apply to Gas Appliance connectors for handling
fuel gases at 5 psig or less. How can this standard be considered when the standard states it is not for this specific
application?

C. ANSI Z21.54

This standard applies to gas hose connectors (see Part IV, Definitions), hereinafter referred to as connectors.
They are conduits for conveying gas and depend for gas-tightness on the wall structure of the hose material. Such
connectors shall be:

a. Newly produced and constructed entirely of new, unused parts and materials; and
b. Equipped with a fitting at each end provided with standard taper pipe threads.

Connectors covered by this standard are intended:
a. For connection of portable outdoor gas-fired appliances to the gas supply piping;
b. For use in unconcealed outdoor locations;
c. For use only in locations where they will not be likely to be subject to excessive temperatures [above 200°F

(93.5°C)];
d. For use with natural, manufactured, mixed and liquefied petroleum gases and LP gas air mixtures; and
e. For use on gas piping systems having fuel gas pressures not in excess of 1/2 psi (3.45 kPa).

If a value for measurement as given in this standard is followed by an equivalent value in other units, the first
stated value is to be regarded as the requirement.

All references to psi throughout this standard are to be considered gage pressure unless otherwise specified.
Exhibit A contains provisions that are unique to Canada.
Exhibit B contains a list of standards specifically referenced in this standard and sources from which these

reference standards may be obtained.
Quick-disconnect devices used as end fittings on connectors shall comply with the applicable construction

provisions of the Standard for .

These instructions shall be reviewed by the testing agency for accuracy and compatibility with the results of test
from a technical standpoint and with the and/or

.

To ensure consistency among manufacturers Z21.54 requires a minimum BTU / HR
capacity. This is also important to match the flow rate with the mating ANSI Z21.41 quick disconnect coupling

To ensure reusability and durability the end fittings on a 54 connector must pass and impact
resistance test. This test is similar to the one used for quick disconnect devices in ANSI Z21.41.

To ensure interchangeability among manufacturers Z21.54 has standardized
dimensional specifications for the male plug and unions such as:

i.  Minimum wrench grip dimensions for flare connector nuts
ii.  Standard flare fitting dimensions for 3/8 and ½ sizes

To ensure durable end fitting design Z21.54 requires all connections to meet min. torque
values on union style fittings.

To ensure proper hose and end fitting construction, all hose and end fittings must
pass the performance test and leakage testing conducted immediately (within 60 seconds) after 6 hours of temperature
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conditioning at minus 40 F & plus 200 F. These tests ensure the product can perform at its rated temperatures. All
performance testing in UL 569, UL 21, Can 8.1 and 8.3 are done at ambient. These products are only rated to 140
degrees F which gives the user a 43% less of a heat safety factor than an ANSI Z21.54 style product.

– To ensure a quick-disconnect device utilized as an end fitting is properly designed and
interchangeable among manufacturers the standard specifies the quick-disconnect device must be design-certified to
ANSI Z21.41/CSA 6.9. The 3/8 plug profile which is largest profile used in conjunction with natural gas grills is a
standardized plug profile for ANSI Z21.41 and ANSI Z21.90. To additionally prove that ANSI Z21.54 was the intended
standard for fixed fuel piping application ANSI Z21.41 notes the following in section 1.5 SAFETY:

The male plug of a 3/8 inch NPT quick disconnect intended for use with a gas convenience outlet, or with a Z21.54 •
CSA 8.4, , outdoor appliance connector, or with a
Z21.69 • CSA 6.16, , gas connector for movable appliances in residential
applications, shall comply with Figure 1, Drawing of the Plug Profile.

This does not prohibit the use of other profiles intended for other applications.
– Since ANSI Z21.41 does not certify a crimp on style plug end fitting to insure

durability when connecting and disconnecting ANSI Z21.54 incorporated a reconnection of fitting test similar to the one
in ANSI Z21.41.

. – Realizing that this product would be connecting to a fixed fuel piping
system the architects of ANSI Z21.54 incorporated a Bunsen burn test on the outer cover of the connector. This helps to
ensure that if the connector catches fire it can only burn x amount of inches and not down the entire portion of the
connector.

– ANSI Z21.54 requires all manufacturers to include usage and installation
instructions. This is extremely important when replacement is needed in the field.

It is clear from the performance requirements listed above that the architects of ANSI Z21.54 designed this standard to
be used safely with ANSI Z21.41 quick disconnects in outdoor fixed fuel piping applications in conjunction with portable
and moveable appliances. Because ANSI Z21.54 was written specifically for this application there has been very few
field issues documented out of the millions of units sold. This is not the case with UL 569, UL 21 and CAN 8.3 style
connectors used with propane gas grills. The following is data released by the National Fire Protection Association that
informs the customer that 41% of propane grill fires are started from the hose assembly. This data also states that for
safety concerns the first thing a person should check before grilling is the hose assembly. As we all know these hose
assemblies are certified to UL 569, UL 21, Can 8.1 and Can 8.3.

In 2005, gas and charcoal grills caused 3,400 structure fires and 4,900 outdoor fires in or on home properties, resulting
in a combined direct property loss of $137 million.

Gas grills have a higher fire risk than charcoal grills; leaks and breaks are the leading cause, accounting for two-fifths
(41%) of the gas grill structure and outdoor fires.

Placing combustibles too close to heat is the leading cause for charcoal grill home fires.
Over one-third (35%) of all gas grill and charcoal grill home structure fires begin on an Exterior balcony or unenclosed

porch.
Flammable or combustible gas or liquid, including gas fuel, is the leading item first ignited for home gas grill fires.

Structural member or framing and exterior wall covering or finish, are the leading items first ignited for home structure
charcoal grill fires.

Propane and charcoal BBQ grills must only be used outdoors. If used indoors, or in any enclosed spaces, such as
tents, they pose both a fire hazard and the risk of exposing occupants to toxic gases and potential asphyxiation.

Position the grill well away from siding, deck railings and out from under eaves and overhanging branches.
Place the grill a safe distance from lawn games, play areas and foot traffic.
Keep children and pets away from the grill area: declare a three-foot "safe zone" around the grill.
Put out several long-handled grilling tools to give the chef plenty of clearance from heat and flames when flipping

burgers.
Periodically remove grease or fat buildup in trays below grill so it cannot be ignited by a hot grill.

Purchase the proper starter fluid and store the can out of reach of children, and away from heat sources.
Never add charcoal starter fluid when coals or kindling have already been ignited, and never use any flammable or

combustible liquid other than charcoal starter fluid to get the fire going.

Check the gas cylinder hose for leaks before using it for the first time each year. A light soap and water solution
applied to the hose will quickly reveal escaping propane by releasing bubbles. If you determine your grill has a gas leak,
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by smell or the soapy bubble test, and there is no flame, turn off the gas tank and grill. If the leak stops, get the grill
serviced by a professional before using it again. If the leak does not stop, call the fire department. If you smell gas while
cooking, immediately get away from the grill and call the fire department. Do not attempt to move the grill

Use only equipment with the label of a recognized testing laboratory. Follow the manufacturers’ instructions on how to
set up the grill and maintain it.

More information that proves UL 21, UL 569, Can 8.1 and Can 8.3 have field problems for propane gas grills is that in
the last five years, seven CPSC recalls have been made by grill manufacturers due to the hose assembly catching on
fire.

End fitting retention at high heat is a major cause of field failure in UL 569/UL 21 and Can 8.3 style hose products. This
happens most commonly with generators, low BTU construction heaters and grain style heaters. The hose assembly
gets too close to the heat source, the hose heats up expanding the thermoplastic compound and the pressure running
through the hose pushing the end fitting out of the inner tube. The pressures in these applications range from 14” W.C.
up to 20 PSI.

Why should the industry use the other outdoor propane standards in a fixed fuel piping system when the products they
certify as shown above perform poorly in their current applications?

In conclusion many changes must be made to the text of these standards in order to allow these standards to be
allowed as a safe and reliable alternative to ANSI Z21.54 for fixed fuel piping applications for portable appliances.

Revise 9.6.2 (2) to read:
(2) Outdoor. Where Outdoor gas hose connectors are permitted used to connect portable outdoor appliances, the
connector shall be listed in accordance with ANSI Z21.54 Gas Hose Connectors for Portable Outdoor Gas-Fired
Appliances.
(a)  An appliance shutoff valve, a listed quick-disconnect device, or a listed gas convenience outlet shall be installed
where the connector is attached to the supply piping and in such a manner so as to prevent the accumulation of water or
foreign matter.
(b)  This connection shall be made only in the outdoor area where the appliance is to be used.

The proposal is accepted with editorial revisions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-108     Log #3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim G. Dunn, Sr., Dunn Laboratories, Inc.

Revise text as follows:
Appliance Shutoff Valves and Connections: Each appliance connected to a piping system shall have an accessible,

approved manual shutoff valve with a latching-type, non-displacement valve member, or a listed gas convenience outlet.
In the case of an unused appliance outlet, the code specifically requires the outlet to be capped

(section 7.7.2). However, it is certainly foreseeable that when a gas appliance is being removed from service - the best
examples gas range or clothes dryer being replaced with electric models - unqualified persons may simply disconnect
the connector at the closed shut-off valve. Uncapped, the shutoff valve can inadvertently be opened, by appliance
movement, especially with the valve's 90 degree handle facing out. Appliances have incorporated latching-type valves
for many years, and both appliance and manual connector valves fall within ANSI Z21.15. Two U.S. Patents assigned to
Fratelli Pettinaroli (#4,848,724 and 5,188,335) describe ball valves with locking devices; in the latter patent, dated
February 23, 1993, the touted the design whereby the "valve control lever cannot be changed
accidentally from a closed position". I feel the benefit of latching-type manual valves will out weigh any cost issues.
Fratelli Pettinaroli is a manufacturing source of valves, which are available through at least one U.S. distributor (Jomar).

The proponent provides no substantiation that the installation of locking valves would have
prevented any accidents.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-109     Log #CP37

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
9.6.4.2  Shutoff valves serving appliances installed in vented fireplaces and ventless firebox enclosures shall not be
required to be located within 6 ft (1.8 m) of the appliance where such valves are readily accessible and permanently
identified. The piping from the shutoff valve to within 6 ft (1.8 m) of the appliance shall be designed, sized and installed,
and tested in accordance with Chapters 5, 6, and 7, and 8.
9.6.4.3  Where installed at a manifold,  the appliance shutoff valve shall be located within  50 ft (15 m) of the appliance
served and shall be readily accessible and permanently identified. The piping from the manifold to within 6 ft of the
appliance shall be designed, sized and installed, and tested in accordance with Chapters 5, 6, and 7, and 8.

The code does not require any leakage check for the length of piping between a remotely located
appliance shutoff valve and to within 6 ft of the appliance.  The code requires that it be designed, sized, and installed as
though it is piping.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-110     Log #CP43

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Delete 9.7.4
9.7.4 Continuous Power. All appliances using electrical controls shall have the controls connected into a permanently
live electrical circuit — that is, one that is not controlled by a light switch. Central heating appliances shall be provided
with a separate electrical circuit.

The paragraph is in conflict with other codes, i.e. NFPA 85, NFPA 86, and ASME CSD-1.  The
committee also notes that the prohibition of a wall switch is not a safety issue. The requirement for a separate circuit for
central heating appliances is included in the National Electrical Code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-111     Log #41

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:

***Include 54/L41/Include/R here***

The use of the term “Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance” originated for high input
air-conditioning, boiler and furnaces were that were either unlisted or where designed in a world where today’s federal
energy efficiency laws were not enacted. Modern gas-fired HVAC equipment is more efficient and has much lower heat
losses through their jackets. Therefore the code’s current requirements for the size of the room in which they can be
installed have also changed. The concept of “room large in comparison with size of appliance” has out lived its intended
usage and is being misused to determine a closet size. The proposal will delete the term and coverage from the code. In
its place the code will require that an air conditioner, furnace or boiler that is installed in a closet be listed for that
application. Unlisted appliances will not be allowed in such locations (1.4 Equivalency could still be used). Listed
appliances would be required to be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. The
code will continue to require the current minimum clearances for unlisted appliances. These revised code requirements
are consistent with how the code treats all other types of appliances.

1. Delete the definition of Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.
3.3.90 Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance. Rooms having a volume equal to at least 12 times the total
volume of a furnace or air-conditioning appliance and at least 16 times the total volume of a boiler.
2. Delete 10.1.3.
10.1.3 Room Size in Comparison Calculation. Where the room size in comparison with the size of the appliance is to be
calculated, the total volume of the appliance is determined from exterior dimensions and is to include fan compartments
and burner vestibules, where used. Where the actual ceiling height of a room is greater than 8 ft (2.4 m), the volume of
the room is figured on the basis of a ceiling height of 8 ft (2.4 m).
3. Revise 10.2.3 to read:

The installation of air-conditioning appliances shall comply with the following
requirements:
(1) Listed air conditioning appliances installed in rooms that are large in comparison with the size of the appliance shall
be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. [See Table 10.2.3(a) and Section 3.3.87
Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.]
(2) Air-conditioning appliances installed in rooms that are NOT large (such as alcoves and closets) in comparison with
the size of the appliance shall be listed for such installations and installed in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions. Listed clearances shall not be reduced by the protection methods described in Table 10.2.3(b), regardless
of whether the enclosure is of combustible or noncombustible material.
(3) (2) Unlisted air-conditioning appliances shall be installed with clearances from combustible material of not less than
18 in. (460 mm) above the appliance and at the sides, front, and rear and 9 in. (230 mm) from the draft hood and in
accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.
(4) (3) Listed and unlisted air Air-conditioning appliances (listed and unlisted) installed in rooms that are large in
comparison with the size of the appliance shall be permitted to be installed with reduced clearances to combustible
material, provided that the combustible material or appliance is protected as described in Table 10.2.3(b) [see 10.2.3(5)]
and such reduction is allowed by the manufacturer installation instructions.
4. Revise 10.3.2 to read:

Listed central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms large in comparison with the size of
the appliance shall be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. [see Section 3.3.90
Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.]

Central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms that are NOT large (such as alcoves and
closets) in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be listed for such installations.  Listed clearances shall not be
reduce by the protection methods described in Table 10.2.3(b) and illustrated in Figures 10.3.2.2(a) through 10.3.2.2(b),
regardless of whether the enclosure is of combustible or noncombustible material.

Unlisted central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms that are large in comparison with
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the size of the appliance shall be installed with clearances from combustible material not less than those specified in
Table 10.2.3(a).

Listed and unlisted central Central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers (listed and unlisted) installed in
rooms that are large in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be permitted to be installed with reduced
clearances to combustible material provided that the combustible material or appliance is protected as described in
Table 10.2.3(b) [see 10.3.2.2] and such reduction is allowed by the manufacturer installation instructions.
5. Revise 10.2.5 to read:

. A furnace plenum supplied as a part of the air-conditioning appliance shall be
installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Where a furnace plenum is not supplied with the appliance,
any fabrication and installation instructions provided by the manufacturer shall be followed. The method of connecting
supply and return ducts shall facilitate proper circulation of air. Where the air conditioner is installed within an enclosure,
the installation shall comply with 10.3.7.4. room not large in comparison with the size of the appliance, the air circulated
by the appliance shall be handled by ducts that are sealed to the casing of the appliance and that separate the
circulating air from the combustion and ventilation air.
6. Revise the title of Table to read:
Table 10.2.3(a) Clearances to Combustible Material for Unlisted Furnaces, Boilers and Air Conditioners Installed in
Rooms That Are Large in Comparison With Size of Appliances

The committee agrees with the need for revision of these requirements as stated in the
substantiation. The phrase "room large in comparison with the size of the appliance" is deleted, but not replaced as
recommended in the proposal as it would not be an improvement. Clearance to combustibles for listed appliances are
revised to not be in conflict with the manufacturers installation instructions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-112     Log #84

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Guy McMann, Jefferson County Company

Revise text to read as follows:

***Insert 54_L84_tbl10.2.3(b)_R here****

Table 10.2.3(b) is extracted into the International Fuel Gas Code. The editorial changes would make
the IFGC extracted table consistent with the International Mechanical Code and International Residential Code. The
revisions shown are commonly used by the code enforcement community and would improve the understanding and
enforcement of the code.

The Committee does not agree that the change would improve the understanding and
enforcement of the code.
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  3.3.90  Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.  Rooms having a volume equal to at least 12 times 

the total volume of a furnace or air-conditioning appliance and at least 16 times the total volume of a boiler.  

  10.1.3  Room Size in Comparison Calculation.  Where the room size in comparison with the size of the appliance 

is to be calculated, the total volume of the appliance is determined from exterior dimensions and is to include fan 

compartments and burner vestibules, where used. Where the actual ceiling height of a room is greater than 8 ft (2.4 

m), the volume of the room is figured on the basis of a ceiling height of 8 ft (2.4 m). 

10.2  Air Conditioning Appliance (Gas-Fired Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps). 

  10.2.3  Clearances for Indoor Installation. The installation of air-conditioning appliances shall comply with the 

following requirements:  

  (1)  Listed air conditioning appliances installed in rooms that are large in comparison with the size of the appliance 

shall be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. [See Table 10.2.3(a) and 

Section 3.3.87 Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.] 

   (2)  Air-conditioning appliances installed in a closet rooms that are NOT large (such as alcoves and closets) in 

comparison with the size of the appliance shall be listed for such installations installation and installed in 

accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Listed clearances shall not be reduced by the protection 

methods described in Table 10.2.3(b), regardless of whether the enclosure is of combustible or noncombustible 

material. 

  (3)  Unlisted air-conditioning appliances not installed in a closet shall be installed with clearances from 

combustible material of not less than those specified in Table 10.2.3(a) 18 in. (460 mm) above the appliance 

and at the sides, front, and rear and 9 in. (230 mm) from the draft hood. 

  (4) Listed and unlisted air Air-conditioning appliances (listed and unlisted) not installed in a closet rooms that are 

large in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be permitted to be installed with reduced clearances to 

combustible material, provided the combustible material or appliance is protected as described in Table 

10.2.3(b) [see 10.2.3(5)]. 

  10.3  Central Heating Boilers and Furnaces. 

  10.3.2  Clearance. 

  10.3.2.1  Listed central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms large in comparison with the 

size of the appliance shall be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. [see 

Section 3.3.90 Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.] 

  10.3.2.2  Central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms that are NOT large (such as 

alcoves and closets) in comparison with the size of the appliance a closet shall be listed for such installations 

installation. Listed clearances shall not be reduced by the protection methods described in Table 10.2.3(b) and 

illustrated in Figures 10.3.2.2(a) through 10.3.2.2(b), regardless of whether the enclosure is of combustible or 

noncombustible material.  

  10.3.2.3  Unlisted central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers not installed in a closet rooms that are large 

in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be installed with clearances from combustible material of not 

less than those specified in Table 10.2.3(a). 

  10.3.2.4  Listed and unlisted central Central heating furnaces and low-pressure boilers (listed and unlisted) not 

installed in a closet rooms that are large in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be permitted to be 

installed with reduced clearances to combustible material provided the combustible material or appliance is 

protected as described in Table 10.2.3(b) [see 10.3.2.2].  

  10.2.5  Furnace Plenums and Air Ducts.  A furnace plenum supplied as a part of the air-conditioning appliance 

shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. Where a furnace plenum is not supplied with 

the appliance, any fabrication and installation instructions provided by the manufacturer shall be followed. The 

method of connecting supply and return ducts shall facilitate proper circulation of air. Where the air conditioner is 

installed within a closet room not large in comparison with the size of the appliance, the air circulated by the 
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appliance shall be handled by ducts that are sealed to the casing of the appliance and that separate the circulating air 

from the combustion and ventilation air.  

Table 10.2.3(a) Clearances to Combustible Material for Unlisted Furnaces, Boilers and Air Conditioners Not Installed in 

a Closet Rooms That Are Large in Comparison With Size of Appliances 

 Minimum Clearance (in.) 

Appliance 

Above and Sides 

of Furnace 

Plenum 

Top of 

Boiler 

Jacket 

Sides and 

Rear Front 

Draft Hood and 

Barometric Draft 

Regulator 

Single-Wall Vent 

Connector 

I. Automatically fired, forced 

air or gravity system, equipped 

with temperature limit control 

which cannot be set higher than 

250°F (121°C) 

6 — 6 18 6 18 

II Automatically fired heating 

boilers — steam boilers 

operating at not over 15 psi 

(103 kPa) and hot water boilers 

operating at 250°F (121°C) or 

less 

6 6 6 18 18 18 

III Central heating boilers and 

furnaces, other than in I or II. 

18 18 18 18 18 18 

IV Air-Conditioning appliances 18 18 18 18 18 18 

NNote: See 10.2.3 for additional requirements for air-conditioning appliances and 10.3.2 for additional requirements for central 

heating boilers and furnaces. 
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Table 10.2.3(b) Reduction of Clearances with Specified Forms of Protection 

Type of protection 
applied to and covering 
all surfaces of 
combustible material 
within the distance 
specified as the required 
clearance with no 
protection [see Figure 
10.3.2.2(a) through 
Figure 10.3.2.2(c)] 

Where the required clearance with no protection from appliance,  
vent connector, or single wall metal pipe is: 

36 in. 18 in. 12 in. 9 in. 6 in. 

Allowable Clearances with Specified Protection (in.) 

Use Col. 1 for clearances above appliance or horizontal connector. Use Col. 2 
for clearances from appliance, vertical connector, and single-wall metal pipe. 

Above 
Col. 1 

Sides 
and 
Rear 
Col. 2 

Above 
Col. 1 

Sides 
and 
Rear 
Col. 2 

Above 
Col. 1 

Sides 
and 
Rear 
Col. 2 

Above 
Col. 1 

Sides 
and 
Rear 
Col. 2 

Above 
Col. 1 

Sides 
and 
Rear 
Col. 2 

(1) 3
1
/2 in. thick masonry 

wall without ventilated air 
space 

 
— 

 
24 

 
— 

 
12 

 
— 

 
9 

 
— 

 
6 

 
— 

 
5 

(2) 
1
/2 in. insulation board 

over 1 in. glass fiber or 
mineral wool batts 

 
24 

 
18 

 
12 

 
9 

 
9 

 
6 

 
6 

 
5 

 
4 

 
3 

(3) 0.024 in. (nominal 24 
gauge) Minimum 0.0236 
inch (0.6010 mm) (No. 24 
gage) sheet steel metal 
over 1 in. glass fiber or 
mineral wool batts 
reinforced with wire on 
rear face with ventilated air 
space 

 
 
18 

 
 
12 

 
 
9 

 
 
6 

 
 
6 

 
 
4 

 
 
5 

 
 
3 

 
 
3 

 
 
3 

(4) 3
1
/2 in. thick masonry 

wall with ventilated air 
space 

— 12 — 6 — 6 — 6 — 6 

(5) 0.024 in. (nominal 24 
gauge) Minimum 0.0236 
inch (0.6010 mm) (No. 24 
gage) sheet steel metal 
with ventilated air space 

18 12 9 6 6 4 5 3 3 2 

(6) 
1
/2 in. thick insulation 

board with ventilated air 
space 

 
18 

 
12 

 
9 

 
6 

 
6 

 
4 

 
5 

 
3 

 
3 

 
3 

(7) 0.024 in. (nominal 24 
gauge) Minimum 0.0236 
inch (0.6010 mm) (No. 24 
gage) sheet steel metal 
with ventilated air space 
over 0.024 in. (nominal 24 
gauge) minimum 0.0236 
inch (0.6010 mm) (No. 24 
gage) sheet steel metal 
with ventilated air space 
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(8) 1 in. glass fiber or 
mineral wool batts 
sandwiched between two 
sheets 0.024 in. (nominal 
24 gauge) Minimum 
0.0236 inch (0.6010 mm) 
(No. 24 gage) sheet steel 
metal with ventilated air 
space. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-113     Log #68

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Guy Tomberlin, VA Plumbing and Mechanical Inspectors Assn.

Revise text to read as follows:

Listed central heating furnaces, water heaters and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms large in comparison
with the size of the appliance shall be installed with clearances in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Room Large in Comparison with Size of Appliance.]
Central heating furnaces, water heaters and low-pressure boilers installed in rooms that are NOT large (such

as alcoves and closets) in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be listed for such installations.  Listed
clearances shall not be reduced by the protection methods described in Table 10.2.3(b) and illustrated in Figures
10.3.2.2(a) through 10.3.2.2(b), regardless of whether the enclosure is of combustible or noncombustible material.

Central heating furnaces, water heaters and low-pressure boilers (listed and unlisted) installed in rooms that
are large in comparison with the size of the appliance shall be permitted to be installed with reduced clearances to
combustible material provided the combustible material or appliance is protected as described in Table 10.2.3(b)

Front clearance shall be sufficient for servicing the burner and the furnace, water heater or boiler.
Unfortunately the code fails to identify exactly what is a closet by not including a definition.  The

omission of water heaters from the requirements in Section 10.3.2 goes against the entire concept of listing and labeling
appliances for “closet” and alcove installation.  It is simply illogical to allow a single type gas appliance to be exempt
from the basic principles associated with every installation.  A gas water heater is not any different than a boiler or
furnace when it comes to the fundamental concept of locating them in a closet.  It comes down to listing and labeling.  If
they can be installed in small areas then the installation instructions need to say that based on proven testing and
shown in the listing (installation instructions) that the area is adequate. However, the manufacturer's installation
instructions direct to install per local code, unfortunately as I have pointed out the code is silent on this issue for water
heaters alone.  By remaining silent and omitting the space provisions in the installation instructions, water heater
installations are escaping the minimum standards that all other appliances are required to adhere to and the appliances
are being installed in potentially hazardous situations.

In addition, water heaters are being installed in locations without regard to installation instruction recommendations
because they are not written as mandatory provisions but rather suggestions. This is a huge problem that needs to be
addressed.  The result is, water heaters are being inappropriately located in spaces that are not sized to accommodate
their safe installation and proper operation. Many times this adversely affects gas lines, water lines and the venting
systems.  The most reasonable fix is what we have proposed.  It is simple, easy to accommodate and the concept is
already utilized for all other gas appliances in the code.  The code is a minimum standard and when no minimums are
set in place, no guidance is provided for the average user.  Bear in mind that often times many localities permit
homeowners to install their own appliances.  That is just one reason why the code needs to be all inclusive.

Another undesirable situation is many times water heaters are installed in unfinished areas when new, but are later
finished by others.  Often times, the minimum area is not provided for the water heater to allow for proper service,
maintenance, heat dissipation and clearance to combustibles. In this situation, complete wall systems end up having to
be relocated and rooms have to be entirely redesigned.  If the code simply provided the minimum installation criteria
then costly changes would be avoided.

The volumetric area outlined in 10.3.2 for boilers and furnaces equates to the following for water heaters.  The
minimum size required for typical 30 gallon water heaters would be approximately a 4 foot by 4 foot space with an 8 foot
ceiling.  A 50 gallon heater would require about a 5 foot by 5 foot space with an 8 foot ceiling height.  Remember the
water heater itself is typically almost 2 feet in diameter which ends up filling close to half the cross sectional space.
Lastly, as clearly stated in 10.3.2.1 this is only applicable when the listing and labeling fail to require installation space
dimensions.

Water heaters are already covered in Section 10.28. The committee notes that water heaters
are fundamentally different from central heating appliances because the size of a water heater is not related to the heat
input, where the size of furnaces and boilers are a function of the heat input.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-114     Log #55

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Revise text to read as follows:
10.3.2.8 Listed central heating furnaces shall have the clearance from supply ducts within 3 ft (0.9 m) of the furnace

plenum be not less than that specified from the furnace plenum. No clearance is necessary beyond this distance. Supply
air ducts connecting to listed central heating furnaces shall have the same minimum clearance to combustibles as
required for the furnace supply plenum for a distance of not less than 3 ft from the supply plenum. Clearance is not
required beyond the 3 ft distance.

10.3.2.9 Unlisted central heating furnace with temperature limit controls that cannot be set higher than 250°F (121°C)
shall have the clearance from supply duct with 6 ft (1.8 m) of the furnace plenum be not less than 6 in. (150 mm). No
clearance is necessary beyond this distance. Supply air ducts connecting to unlisted central heating furnaces equipped
with temperature limit controls with a maximum setting of 250°F shall have a minimum clearance to combustibles of 6 in.
for a distance of not less than 6 ft from the furnace supply plenum. Clearance is not required beyond the 6 ft distance.

The current text is painful to read.  The proposed rewording does not change the intent.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-115     Log #4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jason Smith, Miura North America, Inc.

Add new text as follows:
Clearances between non-combustible components, including but not limited to individual heating equipment units (as in

a multiple unit installation), shall be provided in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
The proposed supplemental language would clarify that it is not the intent of the Code to restrict

multiple boilers from an installed configuration providing zero side clearance between individual boilers (given that the
boiler equipment is noncombustible) as long as Code-required clearances for service access, uninterrupted combustion
and separation from combustible materials are provided.

In addition, the supplemental language clarifying this issue would support implementation of energy efficiency
measures related to installation of multiple modular equipment installations in keeping with the best practices
recommendations of the Department of Energy’s EERE (Energy Efficiency & Renewable Efficiency) initiative.

Zero-side-clearance multi-unit configurations will allow potentially as much as 4 times the capacity to be installed within
the footprint of a standard system and thus would support energy efficiency upgrades of existing equipment currently
constrained with tight spaces.

The subject is covered in the appliance manufacturer's installation instructions.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-116     Log #CP39

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
10.3.8 Refrigeration Coils. The installation of refrigeration coils shall comply with the following requirements:
(1) A refrigeration coil shall not be installed in conjunction with a forced air furnace where circulation of cooled air is
provided by the furnace blower, unless the blower has sufficient capacity to overcome the external static pressure
resistance imposed by the duct system and cooling refrigeration coil and at the air flow rate throughput necessary for
heating or cooling, whichever is greater.
(2)  Furnaces shall not be located upstream from cooling units refrigeration coils, unless the cooling unit refrigeration coil
is designed or equipped so as not to develop excessive temperature or pressure.
(3)  Refrigeration coils shall be installed in parallel with or on the downstream side of central furnaces to avoid
condensation in the heating element, unless the furnace has been specifically listed for downstream installation. With a
parallel flow arrangement, the dampers or other means used to control flow of air shall be sufficiently tight to prevent any
circulation of cooled air through the furnace.
(4)   Means shall be provided for disposal of condensate and to prevent dripping of condensate on the heating element

Editorial revisions for clarity. The term refrigeration is substituted for other terms for consistency,  and
flow rate is substituted for throughput

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-117     Log #CP44

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
10.8.3 Installation. Installation of direct gas-fired Industrial air heaters shall comply with the following requirements:

As heading is added per the Manual of Style.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-118     Log #17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bruce J. Swiecicki, National Propane Gas Association

Revise text to read as follows:
Modify ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54 as follows:

. Appliances supplied with means for automatic ignition shall be checked for proper operation
within the parameters provided by the manufacturer.  Any adjustments made shall be in accordance with the
manufacturer’s installation instructions or recommendations. If necessary, proper adjustments shall be made.

. Where required by the manufacturer’s installation instructions, all protective devices
furnished with the appliance, such as a limit control, fan control to blower, temperature and pressure relief valve,
low-water cutoff device, or manual operating features, shall be checked for proper operation within the parameters
provided by the manufacturer. Any adjustments made shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation
instructions or recommendations. If necessary, proper adjustments shall be made.

All operational checks must be performed using either the method specified by the manufacturer of the
appliance in the instructions provided with the appliance, or in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
The proposed changes clarify this by reference to the instructions the recommendations. It is important to include
manufacturer’s recommendations because often the service technician will need to contact the manufacturer or his
agent for a clarification or field modification during the installation process.  The manufacturer’s recommendations may
be provided either verbally or in writing.

Also, the word “proper” is removed in several instances because it is vague and there is generally no understanding as
to what “proper operation” means without having the instructions or manufacturer’s recommendations as a guide. The
appliance will either operate as specified by the manufacturer or it will not.

Only adjustments specified by the manufacturer should be made to an appliance. In some cases it is possible that no
adjustments should be made but that parts should be replaced. This requirement is restated in 11.5 for clarity.

Revise text to read as follows:
Modify ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54 as follows:

. Appliances supplied with means for automatic ignition shall be checked for proper operation
within the parameters provided by the manufacturer.  Any adjustments made shall be in accordance with the
manufacturer’s installation instructions. If necessary, proper adjustments shall be made.

. Where required by the manufacturer’s installation instructions, all protective devices
furnished with the appliance, such as a limit control, fan control to blower, temperature and pressure relief valve,
low-water cutoff device, or manual operating features, shall be checked for proper operation within the parameters
provided by the manufacturer. Any adjustments made shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation
instructions. If necessary, proper adjustments shall be made.

The proposal is accepted without including manufacturer's recommendations, which could be
verbal or written.  The committee believes that only the written instructions from the manufacturer should be followed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-119     Log #54

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Delete the following text:
12.2.1 Materials. This chapter recognizes that the choice of venting materials and the methods of installation of venting

systems are dependent on the operating characteristics of the appliance.
12.2.2 Categories. The operating characteristics of vented appliances can be categorized with respect to the following:
(1) Positive or negative pressure within the venting system
(2)  Whether or not the appliance generates flue or vent gases that can condense in the venting system
See Section 3.3.6.11 for the definition of these vented appliance categories.

These sections are commentary text that belongs in an informative appendix or in a handbook.
Neither section states a requirement.

1. Revise 12.1 to read:
12.1* Minimum Safe Performance . A Venting systems shall be designed and constructed to develop a positive flow
adequate to convey all flue or and vent gases to the outdoors.
2. Delete 12.2.1 and 12.2.2.
3. Add a new A.12.1 to read:
A 12.1 Mimimum Safe Performance. This chapter recognizes that the choice of venting materials and the methods of
installation of venting systems are dependent on the operating characteristics of any connected appliances. The
operating characteristics of vented appliances can be categorized with respect to whether greater-than-atmospheric or
sub-atmospheric pressure exists within the operating vent system and to whether or not an appliance generates flue or
vent gases that can condense in the venting system (See Section 3.3 for the definition of these vented appliance
categories.)
Draft-hood-equipped appliances require a vent design which provides a draft to draw vent products into and through the
vent system.  Vent design tables and the requirements within this code, both for vents and for provision of combustion
air, may be used to ensure that vents will provide this draft.
Higher efficiency appliances which generate low temperature vent gases that can condense require a venting system
that can accommodate the condensate produced.  Design of these venting systems is accomplished by the appliance
manufacturer.  Vent system installation requirements for these appliances are contained in the manufacturer’s appliance
installation instructions.

Non mandatory text deleted. Paragraph 12.1 is revised to more clearly convey the intent of the
committee, and new annex text is added to provide information to code users.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-120     Log #6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Donald E. Kitner, DeBary, FL

Appliance vents shall not discharge into any space enclosed by insect screens having openings smaller than ¼
inch mesh.

The action of the Technical Committee on the National Fuel Gas Code on Proposal 54-74 (Annual
2008 revision cycle) recommends a new paragraph 12.2.4 which addresses the discharge of appliance vents.  This
proposed new language was accepted by the technical committee.  No public comments were submitted and no
committee comments were generated in response to Proposal 54-74.  Upon further review of the subject after the
completion of Report of Comments meeting, it was discovered that the proposed text would inadvertently restrict the use
of a wide range of gas fired appliances, and that this broader restriction was not discussed by the committee when it
considered Proposal 54-74.

Because a public comment or committee comment was not submitted in response to Proposal 54-74, the submission
of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion (NITMAM) at the 2008 Association Technical Meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada to
delete proposed paragraph 12.2.4 would not be in compliance with NFPA Regulations.  Therefore, the processing of a
TIA to delete the proposed text from the 2009 edition is the only means by which a recommendation of the technical
committee on the matter can be established prior to the issuance and publication of the 2009 edition of NFPA 54.  In
addition, it is only through the TIA process by which a sufficient degree of public review on the matter can take place
prior to the issuance and publication of the 2009 edition of NFPA 54.

The intent of the TIA is that Proposal 54-74 be returned to committee for further study, and that the deletion of
proposed section 12.2.4 take effect only for the proposed 2009 edition (Annual 2008 cycle) and not for the 2006 edition.
When this matter is considered by the Standards Council, an appeal will be filed requesting that Proposal 54-74 be
returned to the committee for further study, and that the TIA be issued for only the proposed 2009 edition of NFPA 54.

The amendment as proposed will eliminate a common practice in Florida and other warm climate States where outdoor
single family swimming pools are covered with an insect screen enclosure attached to the house that incorporates a
recessed porch or deck of the house. It would also eliminate the use of gas fired grills, portable heaters, gas lights and
outdoor kitchens that use fuel fired appliances in the pool enclosure. The issue of pools enclosed with an insect screen
enclosure was not discussed at any of the committee meetings or hearings. The committee’s action to accept in
principle was done so without technical (safety) data to justify such action.

As submitted the proposed text would add a new section as follows: 12.2.4 Appliance vents shall not discharge into
any space enclosed by insect screens including porches, patios, decks, sun rooms, seasonal rooms, verandahs, lanais
and similar spaces.

The proponent’s substantiation stated: Insect screens significantly restrict air flow even when clean. Screens become
blocked by dust, debris and plant fibers. Screens can be covered by plastic sheeting or glass to extend the period of
utility of the space. Such spaces will likely contain storage of combustibles (furniture, toys, cardboard boxes, etc.) which
will likely be placed too close to the vent terminal. Combustion gases will likely accumulate under the canopy/roof of
such spaces. Overall, such terminations of bents are an accident waiting to happen from the standpoint of harmful
combustion products and potential fire hazards. Some appliance manufacturers expressly prohibit such terminations in
their installation instructions and some do not.

The proponent submitted no technical data that supports his following statements:
Insect screens significantly restrict air flow even when clean.
Screens become blocked by dust, debris and plant fibers.
That furniture, toys, cardboard boxes, etc. will likely be placed too close to the vent terminal.
Overall, such terminations of vents are an accident waiting to happen from the standpoint of harmful

combustion products and potential fire hazards.
The use of the phrases “can be” and “will likely” is not technical data nor does it identify a hazard.  The proponent has

clearly not provided evidence that a safety problem exist.
Committee action was to accept in principle as follows: 12.2.4 Appliance vents shall not discharge into any space

enclosed by screens having openings smaller than ¼ in.
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The committee’s statement stated: The proposal is accepted and the list of examples is not included, as they are not

needed. A size of the screen opening is specified and is taken from 9.2.7.2.
The committees’ action to accept in principle was based on discussion presented by the proponent described in the

proponent’s substantiation. The above bullets apply to the committees’ action of accept in principle.
An oversight occurred during the review of the technical committee’s actions on proposals to

revise NFPA 54.  No public comments were submitted in response to a proposed code change which is found to be
flawed.  As a result, the matter cannot be raised as an Amending Motion at the Association Technical Meeting, and the
processing of this TIA is the only means by which to address the matter.  This proposed TIA serves to overturn a
proposed code change that will restrict a well established practice in many warmer climates with no technical
justification.

Refer to committee action and statement on proposal 54-133 (Log #53).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-121     Log #CP52

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 12.3.6 to read;
12.3.6 Appliances with Integral Vents. Appliances incorporating integral venting means shall be considered properly
vented where installed in accordance with the manufacturer's installation instructions and 12.9.1 and 12.9.2.

Editorial change for consistency with other code requirements.
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54-122     Log #CP48

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Add a new 12.3.7 to read:
Commercial-industrial-type incinerators shall be vented in accordance with

NFPA 82, Standard on Incinerators and Waste and Linen Handling Systems and Equipment.
2. Delete the exception to 12.4.3.2.
3. Revise Table 12.5.1 as shown:

**** Insert Table 12.5.1 Log #CP48 Here ****

4. Delete 12.8.4.4.
5. Revise12.11.2.6 to read:
12.11.2.6  Vent connectors for medium-heat appliances and commercial and industrial incinerators shall be constructed
of factory-built, medium-heat chimney sections or steel of a thickness not less than that specified in Table 12.11.2.6 and
shall comply with the following:
(1) through (4) Unchanged
Revise the title to Table 12.11.2.6 to read:
Minimum Thickness for Steel Vent Connectors for Medium-Heat Appliances and Commercial and Industrial Incinerators
6. Revise 12.13.1 to read:
12.13.1 Appliances Requiring Draft Hoods. Vented appliances shall be installed with draft hoods.
Exception: Dual oven-type combination ranges, incinerators, direct vent appliances; fan-assisted combustion system
appliances; appliances requiring chimney draft for operation; single-firebox boilers equipped with conversion burners
with inputs greater than 400,000 Btu/hr (117 kW); appliances equipped with blast, power, or pressure burners that are
not listed for use with draft hoods; and appliances designed for forced venting.
7. Revise 12.13.4 to read:
12.13.4* Additional Devices. Appliances (except incinerators) requiring controlled chimney draft shall be permitted to be
equipped with listed double-acting barometric draft regulators installed and adjusted in accordance with the
manufacturers’ instructions.

Coverage of venting of incinerators is deleted and reference to NFPA 82 is substituted, as NFPA 82
contains the appropriate installation requirements.
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Table 12.5.1  Type of Venting System to Be Used 

Appliances Type of Venting System 

Listed Category I appliances  

Listed appliances equipped with draft hood  

Appliances listed for use with Type B gas vent  

Type B gas vent (see Section 12.7)  

Chimney (see Section 12.6)  

Single-wall metal pipe (see Section 

12.8)  

Listed chimney lining system for gas 

venting (see 12.6.1.3)  

Special gas vent listed for these 

appliances (see 12.5.3) 

Listed vented wall furnaces Type B-W gas vent (see Section 12.7, 

Section 10.27) 

Category II appliances  

Category III appliances  

Category IV appliances 

As specified or furnished by 

manufacturers of listed appliances (see 

12.5.2, 12.5.3) 

Incinerators, outdoors Single-wall metal pipe [see Section 

12.8, 12.8.3(3)] In accordance with 

NFPA 82 

Incinerators, indoors Chimney (see Section 12.6) 

Appliances that can be converted to use solid 

fuel 

Unlisted combination gas- and oil-burning 

appliances 

Combination gas- and solid fuel–burning 

appliances 

Appliances listed for use with chimneys only 

Unlisted appliances 

Listed combination gas- and oil-burning 

appliances 

Type L vent (see Section 12.7) or 

chimney (see Section 12.6) 

Decorative appliance in vented fireplace Chimney (see 10.6.2) 

Gas-fired toilets Single-wall metal pipe (see Section 

12.8, 10.25.3) 

Direct vent appliances See 12.3.5 

Appliances with integral vents See 12.3.6 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-123     Log #74

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
12.4.5.1 Venting systems shall not extend into or pass through any fabricated circulating air duct or furnace plenum

other than in-situ building spaces used in lieu of circulating air ducts.
The Committee’s statement for rejecting my comment on 2009 ROP Sequence No. 54-77 was, “The

term “circulating air duct” is not defined, is not consistent with mechanical code language, causes much confusion and is
often misinterpreted to refer to an above-ceiling return air plenum.”

“Fabricated” does not clearly differentiate metal ducts and above-ceiling return air plenums. Webster defines
"fabricated" as "constructed or manufactured", which does not distinguish sheet metal ducts from ceiling cavities. NFGC
3.3.2.1 defines “Circulating air” as “Air for cooling, heating, or ventilation distributed habitable spaces.” "Fabricated" is
not defined in the NFGC. Circulating air duct” is well understood, consistent with mechanical code language, and causes
no confusion. “Fabricated air ducts” can be above-ceiling return air plenums. Substantiation should identify which
mechanical code is inconsistent with “circulating air duct”.

Webster defines "interstitial" as "1 relating to or situated in the interstices 2a situated within but not restricted to or
characteristic of a particular organ or tissue — used especially of fibrous tissue, 2b affecting the interstitial tissues of an
organ or part, 3 being or relating to a crystalline compound in which usually small atoms or ions of a nonmetal occupy
holes between the larger metal atoms or ions in the crystal lattice."

The substitution of "circulating" for "fabricated" will not prevent mis-interpretation, and the
committee believes that 12.4.5.2 is well understood.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-124     Log #83

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian M. Pawl, Pitkin County

New text to read as follows:
An air test shall be made by forcing air into the system until there is a uniform

gauge pressure of 5 pounds per square inch (psi) (34.5 kPa) or sufficient to balance a 10-inch (254 mm) column of
mercury. This pressure shall be held for a test period of at least 15 minutes. Any adjustments to the test pressure
required because of changes in ambient temperature or the seating of gaskets shall be made prior to the beginning of
the test period.

A variety of installers (Plumbing and Mechanical contractors) are connecting PVC flues to direct vent
appliances and there is currently not a requirement to test the plastic piping, which is required for Drain Waste and Vent
Piping. Improperly glued joints can allow products of combustion as well as acidic condensation to leak within the floor
and wall assemblies of the structure or in a mechanical room or crawlspace. A visual inspection of primer and glue at
joints is not enough to verify the "gas tightness" of a joint. The Carbon Dioxide related deaths in Pitkin County were
(alleged) primarily due to an improperly glued elbow in the PVC vent of a direct vent boiler exhaust that came apart in
the mechanical room. The joint appeared to be primed and glued. An air test similar to that used for DWV plastic piping
may have identified this improperly glued joint.

While the committee agrees that testing of plastic vents has merit, the proposed method could
result in vent failure with potentially serious consequences. The committee is advised that plumbing codes prohibit this
type of testing for pressure and drain, waste, and vent piping.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-125     Log #CP51

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Substitute "common vent" for "common gas vent" in 12.7.4.1 and 12.11.4.2.
Editorial correction for consistency.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-126     Log #75

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
Single-wall metal pipe shall not pass through a combustible exterior wall unless guarded at the point of

passage by a ventilated metal thimble not smaller than the following:
(1)  For listed appliances equipped with draft hoods and appliances listed for use with Type B gas vents, the thimble

shall be a minimum of 4 in. (100 mm) larger in diameter than the metal pipe. Where there is a run of not less than 6 ft
(1.8 m) of metal pipe in the open between the draft hood outlet and the thimble, the thimble shall be a minimum of 2 in.
(50 mm) larger in diameter than the metal pipe.

(2)  For unlisted appliances having draft hoods, the thimble shall be a minimum of 6 in. (150 mm) larger in diameter
than the metal pipe.

(3)  For residential and low-heat appliances, the thimble shall be a minimum of 12 in. (300 mm) larger in diameter than
the metal pipe.

A vent connector made of a single-wall metal pipe shall not pass through a combustible exterior wall unless
guarded at the point of passage by a ventilated metal thimble not smaller than the following:

(1)  For listed appliances equipped with draft hoods and appliances listed for use with Type B gas vents, the thimble
shall be a minimum of 4 in. (100 mm) larger in diameter than the vent connector. Where there is a run of not less than 6
ft (1.8 m) of vent connector in the opening between the draft hood outlet and the thimble, the thimble shall be a minimum
of 2 in. (50 mm) larger in diameter than the vent connector.

(2)  For unlisted appliances having draft hoods, the thimble shall be a minimum of 6 in. (150 mm) larger in diameter
than the vent connector.

(3)  For residential and low-heat appliances, the thimble shall be a minimum of 12 in. (300 mm) larger in diameter than
the vent connector.

The Committee’s statement for rejecting my comment on 2009 ROP Sequence No. 54-91 was, “The
committee believes that the action in the Proposal 54-91 is appropriate (i.e., conflicts with 12.11.2.2 because single-wall
connector will be outdoors).” I agree that single-wall metal vent connectors are not permitted outdoors.

12.11.14.2 does not conflict with 12.11.2.2 because 12.11.14.2 applies to single-wall metal
that pass through exterior walls to enter chimneys or vents attached to the outside of the exterior walls of

buildings, which prevents direct exposure of the single-wall metal pipe to the outdoors. 12.11.14.2 does not conflict with
12.11.2.2, which applies to only Type-B, Type L or listed vent connectors having equivalent insulation qualities that are
enclosed within unconditioned spaces within buildings. The Exception to 12.11.2.2 applies to single-wall metal vent
connectors “ the exterior walls of the building and located in areas having a local 99% winter design temperature
of +5°F or higher”. 12.11.14.2 does not apply to single-wall metal , which are covered by 12.8.2 and 12.8.4.

The Exception in 12.11.14.2, when relocated to 12.8.4.6, conflicts with section 12.8.4.4 and with Table 12.8.4.4.

The committee believes that the current text is needed in Single Wall Metal Pipe Section.
Single wall metal pipe is used only from the appliance to the outdoors, with no connectors. The committee also believes
that coverage of single wall vent connectors is sufficient.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-127     Log #CP49

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 12.8.4.7 (1) to read:
(1) For listed appliances equipped with draft hoods and appliances listed for use with Type B gas vents, the thimble shall
be a minimum of 4 in. (100 mm) larger in diameter than the metal pipe. Where there is a run of not less than 6 ft (1.8 m)
of metal pipe in the opening between the draft hood outlet and the thimble, the thimble shall be a minimum of 2 in. (50
mm) larger in diameter than the metal pipe.

Editorial revision.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-128     Log #76

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
A mechanical draft venting system of other than direct-vent type shall terminate at least 4 ft (1.2 m) below, 4 ft

(1.2 m) horizontally from, or 1 ft (300 mm) above any door, operable window, or gravity air inlet into any building. The
bottom of the vent terminal shall be located at least 12 in. (300 mm) plus the local maximum single-storm snowfall
reported by NOAA (e.g., http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/climaps/snow2713.pdf) above finished ground level.

ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54 National Fuel Gas Code, including ROC proposed revisions, includes no
provisions for preventing vents and combustion air intakes from being covered by snow. I removed “drifting snow” from
my comment and added specific criteria for determining maximum recorded U.S. single-event snow falls reported by
NOAA to be used to locate the lowest side of the combustion air intake openings.  This proposal is enforceable. Such a
requirement may have prevented the January 24, 2005 incident in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The committee agrees that snow accumulating, including drifting, building orientation, use of
eaves, overhangs, and decks can affect appliance venting, however to rely on single snowfall data does not address
snow accumulation.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-129     Log #77

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
The vent terminal of a direct-vent appliance with an input of 10,000 Btu/hr (3 kW) or less shall be located at

least 6 in. (150 mm) from any air opening into a building, and such an appliance with an input over 10,000 Btu/hr (3 kW)
but not over 50,000 Btu/hr (14.7 kW) shall be installed with a 9 in. (230 mm) vent termination clearance, and an
appliance with an input over 50,000 Btu/hr (14.7 kW) shall be at least a 12 in. (300 mm) vent termination clearance. The
bottom of the vent terminal and the air intake shall be located at least 12 in. (300 mm) plus the local maximum
single-storm snowfall reported by NOAA (e.g., http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/climaps/snow2713.pdf) above finished ground
level.

ANSI Z223.1/NFPA 54 National Fuel Gas Code, including ROC proposed revisions, includes no
provisions for preventing vents and combustion air intakes from being covered by snow. I removed “drifting snow” from
my comment and added specific criteria for determining maximum recorded U.S. single-event snow falls reported by
NOAA to be used to locate the lowest side of the combustion air intake openings. This proposal is enforceable. Such a
requirement may have prevented the January 24, 2005 incident in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The committee agrees that snow accumulating, including drifting, building orientation, use of
eaves, overhangs, and decks can affect appliance venting, however to rely on single snowfall data does not address
snow accumulation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-130     Log #78

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
Through-the-wall vents for Category II and Category IV appliances and noncategorized condensing appliances

shall not terminate over public walkways or over an area where condensate or vapor could create a nuisance or hazard
or could be detrimental to the operation of regulators, relief valves, or other equipment. Where local experience
indicates that condensate is a problem with Category I and Category III appliances, this provision shall also apply.
Drains for condensate shall be installed in accordance with the appliance and vent manufacturers's installation
instructions.

The Committee’s statement for rejecting my comment on ROP Sequence No. 54-84 was, “The
requirements of the vent manufacturer's instruction must also be considered.”

I agree, and I think the appliance manufacturer’s installation instructions should be used as well.
To state, “Drains for condensate shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.” does

not identify which manufacturer: the vent manufacturer or the appliance manufacturer?
Some appliance manufacturers require vents to slope toward their appliance while other appliance manufacturers

require vents to slope away from their appliances. Both methods should be considered in the NFGC.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-131     Log #79

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
Where vents, including those for direct-vent appliances, or combustion air intake pipes, penetrate outside walls

of buildings, the annular spaces around such penetrations shall be permanently sealed using approved materials to
prevent entry of combustion products into the building. The bottom of the vent terminal and the combustion air intake
shall be located at least 12 inches (300 mm) plus the local maximum single-storm snowfall reported by NOAA (e.g.,
http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/climaps/snow2713.pdf) above finished ground level."

The Committee’s statement for rejecting part of my comment on 2009 ROP Sequence No. 54-86 was,
“Refer to the Committee Statement on Comment 54-34 (Log #34) where the subject of snowfall and accumulation is
addressed.”, which stated, “The proposal is unenforceable, as there is no data on depth of drifting snow.”ANSI
Z223.1/NFPA 54 National Fuel Gas Code, including ROC proposed revisions, includes no provisions for preventing
vents and combustion air intakes from being covered by snow. I removed “drifting snow” from my comment and added
specific criteria for determining maximum recorded U.S. single-event snow falls reported by NOAA to be used to locate
the vent terminal and combustion air intake. This proposal is enforceable. Such a requirement may have prevented the
January 24, 2005 incident in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

The committee agrees that snow accumulating, including drifting, building orientation, use of
eaves, overhangs, and decks can affect appliance venting, however to rely on single snowfall data does not address
snow accumulation.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-132     Log #52

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Add new text to read as follows:
12.9.6  Vent terminals that terminate through an outside wall of a building shall be located not less than 10 feet

horizontally from an operable opening in an adjacent building. This shall not apply to operable openings that are at least
2 feet below or 25 feet above the elevation of the vent terminal.

Recent research funded by NFPA  suggested that some minimum distance requirement was justified
but, the research stopped short of suggesting a distance. There has not been to my knowledge and not likely to be any
further research in this area, so, the result is that the code remains silent on this issue. Code officials continue to ask for
some resolution.  Maintaining a distance to openable windows offers protection from infiltration of flue gases while
ignoring other issues such as damage to masonry, ice buildup, wall staining and damage to vegetation.

12.9.6  Vent terminals that terminate through an outside wall of a building shall be located not less than 10 feet
horizontally from an operable opening in an adjacent building.

Accepted with an editorial revision to use the exception format.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-133     Log #53

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Add new text to read as follows:
12.9.6  Mechanical draft terminals and direct-vent terminals serving indoor appliances shall not discharge into a space,

such as a porch, deck or patio, that is enclosed by insect screens except where the space is large enough to enclose a
permanent  in-ground or above ground swimming pool inclusive of pool deck  areas.

This proposal was attempted last cycle and was not approved because of the concern for swimming
pool enclosures in the southeast.  This revised version of the proposal attempts to address those screened enclosures
that envelope swimming pools in yards. Without this text, the code is silent on terminating vents into screened rooms
which are typically capable of being closed up with glass or plastic sheeting in cooler weather. Some appliance
manufacturers specifically prohibit such installations, but others are silent.

There is no evidence that there is a problem, and the proposed requirement would be
unnecessarily restrictive. the committee believes that this subject should be covered by the appliance manufacturer's
installation instruction.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-134     Log #CP46

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise text to read as follows:
12.11.2.2  Where the vent connector used for an appliance having a draft hood or a Category I appliance is located in or
passes through an unconditioned area, attic or crawl space, that portion of the vent connector shall be listed Type B,
Type L, or listed vent material having equivalent insulation qualities.
Exception: Single-wall metal pipe located within the exterior walls of the building and located in an unconditioned area
other than an attic or a crawl space having a local 99 percent winter design temperature of 5°F (-15°C) or higher (see
Figure G.2.4).
12.11.2.3  Where the vent connector used for an appliance having a draft hood or a Category I appliance is located in or
passes through attics and crawl spaces, that portion of the vent connector shall be listed Type B, Type L, or listed vent
material having equivalent insulation qualities.

Editorial.  Two paragraphs are combined.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-135     Log #48

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Delete the following text:
A vent connector shall be installed so as to avoid turns or other construction

features that create excessive resistance to flow of vent gases.
A vent connector shall be as short as practical, and the appliance located as close as practical, to the

chimney or vent.

With regard to 12.11.6, the current text is unenforceable. How much flow resistance is excessive??
What is a “construction feature” in a vent connector??  If I install an offset in a vent connector using two 90 degree
elbows where I could have installed two 45 degree elbows instead, did I violate this section?  There is adequate
coverage in this chapter to control connector lengths and fitting use without the need for this useless generalization.

With regard to 12.11.9.1, how does one define “short as practical” or “close as practical”?? Again, Chapter 12
elsewhere covers this.

Relocate the text identified to Annex A.
Advisory and unenforceable text is relocated to Annex A.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-136     Log #CP47

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Revise 12.16 (5) to read as follows:
12.16 Obstructions.
(5)  Approved economizers, heat reclaimers, and recuperators installed in venting systems of appliances not required to
be equipped with draft hoods, provided the gas utilization appliance manufacturer’s instructions cover the installation of
such a device in the venting system and performance in accordance with Section 12.1 and 12.4.1 is obtained

Editorial revision for consistency with the use of the term "appliance" throughout the code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-137     Log #89

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John England, England Enterprises Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
The vent connector shall be routed to the vent utilizing the

shortest possible route. Connectors with longer horizontal lengths than those listed in Table 13.2.2 are permitted under
the following conditions:

(1) The maximum capacity (FAN Max or NAT Max) of the vent connector shall be reduced 10 percent for each
additional multiple of the length listed in Table 13.2.2. For example, the maximum length listed above for a 4 in. (100
mm) connector is 6 ft (1.8 m). With a connector length greater than 6 ft (1.8 m) but not exceeding 12 ft (3.7 m), the
maximum capacity must be reduced by 10 percent (0.90 x maximum vent connector capacity). With a connector length
greater than 12 ft (3.7 m) but not exceeding 18 ft (5.5 m), the maximum capacity must be reduced by 20 percent (0.80 x
maximum vent capacity). For each additional recommended length as referenced in Table 13.2.2 reduce the connector
capacity (btu’s) by 10%.

(2) For a connector serving a fan assisted appliance, the minimum capacity (FAN Min) of the connector shall be
determined by referring to the corresponding single appliance table. For Type B double wall connectors, Table 13.1(a)
shall be used. For single wall connectors, Table 13.1(b) shall be used. The height (H) and lateral (L) shall be measured
according to the procedures for a single appliance vent, as if the other appliances were not present. The maximum
horizontal length of a single-wall connector shall be 75 prcent of the height of the chimney or vent except for engineered
systems. The maximum horizontal length of a Type B double-wall connector shall be 100 percent of the height of the

or vent except for engineered systems.
Table 13.2.2 misrepresents itself when it says maximum length--it should be the recommended

length--the 2 explanations are confusing and more of a commentary and should be deleted. I have replaced the two
exceptions to the recommendations with

#1--a simple code section on what to do if the recommended length is exceeded.
#2--is taken from code section 12.11.9.2 and 12.11.9.3 as to the maximum connector length allowed.

While the committee agrees that the requirement is complicated, the simplification proposed
would be incorrect because there are no recommended lengths in the code. See committee proposal 54-146 (Log #
CP45) which also addresses the subject.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-138     Log #90

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John England, England Enterprises Inc.

Revise header in Table 13.1(a) as follows:
Connected directly to vent Type B double wall connector

Clarification

Table 13.1 (a) covers single appliances using B vent.  There is no connector because the B
vent is connected directly to the appliance. See Figure G.1 (a).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-139     Log #CP65

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Revise the Special Use line of Table 13.1 (f) to read:
SPECIAL USE: Maximum Allowable Input Rating of Space-Heating Appliances in Thousands of Btu per Hour.
2. Revise the Special Use line of Table 13.2 (f) to read:
SPECIAL USE: Combined Appliance Maximum Input Rating in Thousands of Btu per Hour
3. Revise the Special Use line of Table 13.2 (g) to read:
SPECIAL USE: Minimum Allowable Input Rating of Space-Heating Appliance in Thousands of Btu per Hour
4. Revise the Special Use line of Table 13.2 (h) to read:
SPECIAL USE: Combined Appliance Maximum Input Rating in Thousands of Btu per Hour
5. Revise the Special Use line of Table 13.2 (i) to read:
SPECIAL USE: Minimum Allowable Input Rating of Space-Heating Appliance in Thousands of Btu per Hour

The phrase special use is deleted from the vent sizing table headings for clarity.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-140     Log #81

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:
Single-appliance venting configurations with zero (0) lateral lengths in Tables 13.1(a), 13.1(b), and

13.1(e) shall not have elbows in the venting system. Single-appliance venting with lateral lengths include two 90-degree
elbows. For each additional elbow up to and including 45 degrees, the maximum capacity listed in the venting tables
shall be reduced by 5 percent. For each additional elbow greater than 45 degrees up to and including 90 degrees, the
maximum capacity listed in the venting tables shall be reduced by 10 percent. Where multiple The sum of all horizontal
offsets occur in a vent, the total lateral length of all offsets combined shall not exceed that specified the Laterals L in
Tables 13.1(a) through (e).

Where the common vertical vent is offset, the maximum capacity of the common vent shall be
reduced in accordance with 13.2.6 and horizontal length of the common vent offset shall not exceed 18 in./in. (18
mm/mm) of common vent diameter ( ). Where multiple The sum of all horizontal offsets occur in a common vent, the
total horizontal length of all offsets combined shall not exceed 18 in./in. (18 mm/mm) of the common vent diameter ( ).

The Committee’s statement for rejecting part of my comment on 2009 ROP Sequence No. 54-93 was,
“The revision to 13.1.3 is rejected because it is incorrect. An offset is two fittings, which does not imply two offsets.” The
Committee’s rejection of the changes ignores the NFGC 3.3.105 definition of “Vent Offset. An arrangement of

and pipe installed for the purpose of locating a vertical section of vent pipe in a different but parallel plane
with respect to an adjacent section of vertical vent pipe.”

Two or more offsets are permitted in a vent.
The suggested revisions simplfy and clarify the provisions for offsets.

The proposed revision does not add clarity to the text.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-141     Log #67

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Add new 3rd sentence to sections 13.1.11 and 13.2.22 as follow: Where vents extend outdoors
above the roof higher than required by Table 12.7.2, and where vents terminate in accordance with Section 12.7.2(b),
the outdoor portion of the vent shall be enclosed as required by this section for vents not considered to be exposed to
the outdoors or such venting system shall be engineered.

This proposal attempts to eliminate a conflict between Sections 13.1.11, 13.2.22 and Section 12.7.2.
Chapter 13 does not allow the vent tables to be used for vents that are exposed to the outdoors, except of course, for
the small extension of vent above the roof. The more vent that is exposed to the elements, the greater the heat loss and
the more likelihood that condensation will form in the vent and draft will be affected. Section 12.7.2 would allow in some
cases and mandate in other cases that a vent be extended 2 foot higher than an adjacent higher obstruction or roof.
This could result in tens of feet of vent run exposed to the elements and Sections 13.1.11 and 13.2.22 don't intend to
allow the vent tables to be applied in such cases.

Add new 3rd sentence to sections 13.1.11 and 13.2.22 as follow: Where vents extend outdoors above the roof more
than 5 ft higher than required by Table 12.7.2, and where vents terminate in accordance with Section 12.7.2(b), the
outdoor portion of the vent shall be enclosed as required by this section paragraph for vents not considered to be
exposed to the outdoors or such venting system shall be engineered.

Making the requirement applicable only where the vent extends more that 6 ft to avoid the need
to enclose short vent extension.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-142     Log #80

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Hall Virgil, Brownsburg, IN

Revise text to read as follows:

(7)  Where the conditions of 13.1.11 (1) through (6) cannot be met, an alternative venting design shall be used, such
as a listed chimney lining system.

(6)  Where the conditions of 13.2.22(1) through (5) cannot be met, an alternative venting design shall be used, such as
a listed chimney lining system.

The Committee’s statement for rejecting my comment on 2009 ROP Sequence No. 54-94 was, “The
items are covered in 13.1.10 and 13.2.21.” The Committee’s List of Major Revisions to the 2006 Edition Updated:
4/15/07 for 13.1.11 stated,, “Alternative installations are permitted under the general code section 1.4 Equivalency.”

Section 13.1.10 covers listed draft hood conversion accessories.  The subject products are not listed draft hoods under
ANSI Z21.12 Draft Hoods or any other standard. They are devices included in the design-certification of appliances such
as furnaces strictly for use with only the listed appliances. Section 13.1.10 does not include these devices for alternative
venting designs when installed in accordance with the appliance manufacturers’ installation instructions as does the last
paragraph and the Exception of 13.1.11 and does not permit listed chimney lining systems that were permitted by the
deleted text.

Section 1.4 Equivalency requires the authority having jurisdiction to review sufficient evidence to substantiate any
claims regarding the safety of alternative installation procedures for acceptance, which is a new and unreasonable
requirement for devices included in appliances’ listings. The subject provisions in 13.1.10 were recommended by GRI
and Battelle specifically for exterior masonry chimneys that are exposed to the outdoors below the roofline. These
devices permit consumers to safely use non-draft hood-equipped appliances with masonry chimneys in sound condition
that would otherwise require significant upgrading or replacement to prevent excessive condensation.

The text was deleted in the previous edition and the committee affirms that it is not needed
because it is covered by the Equivalency requirement.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-143     Log #66

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Gregg A. Gress, International Code Council

Add new sections as follow: 13.1.18 Height entries. Where the actual height of a vent falls between
entries in the height column of the applicable table in Tables 13.1(a) through 13.1(I), the lower entry must be used or
interpolation must be applied in accordance with Section 13.1.15.

13.2.30 Height entries. Where the actual height of a vent falls between entries in the height column of the applicable
table in Tables 13.2(a) through 13.2(i), the lower entry must be used or interpolation must be applied in accordance with
Section 13.2.27.

This proposal states what must be done for using the tables when the vent height is in between
entries. This is not known by many of the code users I encounter, including designers, installers and inspectors. If a vent
is 17 ft high, it cannot claim to perform as if it were 20 ft high and therefore, the 15 ft entry must be applied or
interpolation must be applied to tailor the table to a 17 high vent.

Add a new 13.1.18 and 13.2.30
Where the actual height of a vent falls between entries in the height column of the applicable table in

Tables 13.2(a) through 13.2(i), either:
(1) Interpolation shall be used,or
(2) The lower vent capacity shown in the table entries shall be used for FAN MAX and NAT MAX column values and the
higher vent capacity shall be used for the FAN MIN column values.

The text proposed is not correct as vent capacity does not always increase with vent height.
The committee invites comments if code users believe that clarification of the requirement would be us

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-144     Log #87

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John England, England Enterprises Inc.

Revised top table title in each table as follows:
VENT CONNECTOR CAPACITY

You are sizing the "connector"; the vent is at the bottom of the pages -- this confuses many people

The committee notes that the term "vent connector" is defined and is consistently used
throughout the venting section, and is the appropriate term.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-145     Log #72

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

INSERT TABLE 13.2(i)

Corrects an error in the table. The capacities shown should be the same as those shown in Table
13.2(g).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-146     Log #CP45

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

1. Revise the heading of Table 13.2.2 as follows:

Table 13.2.2 Vent Connector Maximum Length

Connector Maximum Connector
Diameter       Horizontal
Maximum Length
(in.)                 (ft)

Table values unchanged.
2. Revise 13.2.2 to read:
13.2.2 Vent Connector Maximum Length. The maximum vent connector horizontal length shall be 18 in./in. (18 mm/mm)
of connector diameter as shown in Table 13.2.2. , or as permitted by 13.2.3.

Table 13.2.2 is revised to properly convey the intent of the committee. Paragraph 13.2.2 is revised to
correct an inconsistency in the code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-147     Log #7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Paul W. Cabot, American Gas Association

INSERT TABLE A.5.6 HERE

A new Table A.5.6 is being proposed for NFPA 54.  The table was initially recommended by Proposal
54-97 which was accepted by the Technical Committee on the Fuel Gas Code during the processing of the 2009 edition
of NFPA 54.  The table puts forth a summary of acceptable piping materials, fittings and joining methods contained
within Chapter 5 of NFPA 54.  No public comments were submitted and no committee comments were developed in
response to Proposal 54-97.

A later review of Proposal 54-97, after the completion of the Report on Comments (ROC) meeting, found that the table
in the ROP contains standards not included in Chapter 5, is missing several acceptable materials/fittings/joints, and
could be simplified for clarity.  It was proposed that a more complete Table A.5.6 be put forth with the following
modifications as compared to the table published in the 2008 Annual Revision Cycle Report on Proposals:

· Revise to split the table by piping type.
· Revise by dropping the standard titles and add a table footnote to direct the user to Chapter 5.
· Delete the “Fitting Standard” Column; this column contained most of the non-Chapter 5 standards.
· Expand the “Other Requirements” column to summarize all Chapter 5 requirements.
· Revised Table Title to include both natural gas and LP in the title.
· Other revisions/corrections to ensure consistency with Chapter 5 requirements.
Since NFPA Regulations do not permit the introduction of new text after the ROC stage of a document’s revision cycle,

submission of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion (NITMAM) at the June 2008 Association Technical Meeting to revise
the table would not be in order.  Therefore, it is only through the TIA process by which Table A.5.6 can be modified to
include the above corrections.  It is intended that if this TIA is approved, it supersede the action on Proposal 54-97.

The approved ROP Table A.5.6 contains a number of fitting standards that are not referenced in
the body of the 2009 edition of NFPA 54.  The technical committee did not review these standards since the table was to
be only a summary of code requirements contained in Chapter 5.  The annex table if published as it appears in the ROP
would contain pipe fitting standards that have not been technically reviewed and therefore may be inappropriate for fuel
gas applications.  The table is likely to cause confusion on what is acceptable and may lead it improper installations.

Revise table A.5.6 by:
1 Deleting the line beginning "PVC".
2. Revising the right column by substituting the paragraphs numbers instead of the extracted text.

PVC is eliminated as it is not a gas piping material.
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Table A.5.6 Pipe, Tube, Fittings, and Joints for Natural Gas and Liquefied Petroleum Gas Applications 

Metallic Pipe 

Pipe 

Fitting Types Joint Types 

Other Requirements 

Material Standard  

Black Steel  

Minimum 

Schedule 40 

ASTM A106†  Steel 

Malleable Iron 

Steel Cast Iron 

ASME B16.1†  

Brass 

Bronze 

Special 

Threaded 

Flanged 

Threads per ASME B1.20.1† 

Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

Galvanized Steel 

minimum 

Schedule 40 

ASTM A53†  

Wrought Iron  

Minimum 

Schedule 40  

Also known as 

low iron or 

wrought steel 

ASTM B36.10M†  

Copper None Specified Cast Copper 

Alloy 

Bronze 

Brass 

Special 

None Specified Prohibited where the gas contains more than an average of 

0.3 grains of hydrogen sulfide per 100 scf of gas (0.7 mg/100 

L). 

Threads cannot form the joint seal 

Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

Copper Alloy 

(Brass) 

None Specified 

Aluminum ASTM B241† Aluminum 

Special 

None Specified 

 

Alloy 5456 is prohibited 

Threads cannot form the joint seal 

Coated to protect against external corrosion where it is in 

contact with masonry, plaster, or insulation, or is subject to 

repeated wettings by such liquids as water, detergents, or 

sewage.  

Aluminum alloy pipe shall not be used in exterior locations 

or underground. 

Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

Metallic Tubing 

Pipe 

Fitting Types Joint Types Other Requirements 
Material Standard 

Copper  ASTM B88† 

ASTM B280† 

Cast Copper 

Alloy 

Wrought Copper 

Press fittings 

meeting ANSI 

LC4† 

Forged Copper 

Alloy 

Special 

Brazed 

Flanged/Brazed 

Brazed 

Mechanically 

Pressed 

(Crimped) 

Flared 

Prohibited where the gas contains more than an average of 

0.3 grains of hydrogen sulfide per 100 scf of gas (0.7 mg/100 

L). 

Brazed joints fabricated with alloys having a melting  

temperature greater than 1000º F 

Brazing alloys contain less than 0.05% Phosphorous 

Minimum  melting  temperature greater than 1000º F 

Brazing alloys  contain less than 0.05% Phosphorous 

Flares, SAE J533 for single 45º flares 

Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

CSST ANSI LC 1 / CSA 

6.26†  

ANSI LC 1 / 

CSA 6.26† 

Manufacturer’s 

installation 

instructions 

Installation in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

installation instructions.  



Aluminum ASTM B 210† 

ASTM B 241† 

Copper Alloy 

(Brass) 

Special 

Compression Coated to protect against external corrosion where it is in 

contact with masonry, plaster, or insulation or is subject to 

repeated wettings by such liquids as water, detergent, or 

sewage.  

Aluminum-alloy tubing shall not be used in exterior locations 

or underground. 

Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

 

Steel ASTM A 539† 

ASTM A 254† 

Special  Special fittings shall be appropriate for the application and 

acceptable to AHJ 

Non-Metallic Pipe & Tube 

Pipe 

Fitting Type Joint Types Other Requirements 
Material Standard 

Polyethylene 

(PE) 

ASTM D 2513† Polyethylene (PE) 

ASTM D 2513† 

(Heat fusion) 

Service head adapters 

meeting Category I of 

ASTM D 2513† 

Connections to Metallic 

Pipe meeting ASTM D 

2513†, ASTM F 1973†, 

or ASTM F 2509† 

Manufacturer’s 

instructions  

Compression-type 

mechanical joints 

Heat Fusion 

Pipe and tubing installed outdoors underground 

only 

Pipe shall be marked “gas” and “ASTM D 2513 

Plastic pipe, tubing, fittings and joints in 

undiluted liquefied petroleum gas piping systems 

shall be in accordance with NFPA 58† 

PVC UL 651† 

Schedule 40 or 80 

PVC UL 651† 

Schedule 40 or 80 

Manufacturer’s 

instructions 

Regulator vents only 

Outdoor installation only 
†Required standard. See Chapter 5 for standard title. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Add a new Table A.6.1 to read as follows:

****Include Table A.6.1 Here****

A new table is added to provide guidance on metric equivalents of nominal pipe sizes.
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Table A.6.1  Nominal Pipe Sizes 

Nominal Pipe Diam. Nominal Pipe Diam. 

 in.  mm   in.  mm 

1/8  6  8  200 

3/16 7    10  250 

1/4  8     12  300 

3/8 10   14   350 

1/2   15    16  400 

5/8  18    18   450 

3/4   20 20    500 

1   25     24 600 

1¼ 32 28   700 

1½  40  30  750 

2 50 32  800 

2½   65  36  900 

3  80  40  1000 

3½  90     44  1100 

4  100  48  1200 

4½  115  52 1300 

5 125  56   1400 

6   150  60  1500 

For pipe sizes > 60” diam., use  1” = 25 mm. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

New text to read as follows:
All CSST gas piping systems shall be directly bonded to the electrical service grounding electrode system

between the point of delivery and the first downstream CSST fitting regardless of the type of connected gas
appliance(s).  The bonding connection may be made to the electrical service equipment enclosure, the grounded
conductor at the electrical service, the grounding electrode conductor (where of sufficient size) or to the one or more
grounding electrodes used.  The bonding conductor shall be permanently connected at one location to the CSST system
using a listed clamp that is attached to either a segment of rigid pipe or a CSST brass fitting.  The bonding clamp shall
be accessible.  The bonding conductor shall be protected from physical damage and can be installed outdoors above or
below ground or indoors.

The bonding conductor shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.66 of the current edition of the NEC based on the
size of the service-entrance conductor or feeder supplying each occupancy and as permitted in NEC Sections
250.66(A), (B) and (C), but not smaller than 6 AWG copper (or equivalent).

250.66 (A) Connections to Rod, Pipe, or Plate Electrodes.  Where the grounding electrode conductor is connected to
rod, pipe, or plate electrodes as permitted in 250.52(A)(5) or (A)(7), that portion of the conductor that is the sole
connection to the grounding electrode shall not be required to be larger than 6 AWG copper wire or 4 AWG aluminum
wire.

250.66 (B) Connections to Concrete-Encased Electrodes.  Where the grounding electrode conductor is connected to a
concrete-encased electrode as permitted in 250.52(A)(3), that portion of the conductor that is the sole connection to the
grounding electrode shall not be required to be larger than 4 AWG copper wire.

250.66 (C) Connections to Ground Rings.  Where the grounding electrode conductor is connected to a ground ring as
permitted in 250.52(A)(4), that portion of the conductor that is the sole connection to the grounding electrode shall not
be required to be larger than the conductor used for the ground ring.

None

Add a new A.7.13.2 to read:
A 7.13.2 The required bonding connection may be made from the piping to the electrical service equipment enclosure,
to the grounded conductor at the electrical service, to the grounding electrode conductor (where of sufficient size) or
directly to the grounding electrode.
Listed clamps are manufactured to facilitate attachment of the bonding conductor to either a segment of rigid pipe or to a
CSST brass fitting.  Clamps should be installed so as to remain accessible when building construction is complete.
Clamps should be suitable for the location where they will be installed.
Bonding conductors should be protected from physical damage and may be installed outdoors above grade or below
grade or may be installed indoors.

A new A.7.13.2 is added to provide information on bonding.  The proposed extracts from NFPA
70, National Electrical Code are not accepted as it is widely available in NFPA 70 and from other sources.
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Table 250.66  Grounding Electrode Conductor for Alternating-Current Systems 

Size of Largest Underground Service –

Entrance Conductor or Equivalent Area 

for Parallel Conductors
a
  (AWG/kcmil) 

 Size of Grounding Electrode Conductor 

(AWG/kcmil) 

 

Copper Aluminum or 

Copper-Clad 

Aluminum 

Copper Aluminum or 

Copper-Clad 

Aluminum
b 

2 or smaller 1/0 or smaller 8 6 

1 or 1/0 2/0 or 3/0 6 4 

2/0 or 3/0 4/0 or 250 4 2 

Over 3/0 through 350 Over 250 through 500 2 1/0 

Over 350 through 600 Over 500 through 900 1/0 3/0 

Over 600 through 

1100 

Over 900 through 

1750 

2/0 4/0 

Over 1100 Over 1750 3/0 250 

Notes: 

1.  Where multiple sets of service-entrance conductors are used as permitted in 

230.40, Exception No. 2, the equivalent size of the largest service-entrance 

conductor shall be determined by the largest sum of the areas of the corresponding 

conductors of each set. 

2.  Where there are no service-entrance conductors, the grounding electrode 

conductor size shall be determined by the equivalent size of the largest service-

entrance conductor required for the load to be served. 

a  This table also applies to the derived conductors of separately derived ac 

systems. 

b  See installation restrictions in 250.64(A). 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Torbin, Cutting Edge Solutions, LLC

Revise text to read as follows:
The first goal of determining the pipe sizing of a fuel gas piping system is to be assured that

there is sufficient gas pressure at the inlet to each appliance. The majority of systems are residential, and the appliances
will all have the same, or nearly the same, requirement for minimum gas pressure at the appliance inlet. This pressure
will be about 5 in. w.c., which is enough for proper operation of the appliance regulator to deliver about 3.5 in. w.c. (3.4
kPa) to the burner itself. The pressure drop in the piping and through flow obstructions is subtracted from the source
delivery pressure to verify that the minimum is available at the appliance.

There are other systems, however, where the required inlet pressure to the different appliances may be quite varied. In
such cases, the greatest inlet pressure required must be satisfied, as well as the farthest appliance, which is almost
always the critical appliance in small systems.

There is an additional requirement to be observed besides the capacity of the system at 100% flow. That requirement
is that at minimum flow, the pressure at the inlet to any appliance does not exceed the pressure rating of the appliance
regulator. This would seldom be of concern in small systems if the source pressure is 1/ 2 psi (14 in. w.c.) or less, but it
should be verified for systems with greater gas pressure at the point of supply.

.  To determine the size of piping used in a gas piping system, the following
factors must be considered:

(1)  Allowable loss in pressure from point of delivery to appliance
(2)  Maximum gas demand
(3)  Length of piping, number and type of EFV (if installed) and number of fittings
(4)  Specific gravity of the gas
(5)  Diversity factor
For any gas piping system, or special appliance, or for conditions other than those covered by the tables provided in

this code, such as longer runs, greater gas demands, or greater pressure drops, the size of each gas piping system
should be determined by standard engineering practices acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.

The quantity of gas to be provided at each outlet should be determined, whenever possible, directly
from the manufacturer’s gas input Btu/hr rating of the appliance or EFV that will be installed. In case the ratings of the
appliances to be installed are not known, Table 5.4.2.1 shows the approximate consumption (in Btu per hour) of certain
types of typical household appliances.

To obtain the cubic feet per hour of gas required, add the rated trip flow of the largest appliance EFV divide to the total
Btu/hr input of all other appliances divided by the average Btu heating value per cubic ft of the gas. The average Btu per
cubic ft of the gas in the area of the installation can be obtained from the serving gas supplier.

The introduction of one or more EFV into any gas piping system is not clearly covered by the current
language for sizing of the piping system. Low pressure piping systems without EFV are typically sized based on
standard sizing tables with a total piping system pressure drop of 0.5-inch WC (or larger). However, the introduction of
certain EFV could increase the total system pressure drop by over 0.5-inch WC for each EFV. Most EFV manufacturers
recommend multiple EFV per piping system with one located at the meter and one at each connected appliance. In
addition, there may be an extra pressure drop associated with a flexible connector raising the potential total system
head loss to over 2-inch WC. If the system pressure downstream of the gas meter is only 6-inch WC (during winter
peak), operational problems with the connected appliances could occur when they are needed the most.

Cutting Edge Solutions has recently completed an engineering assessment of EFV and their impact on pipe system
sizing. Recommendations from that study include the need to upsize the piping to accommodate the extra flow required
to trip these devices. If the piping is not upsized, then the increase in gas volume (needed to trip the EFV) delivered into
the piping system would create even greater frictional losses within the piping system, and further exacerbate the
pressure drop problem. The pending ANSI Z21.93 Standard does not place a maximum limit on the allowable pressure
drop across EFV. Therefore, to safely accommodate the flow necessary to trip the installed EFV (and to address its
associated constant pressure drop) the pipe sizing should be upsized based on that trip flow rather than sized based on
the demand of the connected appliances.

No data is provided to demonstrate that the pressure drop across excess flow valves will cause
piping system flow restriction.
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54-151     Log #12

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Art Weirauch, Omegaflex, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Create Section B.2.3.1—Move the 2nd paragraph of Section C.3.1 to the new Section B.2.3.1

Areas of high  elevation are using the current Section C.3.1. to require higher capacities in gas piping
systems than what the appliance can burn. Providing the gas equipment with more gas does not result in higher
input/output from the equipment. Relocating the above Section would aid in properly sizing the gas equipment first.

Revise C.3.1 to read:
C.3.1 General. The quantity of gas to be provided at each outlet should be determined, whenever possible, directly from
the manufacturer’s gas input Btu/hr rating of the appliance to be installed, adjusted for altitude where appropriate. In
case the ratings of the appliances to be installed are not known, Table 5.4.2.1 shows the approximate consumption (in
Btu per hour) of certain types of typical household appliances.

The concept of the proposal is accepted and incorporated in to C.3.1.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James  Ranfone, American Gas Association

Delete text to read as follows:

A third method of sizing gas piping is detailed below as an option that is useful when large quantities of piping are
involved in a job (e.g., an apartment house) and material costs are of concern. If the user is not completely familiar with
this method, the resulting pipe sizing should be checked by a knowledgeable gas engineer. The sizing charts are
applied as follows:

(1)  With the layout developed according to Section 5.1 of the code, indicate in each section the under
maximum operation conditions. For many layouts, the maximum design flow will be the sum of all connected loads.
However, in some cases, certain combinations of appliances will not occur simultaneously (e.g., gas heating and air
conditioning). For these cases, the design flow is the greatest gas flow that can occur at any one time.

(2)  Determine the for the system being designed. In most cases, the point of inlet will be the gas
meter or service regulator, but in the case of a system addition, it could be the point of connection to the existing
system.

(3)  Determine the required at the inlet to the critical appliance. Usually, the critical item will be the
appliance with the highest required pressure for satisfactory operation. If several items have the same required
pressure, it will be the one with the greatest length of piping from the system inlet.

(4)  The difference between the inlet pressure and critical item pressure is the Figures
C.6 (a) and C.6 (b) show the relationship between gas flow, pipe size, and pipe length for natural gas with 0.60 specific
gravity.

(5)  To use Figure C.6 (a) (low pressure applications), calculate the piping length from the inlet to the critical appliance.
Increase this length by 50 percent to allow for fittings. Divide the allowable pressure drop by the equivalent length (in
hundreds of feet) to determine the allowable pressure drop per hundred ft. Select the pipe size from Figure C.6 (a) for
the required volume of flow.

(6)  To use Figure C.7 (b) (high pressure applications), calculate the equivalent length as in item (5). Calculate the
for Figure C.7 (b) by dividing the difference between the squares of the absolute values of inlet and outlet

pressures by the equivalent length (in hundreds of feet). Select the pipe size from Figure C.7 (b) for the gas volume
required.

The Annex C.7 use of sizing charts is an engineering design method not suitable for an installation
code. Annex C.7 is better suited as handbook material.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John Shimer, Indiana Propane Gas Assn.

Proposal to ADD to Annex D, D3, (2), (d). Additional recommended method of testing 2 and 5
pound gas systems and appliances check.

Recommended method should include a method using a Manometer for gas check (testing at the output of the line
regulator going to the appliance).

2 and 5 pound systems' are very common in the propane industry. There is no documented
recommended method for gas checking or a full gas system check and appliance check (gas check at the output of the
line regulators).

Revise D.3 (2) (b) to read:
(b) For systems serving appliances that receive gas at pressures of ½ psi (3.5 kPa) or less, by inserting a water
manometer or pressure gauge into the system downstream of the final system regulator, pressurizing the system with
either fuel gas or air to a test pressure of 9 in. w.c. ± ½ in. w.c. (2.2 kPa ± 0.1 kPa), and observing the device for a
pressure change. If fuel gas is used as a pressure source, it is necessary to pressurize the system to full operating
pressure, close the container service valve, and then release enough gas from the system through a range burner valve
or other suitable means to drop the system pressure to 9 in. w.c. ± ½ in. w.c. (2.2 kPa ± 0.1 kPa). This ensures that all
regulators in the system upstream of the test point are unlocked and that a leak anywhere in the system  is
communicated to the gauging device. The gauging device should indicate no loss or gain of pressure for a period of 3
minutes.

The concept recommended is accepted and D.3 (2) (b) is revised.  The committee believes that
with the revised text the concerns are addressed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-154     Log #59

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Tim Mulligan, BrassCraft

List the ANSI Z21.93•CSA 6.30 Excess Flow Valve Standard for Natural and LP Gas up to
Pressures of 5 PSIG, as per section 5.13

Provide reference standard for informational purposes

The standard is not published.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-155     Log #CP54

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on National Fuel Gas Code,

Update referenced stantards in Annex M as shown:
API 1104, Welding Pipelines and Related Facilities, 2005 2008.
ASHRAE Handbook — Fundamentals, 2005 2009.
ASHRAE Handbook — HVAC Systems and Equipment, 2008.
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX and Section IV, 2007.
ANSI/ASTM D2420, Standard Test Method for Hydrogen Sulfide in Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gases (Lead Acetate
Method), 2007.
AWS B2.1, Specification for Welding Procedure and Performance Qualification, 2005 2009.
AWS B2.2, Brazing Procedure and Performance Qualification, 1991.
ANSI Z21.1, Household Cooking Gas Appliances, 2005.
ANSI Z21.5.1/CSA 7.1, Gas Clothes Dryers — Volume I — Type 1 Clothes Dryers, 2006.
ANSI Z21.5.2/ CSA 7.2, Gas Clothes Dryers — Volume II — Type 2 Clothes Dryers, 2005.
ANSI Z21.10.1/CSA 4.1, Gas Water Heaters — Volume I — Storage Water Heaters with Input Ratings of 75,000 Btu per
Hour or Less, 2004 2009.
ANSI Z21.10.3/CSA 4.3, Gas Water Heaters — Volume III — Storage Water Heaters with Input Ratings above 75,000
Btu per Hour, Circulating and Instantaneous, 2004.
ANSI Z21.12, Draft Hoods, 1990 (Reaffirmed 2000).
ANSI Z21.13/CSA 4.9, Gas-Fired Low-Pressure Steam and Hot Water Boilers, 2004 2010.
ANSI Z21.15/CGA 9.1, Manually Operated Gas Valves for Appliances, Appliance Connector Valves, and Hose End
Valves, 1997 (Reaffirmed 2003) 2009
ANSI Z21.17/CSA 2.7, Domestic Gas Conversion Burners, 1998 (Reaffirmed 2004 2009).
ANSI Z21.18/CSA 6.3, Gas Appliance Pressure Regulators, 2007.
ANSI Z21.19/CSA 1.4, Refrigerators Using Gas Fuel, 2002 (Reaffirmed 2007).
ANSI Z21.20/C22.2 – No. 199, Automatic Electrical Controls for Household and Similar Use – Part 2: Particular
Requirements for Automatic Burner Ignition Systems and Components, 2007.
ANSI Z21.21/CGA 6.5, Automatic Valves for Gas Appliances, 2005.
ANSI Z21.22/CSA 4.4, Relief Valves for Hot Water Supply Systems, 1999 (Reaffirmed 2003 2008).
ANSI Z21.23, Gas Appliance Thermostats, 2000 (Reaffirmed 2005).
ANSI Z21.35/CGA 6.8, Pilot Gas Filters, 2005.
ANSI Z21.40.1/CGA 2.91, Gas-Fired, Heat Activated Air-Conditioning and Heat Pump Appliances, 1996 (Reaffirmed
2002).
ANSI Z21.40.2/CGA 2.92, Gas-Fired, Work Activated Air-Conditioning and Heat Pump Appliances (Internal
Combustion), 1996 (Reaffirmed 2002).
ANSI Z21.40.4/CGA 2.94, Performance Testing and Rating of Gas-Fired, Air-Conditioning and Heat Pump Appliances,
1996 (Reaffirmed 2002).
ANSI Z21.42, Gas-Fired Illuminating Appliances, 1993 (Reaffirmed 2002).
ANSI Z21.47/CSA 2.3, Gas-Fired Central Furnaces, 2006.
ANSI Z21.50/CSA 2.22, Vented Gas Fireplaces, 2007.
ANSI Z21.54/CSA 8.4, Gas Hose Connectors for Portable Outdoor Gas-Fired Appliances, 2002 (Reaffirmed 2007).
ANSI Z21.56/CSA 4.7, Gas-Fired Pool Heaters, 2006.
ANSI Z21.57, Recreational Vehicle Cooking Gas Appliances, 2005.
ANSI Z21.58/CSA 1.6, Outdoor Cooking Gas Appliances, 2007.
ANSI Z21.60/CSA 2.26, Decorative Gas Appliances for Installation in Solid-Fuel Burning Fireplaces, 2003.
ANSI Z21.61, Gas-Fired Toilets, 1983 (Reaffirmed 2004).
ANSI Z21.66/CGA 6.14, Automatic Vent Damper Devices for Use with Gas-Fired Appliances, 1996 (Reaffirmed 2001).
ANSI Z21.71, Automatic Intermittent Pilot Ignition Systems for Field Installation, 1993 (Reaffirmed 2007).
ANSI Z21.77/CSA 6.23, Manually-Operated Piezo-Electric Spark Gas Ignition Systems and Components, 2005.
ANSI Z21.78/CSA 6.20, Combination Gas Controls for Gas Appliances, 2005.
ANSI Z21.84, Manually Lighted, Natural Gas Decorative Gas Appliances for Installation in Solid-Fuel Burning
Fireplaces, 2002
ANSI Z21.86/CSA 2.32, Vented Gas-Fired Space Heating Appliances, 2008.
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ANSI Z21.87/CSA 4.6, Automatic Gas Shutoff Devices for Hot Water Supply Systems, 2007.
ANSI Z21.88/CSA 2.33, Vented Gas Fireplace Heaters, 2005 2009.
ANSI Z21.91, Ventless Firebox Enclosures for Gas-Fired Unvented Decorative Room Heaters, 2007
ANSI Z83.8/CSA 2.6, Gas Unit Heaters, Gas Packaged Heaters, Gas Utility Heaters and Gas-Fired Duct Furnaces,
2006 2009.
ANSI Z83.11/CSA 1.8, Gas Food Service Equipment, 2006.
ANSI Z83.19/CSA 2.35, Gas-Fired High-Intensity Infrared Heaters, 2001 (Reaffirmed 2005) 2009.
ANSI Z83.20/CSA 2.34, Gas-Fired Low-Intensity Infrared Heaters, 2008.
ANSI Z83.21/CSA C 22.2 No.168, Commercial Dishwashers, 2005.
ANSI NGV1/CGA NGV1, Compressed Natural Gas Vehicle (NGV) Fueling Connection Devices, 2006.
ANSI/AGA NGV3.1/CGA 12.3, Fuel System Components for Natural Gas Powered Vehicles, 1995 (Reaffirmed 2007).
ANSI/CSA America FC 1, Stationary Fuel Cell Power Systems, 2004.
ANSI/CSA NGV 2, Basic Requirements for Compressed Natural Gas Vehicle Fuel Containers. 2007.
ANSI/IAS U.S. LC 2, Direct Gas-Fired Circulating Heaters for Agricultural Animal Confinement Buildings, 1996.
NACE SP0169, Control of External Corrosion on Underground or Submerged Metallic Piping Systems, 2007.
Piping Handbook, 2000, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Reference standards are updated to the current editions.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
54-156     Log #28

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Bob Eugene, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
M.2.4 UL Publications. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096, www.ul.com.
ANSI/UL 103, Chimneys, Factory-Built, Residential Type and Building Heating Appliances, 1995 2001, Revised 2006.
ANSI/UL 441, Gas Vents, 2006.
ANSI/UL 641, Type L Low-Temperature Venting Systems, 2005 1995, Revised 2009.
ANSI/UL 1738, Venting Systems for Gas Burning Appliances, Categories II, III and IV, 2006.
ANSI/UL 1777, Chimney Liners, 2004 2007, Revised 2009.

Update referenced standards to most recent revisions. Add ANSI approval designation where
appropriate.
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